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Introduction

1 hope to

illuminate hout
magine yourself as a fifthgrade student who has spent
your entire school career - kindergarten through
fourth grade-in one elementary
building. When the 1982 term
opens, you will be expected to
"Mend" in with 800 other fifth and
sixth grade students of whom you
may know only thirty former fourth
grade classmates. What anxieties do
you face as the new year approaches? As a ten-year-old, do you
worry about how you will make
friends or whether or not the work
will k too hard? Will the teachers
be nice? How are your parents feeling about the change? What anxieties do tiley hold for you? Is there
anyone to help you manage this big
transition?
Smooth Move was a program,
which I will later describe in detail,
desigrled by a local schml cuunselor
in mid-sized Illinois city, to respond
to these qurstions. The names of individuals, schools, and have been
changed. She sought to gain the perspective of the fourth-graders soon
to be attending Charles Lindbergh
school, the building slated in 1992 to
house all district iiith and sixth
maders. Her central aim was to alle;iate fear and facilitate their transi
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structure worked
both to frustrn te
and encourage n
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professional
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roots protesaional innovation in
Larchmont.
According to the November,
1992, United Way oi Northwest Illinois " Community Needs Assessment Report,"
(Larchmont) is a community of stability and
strength, experiencing recent growth in its retail, industrial, and housing sectors...made up of mostly
nliddle-i ncome families,
working mainly in the
manufacturing and agricultural areas."
The next highest socioeconomic

-

tion to a much Iarger school community. For now, I only want to point
out that this was a modest and sensible response to a fairly concrete
redistricting problem. Yet, to h s
day, in spite of the single-minded
advocacy and hard work oi one
counselor, several principals, and
many teachers, it has failed to
achieve stable implementation. In
other words, it is not yet fully institutionalized. I wanted to better understand why not. By tracing the
fate of one local innovation through
its initiation and implementation
phases, I hope to illuminate how the
surrounding institutional culture
and policy structure worked both to
frustrate .and encourage a grass-
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c a t e ~ o.,r yis occupied bv those employed in the professior~land service sectors. Household income has
risen locally, according to the 1990
census report, "however, over onethird of the residents arc earning

less than $20,000 per year."
Larchmont continues to have a
stable population of approximately
28,000 people. I t s "rural" atmosphere comes from being surrounded by good farm land while
"urban" influence stem from its location only thirty miles from the
nearby city ofRockford.This urban
influence is reflected also by the five
Fortune 500 companies which bring
both professional and blue collar
workers to the community.Over the
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8 Ane of Students by Ethnic Groups in Larchmont

I
Group

Caucasian
-.'

.- -.

77.3

16.5

i

20.2

past wverdl years there has bccn an
increase it1 the nurnkr uf African
American, Asian American and
Hispanic residents. This increasing
cultural diversity is also reflected in
the Larchn~ontstudent population.
The State of Illinois Public Act 84126 requires dl public school districts to report student performance
and background information for
each oi the schools within the district. Tahlr I below indicates the
growth oi respective groups from
1989 to 1996.
The n u r n k r of students from
families in low socioeconomic circumstances h~salso risen during
the past 11 ye~ws,from 23.1% in 1985
to 31.8% in 1996.

Larchmont
Redistricting History

(1968-1974)
Phase 1: Communi
Consensus (1968-19 )

X

Charles Lindbergh Middle
School first o p e n ~ dits doors to in
the fall of 1968 to sixth, seventh, and
eighth grade students. Much time
and effort had gone into planning
for this first middle school in the
1-archmont community. A building
committee, comprised of administrators and elementary and secondary teachers strove tn couiit~rthe
sentiment that: "First we shape our
buildings and ther~afterthry shape
us. We hope that the new middle
school will not 'shape us' but will
serve education now and in the unforeseen decades" (Larchmont
February G May, 1997
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of the students to be assigned to
each building. When asked who the
leading advocates were, he couldn't
remember a single individual or
group. At any rate, the politicaiiy
influential were apparently satisfied with the outcome.

1.4

School District, December, 1966).
Thaugh the middle school would
not entirely shape the educators,
many unforeseen events and barriers would prove to have a profound
impact on the new middle school
staff and students.
While Lindbergh School was to
receive sixth, seventh and eighth
grade students in 1968, the
Larchmont Junior High School
would house the rest of the District's
seventh and eight graders and all of
the ninth graders. This meant that
now the District had one middle
school and one junior high
school - both feeding into the h g h
school. Tlus didn't seem to cause
much concern at the time. The first
principal of Lindbergh identifies the
main reason for building a middle
school as "crowded elementary
buildings." Originally, only sixth
graders from a few designated elementary buildings were supposed
to attend the new school, but soon
all sixth grade classes were being
transported to Lindbergh (personal
communication, November 9,
1496). He also notes that the
Larchmont School District wanted
to ensure an "appropriate" distribution of minority students between
Lindbergh and Larchmont Junior
High. The principal recalled that at
the time, parents were mainly relieved that the over-crowding probIem had k e n solved. It is likely that
an important community spokesperson had given the "blessing" to
the middle school. He noted that it
was a little surprising that there
were no noticeable ripples of dissent
in the community over the selection
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Thefirst attendees
of Charles
Lindbergh School
soon found that
they would end up
making a
minimum of four
transitions
between buildings
during their
passage through
the Larchmont
Public School
system.
The first attendees of Charles
Lindbergh School soon found that
they would end up making a rninimum of four transitions between
buildings during their passage
through the Larchmont Public
School system. Their path was determined by the differing grade configurations among the eight elementary schools. Some were K-5 buildings, others K-6. All students from
K-5 buildings who entered Lindbergh went on to Larchmont Junior
High School to complete the ninth
grade. From there they moved to
Larchmont High School for grades
ten, eleven, and twelve. Thus, after
leaving Lindbergh, they would
spend only one year at Larchmont
Junior High before entering the high
school. On the other hand, if a student had attended a six-year elementary building, then s/he went

directly to k c h r n o n t Junior High
School before entering the h g h
school, Implementing the middle
school concept resulted in an odd
trade-off. Some students would
have several years of busing to various schools before ever reaching the
high school.
From a district perspective, t h s
entire transition was accompanied
by a h g e increase in student busing.The elen~entarybuildings were
a11neighborhood schools. Most students walked to and from school,
and some often went home for
lunch. Lindbergh was 10rat~dsevera1 miles from their homes. There
were no planned activities to prepare for the altercd fanuly-school
r~lationshp.In today's climate, the
nerd tcl make preparations would
seem imperative. The casual attitude of the time may be explained
by:

(1) naivete on the part of parents
and educators;
(2) the assumption that students
had such a secure and s,de community that there would be no
student fear of the unknown;
(3) self-esteem worries were less
prominent at that time.
During the 1%0s and 70s, under
the auspices of the Larchmont
Board of Education, the "Education
Specifications of Middle k h o o l
West," had been crafted and it brcame the foundational paper far
what was to become Charles Lindbergh School. In this document 'we
listed all the cvmrnittee members
who worked on the development
and planning stages. It is strikingly
obvious today that all were either
teachers or school administrators.
No school board members are mentioned, nor were there any parents
or students included. Even though
the middle school concept was ostensively developed in order to
meet the needs and challenges of the
adolescent student, it appears that
no one thought to consult them.
Plans were based solely on the ideas

and rewarch of educators. This system of transporting students, fragmented as it may appear to us today,
took place without incident or complaint.
During the 1974-75 school year,
the district again was facrd with
school reconfiguration. 7 h i s time all
elementary buildings would house
the kindergarten through fifthgrade students. Charles Lindbergh
Middle School would take all the
dxth and seventh graders, and the
Larchmont Junior High School was
designated to be the eighth and
ninth-grade building. Again, there
were no preparations to help students make a transition from one
building to the next and no cornmunity expressions of concern. School
leaders and their community took
these pressures in stride and all concurred that the best way to handle
them should be left to the wisdom
ut educational professionals. The luernrchical structure of the school
system was embedded in an approving cultural consensus.

Adnzinistrators
faced the prospect
of having to
we#ther the
con koversia 1
closing of severa 7
elementa y
buildings.
Phase 11: The Im act of
Declinin Enro ment
19 2-1991
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This consensus persisted until
the early 1 9 8 0 ~when
~
student enrollment began to decrease and the
District was faced with tighter financial constraints. Another redistricting loomed on the horizon.The
idea of sending all fifth-grade stuThreslrolds it1 Education

dents tr, Lindbergh School suggested it.wlf as an option. The temper of the times and the District's
resources had changed since the optimistic 61)s anti 70s. The population

was also beconling more racially
and ethnically diverse. This time
Larchmont school personnel did
hold planning meetings that included parents. Administrators
faced the prosppct oi having to
weather the controversial cbsing of
several elementary buildings. They
proposed what seemed to be the
least disruptive plan. Fifth-grade
students would go to Lindbergh,
wlule Larchmont Junior High
School would become an even more
traditional junior high school taking
the seventh and eighth grades, arid
Larchmont High School would revert to a four-year high school.
Still, parents complained that
they did not rvimt to send their tenyear-old shil~lrcu "all the way
acrnss town" to a school which held
700 to 800 students! Besides, they
objected that Lindbergh was really
a middle-school. To them this meant
that it was a form of secondary education. N o such objectinns had ever
been heard in the previous tnuves.
Some parents became adamant
against having their children shuttled from one class to another "all
day long." After many meetings, the
superintendent, with the support of
the Board {if Education, finally decided to close three elementary
buildings and move all fifth and
sixth grade students to Charles
Lindbergh School. The first, and still
incumbent, principal was to hand
over the building keys to another
elementary principal who had been
in the district for several years.
Major shtts in assignment were
also made in the teaching staff.
Teachers were told to prioritize
their top three assignment preferences for the 1982-1983 school year.
This came as a shock to Kindberg11
teachers, many of whom had been
there since the doors of the building
were first opened in 1968.1 was one
February & M a y , 1997

of those who had joined the staff as
a sixth grade teacher in 1973. When
the school's grade configuration
later changed to make it a sixth- and
seventh-grade school, I taught departmentalized social studies and
writing to sixth-graders After serving fur several years as Dean of Studmts, I was assiped in 1982 to a
fifth-grade teaching position at
Charles Lindbergh-a post that 1
had nut listed on the rcqucst form.
A colleague of mine, mci the counselor who was later to Acsigt~Snrootli
Move, was unilaterally placcd at the
High School in spltt. of her r ~ q u e s t
to remain at Lindbergh. Understandably upset, she conferred with
the superintendent to get an explanation. Her outstanding work, he
said, had shown that she was
"needed" at the high school "to imp u v e the counseling department
there" (personal communication,
November 4, 1996). 'Chere is no
doubt, however, that this counseIor
had been a respected staff leader at
Lindbergh
So in contrast to past changeh,
parents, teachers, and adminis trators were embroiled in a turbulent
time. Perhaps as a movc to stetn
criticism, it was annr)unred that the
school's name would be changed to
Charles Lindbcrgli Uppm Elementary School. No one quite knew
what an upper elementary school
was. But the principal reported that
the superintendent hoped to avoid
the secondary school image held by
so many parents who seemed t c fear
~
that their children "would become
lost in the big maze" of a quasi-secondary building. He conjectured
also, that the change in principal
probably was the district's signal
that administrators were really serious about making Lindbergh an elementary building. The new Lindbergh principal interpret~dthe superintendent as believing that maintaining the founding prinujpnl of a
middle school in place would send
the wrong message to parents and
staff (personal communication, NoFebruay b May, 1997

vember 7,1996). Concerned parents
might k more at ease with wellknown Larchmont elementary principal at the head oi the upper "elementary"
Charles
Lindbergh
School.

Perhaps the lipper
elementary
designation was
left purposefully
undefined since nu
zclrit ten
philosophy or
cu wicrllurtr change
ever was crafted
to operat iorra lize
f he concept of an
"upper
elementay "
school.
The new principal was certainly correct about the symbolic
value of this change in leaderrhp.
Yet it had serious morale consequences. Thrjugh it might serve to
alleviate parental criticism, it could
not guarantee an operational transformation from middle school to
upper rlrmentar:, status. For one
thing, no one really had m y idea
what "upper rlementary" tnight
mean with respect to concrek tacility use, program planning, or hiring
policies. Perhaps the upper elementary designation was left purposefully undefined since no written
phlosophy or curriculum change
ever was crafted to operationalize
the concept of an "upper elementary" school.
When the superintendent left
the f(1llorvingyear, the new superintendent failed to take up this question ui defining the school. Still
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faced with dropping enrollments,
he simply cut personnel from the
upper elementary school. This, of
course, only deepened morale problems. Those staff members drawn
trom the eight elementary buildings
had all been trained and were experienced elementary instructors. The
remaining original Lindbergh
teachers, however, had received
their training as middle school/secondary educators. The principal
urged them all to learn to work together since they could contribute
so many different experiences and
skills. He hoped they would tlesh
out a workable, upper-elementary
school concept before they attempted to welcome fifth grade students to the new school environment. What happened instead was
that he and his assistant principal
devised and relied upon an orientation day f u r prospective students.
The first student orientation
was initiated in spring of 1983when
the fourth grade students from each
of the hve elementary buildings visited Lindkrgh. These orientations
werp a direct response to parental
pressure. The institutional culture
was chanpng, if dowly, from a predominantly cducator-centered decision-making organizatii~n t o one
which more quickly acconunoclated
to parent discontent. To complirnic
matters for administrators, parents
were bect~mingmore vocal at the
same time as resources d windlcd.
Seen a s a more or less public relations measure, no one at the time
viewed the orientation in curricular
or propammatic tern&. The teachers took no part in the planning and
had only a minimal role in the orientatir~nactivities themselves.
First, students listened to a lecture about the school. Then they
werv divided into three groups rcspectively led by thc principal, assistant principal, and one other staff
member. They simply toured the
building and walked through some
of the cIassrooms. Not everything
went well. The principal was dis-

turbed to see some of the fourthgrade stu~lentsmaking hmtile sigm
when they went into a classroom.
This impression on him would later
prrtve io be a factor in slowing the
progress of the expanded Smooth
MOLY program. He was also annoyed that, in some instanres, he
would visit a classroom with hjs
group of children and find neither
studentsnor teachers. He noted further, that their m j n questions had
to do with locker assignments and
whether or not they would be required to move from one classroom
to another:This latter was no trivial
matter. The children were voicing
adult suspicions that Lindbergh
would be run as a departmentalized
school. Obviously, the admittedly
undefined, upper- elementary CUZIcept had not been conununicated to
them. That would take more than a
rtar~~e
chcu~ge.

The counsetor's
cornmitrnenf to a

philosophy of
student
empowerment led
her t o attempt
g r a d ~ a lbrlt
strategic changes
in the school
culture.
Since the orientation was
mainly a formality, no assessment
by parents, teachers, or students
was conducted to determine how
well it had succeeded in meeting the
concerns of the students and/or
parent clientele. Nonetheless, it was
routinized for the next six years until 1988 when thc previously removed counseIor was returned to
Lindbergh. She returned, determined to use her responsibility for

the orientation to foster a broader
agenda. Hct high school experiences had given her a deeper understanding of why students were so
anxious alxlrlt entering a new school
for the fist time. The counselor's
commitment to a philosophy of student empowerment led her to attempt gradual but strategic changes
in the schuol culture. Many students, she thought, brought natural
leadersbp taIe11ts with them to
school, but found there little chance
tr? apply thent. Tht3 counselor couIJ
not understand why the talents of
teachers and children were so seldom used. Upon her return to Lindbergh, one of her Zirst goals was to
create opportunities to cultivate
these leadership skills.
At

first,

t l ~ c counselor

at-

tempted only minor changes in the
orientations. She offered the usuai
Lectures and tours. Arrnrdingto her,
one hour was far too long for students at this age ta sit (personal
cnmrnunications, October 16,1996).
She added a parent orientatiun soon
after the new school year began.
Parents' had been phoning to inquire about how best to prepare
their children for the move. Since
she perceived that staff-!generated
"change was not valued" (personnel communication, October 16,
19%) , she made orientation improvements in 1990 tlwt tu
outside observer would appear to be
minor. One that particularly fit her
broader pl~ilosophywas to enlist a
group of students to assist in delivering the lectures. She also gave a
pencil to each fourth-grader as a
kind of souvenir. The counselor told
the children that everylmdy should
keep this prnciI and bring i t back
with him or her to Lindbergh next
year because "it would have the correct answers." When a fifth grade
teacher noticed on the first day of
school that some oi her students had
brought pencils with them to
school, she was surprised to learn
that they had received them at orientation the previous spring.
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Though t h s teacher appreciated the
c l r v ~ transitional
r
activity, it dso indicated to her how limited cornmunication really was among Lndbergh staff members (personal corn-

munication, Novemlwr 4,1996).
Communication patterns like
these are clearly determined by the
established orgaruzat~onalstructure
and culture. Bolman and Deal label
the one describd here as a "simple"
structure (1991,p.85). I n tlleat. settings, principals are expected to
~naketop-down decisions with little
br~ttun~-upinput from tcachcrs.

Whether intentionally or not, perfectly good ideas from the counselor
wcrc often blocked from ~tnplern~n-

tation because of an unquestioned
defjnitirln of administrative leadership rw(1ivedirorn the past. Adrninistrative resistance can unwittingly
reinfo~cean unproductive, circumscribed-role bureaucracy where
"control is provided mainly by the
professional ~ndoctrination c>f.,.
members" (1991, p.88).
Against aclrninistratlve and
structural resistance, far-reaching
changes were initiated during the
lYYO-91 school year. The cvunsrlor
began a piIot study in cooperation
with Oakland Park Elementary
Schwl, whuw principal had bcen a
former elementary counsetor in the
distrjct Tlw Ambassllrlors, a p u p of
Lindbergh
sixth-waders
who
would gu to Oakland Park during
the fall term as "testbusters" was
formed Thrir task was to prepare
Oakland Park students for the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills. Tht Ambassadors
would also be right there the foIIowing spring at the Lindbergh orientation. Oakland Park fourth-graders
were asked to place questions in a
shoe box which the Amhswdors
would read and answer in each of
the fourth grade classrooms on a
return visit to Oakland Park. The
questions illuminated their worries:
What time does school start
and what time does ~tend?

What if we are late for school?
February & May, 1997

Is Charles Lindbergh much
fun?
Is fifth grade hard?
r

Do we have reading?

What months do we do swimming?

What if the [swirnlsuit doesn't
Tit at Lindbergh or has a hole
in i t ?

Do you redly cut up insects in
the science lab?
a

What if you forget your locker
combination?

If 1 wasn't in the same pod Or
classes with my friends, how
could 1 make new ones?
Are there drugs at Carl Lind-

bergh Sc-hool?

I'm afraid kids might start
fights.
W h a ~if you're scared?
What is a pink dip?
(written list of questions from
fourth grade students, 1990).
From the sample questions, one
can see why the counselor sought to
institute new activities for the
scared, the shy, the wary, and even
the excited fourth gradc student
who rvould otherwise be left to wait
till the end oi summer to answer
them alone. The next move was to
establish a sort of "home base" fur
them. The idea here was to provide
the means for children to get to
know at least one Lindbergh teacher
or dassroom. The building adrninistrator was uncomfortable with these
suggestions, preferring not w e n to
discuss them with the rest of the
staff.The ct~unselordeclined to raise
the subject with the other teachers
on her own, believing that she
shouId not go forward without the
principal's consent.
The fourth grade orientation
students were still given pencils to
remember their visit. But the counselor's hopes seemed to be stymied.
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It was at this time in 1991, that all her
proposed orientation initiatives received the name, "Smooth Move."
In a conversation, the Oakland Park
principal mentioned to the counsdor that her only aim was to
xhieve a "smooth move" for her
own fourth grade students who
would soon be going to Lindbergh
School. To make changes in schools,
it never hurts to have a bumper
sticker name for your initiatives.
Smooth Move was now printed on all
the pencils received by orientation
students. Now it had a programmatic identity.

Phase Three: Chan es at
the Top (1991-196 )

6

The 1991-1992 school year
brought
mure
unanticipated
changes to Lindbergh which in turn
affected Smootll Move. ThC' previuus
spring, the superintendent had once
again replaced the Lindbergh principal. Then the superintendent resigned and was replaced by another
who increased the emphasis on parental involvement. Under his leadership, this would become a prominent feature of district stratepc
planning initiated during the spring
of 1992. Thirty-one representatives
from local businesses and the community joined forces with a select
number of educators to redefine tlw
school district's mission, goals, and
objectives. The culture of Lindbergh
School was immediately impacted
by this change in leaders tup and by
the increasing involvement of parents, students, and other community leaders. This was exemplit'ied
by Lindbergh's own strategic plmning, prablem-based learning mnethods, and by the development ot a
scliocll-business partt~ership. By
1995, equity issues regarding Africa~-American students began to
emerge and play an important role
in re-thinking currjculum policy
and program procedures.
The counselor now had a fresh
context from within which to dr-
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velop Stnooth Move.She still wanted
to have the students stay at school
for approximately three hours and
fifteen minutes. Activities would include discussion, a tour, a n ~an
i actual classroom visit. When the new
principal agreed to these changes, a
committee of three fifth-grade and
two sixth-grade teachers, a counselor, the principal, and the assistant
principal met to help Jevrlvp the
program. It was offered as a tridl run
to only one-half of the incoming
fourth-grade students. The other
half would serve as a control group.
Subsequent to the committee's approval, the principal and counselor
wrote a joint request to the superintendent asking for an extension of
St~iootltMouc. In that request, the
main objective was stated as foIlows: "To help students tee1 comfortable in their trat~sitiurl from
fourth grade t c fifth
~
grade lmated in
a new building. Students will experience some orpmized class time
and sucial time oi lunch recess"
(~vrittencommunication, hiarch 20,
1992). The proposal continued:
Thc 70 fourth grade students divided into groups
of five will join one of the
13 gra ll rs' classrooms who
have volunteered to participate in the pilot program. The fifth grade students will host the fourth
grade students... they will
experience lunch, recess
and spend about one and
one-half hours in the classroom (1992).

Student responses to a questionnaire were overwhelmingly
positive. They said that the tour had
been helpful (Yes-322; No-9) and
that they had learned more about
Lindbergh from visiting the classroom and being there (Yes-206; No23). While 21 students said everyt h n g was "perfect" or they would
change nothing 14 students wanted
to stay all day; 61 students said all
fourth grade students should stay.
7

I!
All seventeen teachers dst)
completed the survey, whether
their students were in the experimental or control groups. All said
the students were enthusiastic
about coming tor the tour and they
remained enthusiastic about the experience when they returned. There
were skeptics. Any field trip after
all, is welcomed by most students,
just for the novelty and the chance
to escape a more routine environment. No evaluation was developed
for parents because the counselor
feared that the parents of fourthgrade children who did not get to
stay in the class and eat lunch at
Lindbergh School would feel left
out. Some parents grumbled that
their chldren received unfair treatment by being excluded (verbal
4,
communication, November
1996).
Parents were provided with the
opportunity to attend one of three
parent orientation meetings scheduled for the morning, afternoon, or
evening for the convenience of
working parents. In the letter sent
home to the parents of the class of
2000, the principal wrote:
As you know your child
has recently visited Lindbergh School throug11 the
'Smooth Move' program.
Hopefully, tlus provided
an opportunity for your
child to become acquainted with Lindkrgh
and maybe lessen some
anxieties about leaving I-us
or her home school. ... It is
not unusual for the parents to have questions and
their own concerns about
their child Leaving a
school whch he or she
may have attended since
hndergarten. To help the
parents make a "Smooth
Move," Lindbergh staff invites you to attend one of
the three "Parents Welcomed at Lindbergh!"

meetings (Written parent
communication from Patricia j.Burke, Principal,

May 5,1W2).

The Arnbassadors
went to the
evening parents'
meeting to provide
a student
perspective on
Charles Lindbergh
School. The
youngsters
answered all the
parents' questions
and responded to
their concerns.
The Ambassadors went tn the
evening parents' meeting to provide a student perspective on CharIes Lindbergh School. Rle voungsters answered all the prentu' questions and responded to their concerns. The counselor believed that
ths meeting was so important because parents and students would
fee1 more comfortable as both
shared their feehgs. She had great
codtdence in The Ambassadors.
Starting back in 1990, she had persisted in her efforts to promote leadershp shlls in the students through
The Ambassadors' prugram and
through the major role they played
in Smooth Move.They continued to
participate in the information section of the orientations and assisted
with tours of the building. They also
served as follow-up liaisons to the
fourthgrade classrooms after the actual Snrooih Moue orientation was
completed.
T k Ambassadors, of course,
provided another symbol, as did the
Smooth Moue pencils, for the
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younger students. In early fall of the
school year, wearing bright red
"testbuster" tee shirts, they visited
the elementary buildings throughout the District performing skits to
help prepare students for the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills. They would return to these schotlls in the spring
for the Snioofh Move activities.
Fourth graders readily identified
with the red-shirted Ambassadors
from Charles Lindbergh School!
This expansion of Srnoofh Move
program activities meant increased
work for members of the Lindbergh
staff, particularly the counsvlor.
Nr~wshe trained hosts and hnstesses from the classrooms. The district transportation department became i17vr>Ive~l
h c a u s r the program
involve~ltwu rijffi.rent t ~ m eschedules fur each of the buildings to
serve both the control and experimental groups. That the counselor
w a s persistent can be seen in her
January memo to the superintendent. "Hopdully the extended verston of the program may continue
next year to include all fourth-grade
stuclentu by allowing them to stay
for the additional time" (written
carnmunication to the superintendent, Januaqr 16, 1992). And so it
did. In the spring oi 1993, Smooth
Move reached every tourth-grade
student in the elementary schools.
Finally, it was on its way to becoming institutionalized!
An unexpected policy shift,
however, forced a retreat in the
plans for Smooth Move for the next
few years. Lindbergh School was to
be returned to its status as a middle
school. This was only the half of it:
A $3-million reconstruction program would begin in 1993 because
the school no longer met the State of
Illinois School Code. It had been
built in the 1%0s as an open building with few walls. Gradually over
the years, walls were added to reestablish seU-contained rooms. After
almost twenty-five years of building
within the building, the school was
no longer safe-at least as deterFebruary &May, 1997

mined by the State of Illinois School
Code. In order to enter over one-half
of the classrooms, it had become
necessary to walk through another
classroom. The State Code for
school buildings requires that all
classrc~ornshave dircct access tv a
hallway exit. The physical state of
the school serves as a wonderful
metaphor for the minimal incremental adjustment pattern of decision mahng that marks the District's history.

Through its
decade-long status
as an upper
elementay school,
no well defined
philosophy had
ever been
achieved, or even
attempted. Now
there was a chance
t o start izguin.
When the superintendent of
schools approached the principal in
1992 about the feasibility of returning Litlcitrergh ta a middle level
building slle imrtwdiately agreed.
Having trained as an intern teacher
at the University of WisconsinMadison
as former middlelevel teacher who was now the principal ot Lindbergh, she saw this as a
way to itnpleruetlt some ideas of her
own.She immediately engaged staff
members in prelinunary disuussions and plmning sessions regarding middle level education.
Through i t s drsa~le-longstatus as
an upper elementary school, no well
defined philosophy had ever been
achieved, or even attempted. Now
there was a chance to start again.
The staff accepted the middle school

a
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concept without much objection
and wiIlingly served on the committees set up to determine the direction of program, teaming, hiring,
and facility use. It was at t h s time
that the staff Cirst learned about the
major
building
reconstruction
slated to begin in the 1994-95. Reconstruction could facilitate planning a middle level learning environment.
Because there wuuld be larger
enrullments, there would be a need
for a twu-building campus. Onehalf of the building would be cotnpleted during the Summer of 1994.
During the school year, one hali oi
the student population would be at
Lindbergh School, now nicknamed
LjnJbergh Central, w h l e the other
half would go to a District owned
building approximately two d e s
west of Ljndbergh Central, dubbed
Lindbergh West.
The S t m o l l r Moveorientation became more complex as more people
confronted transitory conditions.
Central office staff and district
transportation department had to
determine which neighborhood
children would go to which Lindbergh school. This task was complicated by the requirement to achieve
a balance of students representing
the several ethruc and socioeconomic groups. Finally, in May, after
four weeks of attempting a solution,
the counselor sent a letter to parents
and a memo to administrators indicating that Smooth Move-1994 was
"not so smooth." An earlier memo
had detailed a very complicated
schedule of activities. It also included a plea to teachers:

I need volunteers. Hopefully every teacher will be
able to take at Ieast three
students. We will be taking present fifth graders
who will be going to Lindbergh West to visit.. .
(written communication
from P... to fifth- and sixth-
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grade teachers, M a y 16,
1994).
It was necessary to have enough
teacher volunteers agreeing to host
fourth-grade students in their classrooms it1 order to keep the numbers
ot taurth graders at approximately
two to three students per classroom.
In spite ot the counselor's plea,
sonle sixth-grade teachers refused
tourth-grade students because they
thought the age and grade differences were too great. Some teachers
were more concerned'about the current fifth-grade students who
would soon IJC going to sixth-grade
at Lindbergh West. Besides, the
F C O ~ F Cof' ~having
'~
approximately
4011 eleven- or twelve-year-olds, at
the same adolescent developmental
stage, in one building was not a
pleasant tl~ought.Ultimately, the
decision about how students would
be placed was completed through
teacher planning committees and
teach~r-tvamsurveys.
The staff and students at West
were suypost_.dto return to Central
when reconstruction bras completed sometime in 1995. The staff
decided they would stay at West for
the entire year since it woulri be less
disruptive. So the two-bruldiiig
campus remained intact fur the
1494-95 school year w h c h turned
out to be a good decision because
reconstruction was not completed
as scheduled. But this decision
meant another tough year fur
Smootll Move,Half of the Lindhrgh
staff and students were in a building
that fourth-grade students would
never see! Only half of the Lindbergh Central classrooms were even
being used. Smooth Move lapsrd to
its former format of a one and onehalf hour tour with a general informational session. The Ambassadors
continued to assist in these activities.
Two parent sessions were set
for May 23, one at 11:OO a.m. and the
other at 7 0 0 p.m.. Parents would
"have the opportunity to see the

newly reconstructed Lindbergh
School; . . . the fifth-grade academic
program and activities [would] be
discussed. Present studet~tsof CharIes Lindbergh k h u o l [would] also
k available to answer questions
from a child's perspective of the
school." Only 50 parents (less than
13%of students in fifth-grade) came
to these meetings as shown by the
parent registration.
The 1995-96 school year was a
more normal year as the entire staff
and student body were together under one roof. The middle school initiative was being implemented.
The counselor and staff were preparing for Smootl~Move a s it had
been initiated two years before.
Undbergh Ambassadors had almost completed their fourth-grade
class visits when the last elementar!,
buildings fourth-grade teachers decided tlut they no longer wanted
the An~bassadorsto come because
they were very unhappy with their
students' Snto~tlrE/love experience at
Lindbergh. The school's counselor
and administrator went immediately to the elementary teachers to
hear them out. Only one decision
was agreeJ upon: Fourth-grade students who wanted to talk to the Ambassadors could come and visit during their own lunch and recess time.
Unsurprisingly, the principal recalls
that fewer than half of the students
actually came to ask questions.
Fourth-grade teachers did not attend the sessions. It was obvious to
the Lindbergh principal and counselur that the Ambassadorial sessions were not being encouraged by
iourth-grade telchers. It is interesting tu note on this point that a survey developed by the counseIor was
distributed on May 15, 2996, to the
sixteen fourth-grade teachers of the
district. Fourteen were returned.
The negative responses a11 came
from the teachers who had refused
to admit the Ambassadors. One of
the teachers wrote, "I don't feel it i s
valuable for the fourth-graders to be
with a different teacher, in a diffrr10

ent class, d o j ~ ~different
g
curriculum." Another teacher said that the
"tour was helpful but the discussion
to orient [students] and answer
questions...was distracting and
caused a great deal of anxiety due to
behavior problems the students observed." The other three fourthgrade teachers agreed that Smootl~
Moue should drop the lunch provision.
These responses contrasted
with most of the responding teachers wIw said that their students enjoyed lunchroom and cIass visits at
Lindbergh. Four teachers mentioned that Srrrwth Move helped to
relieve the students' stress about going to a new school. One of the most
vocal dissenters was a teacher who
had taught sixth grade for over ten
years at Lindbergh during the years
that Smouth Move was being initiated. She worked there under the
leadership of the principal who had
blocked the expansion of the orientation program beyond the tour and
information session. He was her
prindpd at another school in 1995.

Looking back, it
seems clear that
there was only one
constant it1 all the
eflorts, and that
was the long-tern
persistence of the
counselor.

Conclusion
After all that has been said and
dune, a smooil~Smooth Move had
been anticipated for the 1995-96
school year: Reconstruction was
completed, and the middle school
transition was evolvit~g.Why did
things go wrong? Simple - one
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teacher and one principal persisted
raising doubts about the program.
Was this the only factor w h c h prevented the institutionalizing of
Smootlr M o w ? Looking back, it
seems clear that here was only one
constant in dl the efforts, and that
was the long-term persistence of the
cuunselor. She was often stopped,
hindered, and even relocated due to
teacher and administrator resistance. Changing stakeholders continued to intervene with their own
pet interests. Once pieces were finally implemented, they Lost their
relevance whrn a new policy context madc i t difficult for formerly
compatible conlponents to fit. Over
the yrars advocates became tired of
the activity and/or fciund new
places for their energies. Thus, the
project (over seven y e x s old now)
remains unfinished.
Bolman and Deal (1491) define
a n advocacy 4s "a loose, flexible
self-renewing organic form tied together mostly by lateral coordination .... Ad huc structures are mast
often found in conditions of turbulence and rapid change" (y. 91). I
wanted, and still want, a11 members
o n the staff to be shareholders, decisic~n-makers,and initiators in their
own classrootlu;. Teachers must become the leaders - not only in their
classrooms but in the building and
the district. In 1992, i t was I who
became the principal of Lindbergh
School. Many staff members felt
then that 1 brought turbulenc~compared to the calmer tenures of the
previous principal. 1 led the staff
tluough a Wc-year reconstruction.
In 1993,*n urban education partnership was introduced; and problembased learning followed the next
year. Some teachers readily accepted (although not necessarily
wrlcomed), these changes while
others were strongly resistant. This
provided the tension laden context
in which Snrooth Move was k i n g developed.
Belasco and Stayer (1993), in
From the Flight uJtIw Bufalo, compare
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Leadership slulls to two animals. In
their ,I wanted all the people in my
whool to be geese, not buffalo, as
managers uf their own professional
growth. As Belasco and Stayer
write:

[Bjufialo are loyal tcl one
leader; they stand around
and wait for the leader to
show them what to do.
When the leader isn't
aruund, they wait for him
to show up. People... did
only what I told them to
do, nothing more, and
then they "waited
around" for my next set of
instructions. ...What I
wanted in the organization was a group of re-

sponsible, interdependent
workers, similar to a flock
of geese. ...I could see
geese flying in their "V
formation, the leadership
changing frequently, with
different geese taking
lead. ...I could s u e each
goose being a leader ( pp.
17-18).

I believe that in the years under
consideration in this article, the
Lindbergh School culture has
changed for the better. Faculty committees work together in curriculum
decision making advise the adrninistration, and develop program (i.e.,
yearly school theme, curriculum
goal setting and assessments,
Smooth Move, at-risk student assistance prograins). Staff training is
provided by the district (and, also,
oitrn at the school) to support curriculum and program initiatives.
Staff members clften take the lead in
these development sessions. Problems uf rompeti tion among teams of
teachers for recognition sometimes
crop up, but over time there appears
to be less of this.
Since Smooth Move requires
the cooperation of more staff and
students from the fivc. elementary
buildings than it does Lindbergh
Febttiay i
3 May, 2997

School itself, how extensive its activities wiII continue depends on
many pmple. Lindbergh school
staff will need to involve more people in the preplanning. As Fullan
states, "Teachers do receive information literature, and most attend
workshops here and there; but they
d o not have opportunity for continuous personal contact, which
would be necessary for becoming
aware of and foIlowing up on. . .
(initiatives)" (p.53). Since 1992, the
Lindbergh staff has been receiving
much information about the middle-whool student through literature and workshops. Thr information regarding Smooth hluve will be
re-emphasiwd, particularly for the
sixth-grade teachers as they seem to
be further removed from the fourthgrade students entering the buil~iing.
Bolman and Deal (1991) identify what they call the "human resource frnm (which) adds an additional dimension tu the interplay between organizations and people"
(p. 120). They agree that orga~inations exist and are fornled to serve
human needs. Not only is the consumer an important factor in the ocganization, the in~iividualsw ithit1
the organization are people serving
their clients. In any orgmizatiot~
these sewers must be acknowledged since they are i~~strumental
in developing and maintaining a
successful organization. In the past,
teachers were rewarded for being
passive. They were told what they
had to accomplish with little input
from themselves. The teachers went
their own way behind the closed
doors of their classrooms. Thus,
there have often been concealed
conflicts influencing curriculum negotiations and practices. To keep
formal or informal small interest
groups from appearing, teacher
committees can be established to determine policy and procedures.
One obstacle to sharing Ieadership responsibility is the image of
the principal due to the symbolic
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weight projected onto the role. Perhaps other professionals such as the
counselor should set the agenda and
facilitate the meetings. The counselor is viewed with respect and,
thus, has authority when she makes
a statement. The committee should
also include some teachers from
Lindbergh School who have opposed some aspects of Smooth
Move. These teachers deserve to tw
respected and their views thoughtfully considered as memkrs of the
school community.
Probably one reason why there
has been a problem, especially with
last year's implementation, was that
the Central Office had not been contacted or asked to participate in the
implrmentation process. An annual
written communication is needed
charting the progress of the program. Even mure essential will be
teacher advocacy within Lindbergh
School.
As outlined by Fullan (1991),
the uther issue w h c h is pertinent to
the ref nement of Smooth Mnve involves community pressure and
new policy. The community pressure rnily be applied by the parents
ai the minority students to decrease
the gap of levels of success between
Caucasian and African-American
stu~itlnts.Parents necd to
involved as their children move from
one building to mother to help the
parents themselves ire1 welcome to
discuss concerns with the staff of
their children's new building. With
reform in the educational air, educators can respond to the real and necessary -but sometimes abstractly
articulated - demands of groups
calling for equity. Smooth Move is a
local and modest response to human needs that turns out to be we11
suited to advance a brclader range of
agendas. Such innovations may
never be securely institutionalized,
but that can also be seen as a
strength. As a professional grass
roots response to a practical problem, Srnootl~Move may always be
subject to the cracks, changes, and

flaws of the institutionalstructure in
whch it is embedded.
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How a Te&bookAdopfionAccehated a Change in
the TeachingReading
by Stephen J. Wilson

Sfrphen I. Witsort is a principal in West Aurora and n docturd sfindidate,
Curriculum nnd Szlpervision, Northern Illinois Uniwrsify.

Introduction
avit~gbeen an elementary school principal for
the past twelve years, I
have had the opportunity
to obseme LI chdnge in how children
are taught to read. In the case of
West Aurora School District 129,
Aurora, Illit~ois,this change was accelerated by a textbook adoption in
t h Fall of 1990.The following study
covers approxinmtely 1 2 years, the
14S5-86 schotll year through, and including, the present school year,
1996-97. The first section devotes
particular attention to the two-year
period (from 1988-90) when the

H

textbook selection process was initjated and a new reading series implemented. In the second section,
change process theory will be applied to analyze the events chronicled in the first section.
At its ApriI, 1990, meeting, the
Board of Education for West Aurora
School District 129 formally
adopted a new reading series. This
adoption was slated to go into effect
during the following 1990-91 school
year. It would affect nearly 5,000
students attending in the district's
ten eIementary schools. Ultimately,
what seemed at the time as a simple
adoption would also reshape the
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district's philosophy toward on the
teachng of reading.

Section I: Selection
and Implementation
1988-1990
The city of Aurora, Illinois, is
located approximately 30 miles
west of Chicago, one of the westernmost suburban communities. Three
public school districts serve the city:
Indian Prairie 204, East Aurora 131,
and West Aurora 129. This curriculum policy study will investigate
events in the West Aurora district.
According to the 1996 IILinois School
Report Card (Illint~isState Board of
Education, 1996), West Aurora
School District has the tallorving
demograptucs:

E

- ..- .

Low-income (students
receiving free/reduced

and one large h g h school with an
eiir~llmentof apprclxi~nately2,800.
The thirteen schools are adnunistertad by a central office staff. Mary
Ann Gord, the reading coordinator,
and Sherry Eagle, Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum and Instruction, played key roles in guiding the teaching staff in their selection of a new reading series.

The Adoption
The district's previous reading
series by Harcourt, Brace, and
Jovanovich (HBJ), was in place
when I began my first principalship
at Nicholson School in August,

I African
American
-.
. - .-

i

1

Asian/ Paciiic Islander
..

.- ...
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Wittun the district, there are ten
elementary schuols (grades K-6),
two middle schools (grades 7-81,

--

.

.

... .. ..-.
- --. --. -.

I

26.6%
. .-

-

J
13

1985. Veteran teachers increasingly
complained that the scries was oId
and in need of a change.One of their
concerns about the HBJ series was
its traditional naturc which placed a
heavy emphasis on skill development, paper and pencil worksheets,
phonics, and mostly watered-down
story selections. It had been in place
since 1978, and a reconsideraticln of
book adoption was overdue.
According to the teachers and
administrators interviewed for this
study, the timing seemed right for
what would ultimately be a successful textbook adoption. The growing
research in whole language theory
and practice was just becoming
available to teachers during the mid
to late 1980s. 'reachers were acutely
interested in new trends in the
t e a c h g of reading particularly in
whole language philosophy. A concise, working definition of whole
language is provided for the purpose of this analysis.

The whole language phiLnsophy is a belief system
about the nature of learning and how it can be fostered in classroom and
schools. lt is not an appro act^, though some
kinds ofactivities can be
reasonably characterized
as whole language because they are consistent
with this philosophy Language is kept whole, not
fragmented into "skills;"
literacy skills and strategies are developed in the
context of whole, authrntic literacy events, while
reading and writing experiences permeate the
whole curriculum; and
learning withn the classroom is integrated with
the whole life of the
learner (Weaver, 1990,
p.23).
The timing of the textbook
adoption was mfluenced also by the

fact that West Aurora was eligible to
receive over $500,000 from the Illinois State Board of Education Textbook Loan Fund during 1990, the
year of purchase. This encnuraged
teachers to approach the textbook
adoption opportunity with somewhat of a "blank check mentality.
f i s was a marked divergence from
their experience in years past when
budgetary restraints not only influenced, but limited and defined their
choices. Some of the teachers 1interviewed still recall carrying a sense of
doubt and apprehension to the selection procedures during the early
textbook previews. Teachers at
Nicholson School, where 1 was assigned as principal during the selection phase, frequently asked themselves, "Why are we even looking at
all of t h s material? We'll never be
able tn afiord it!" (personal interview, November 6, 1996). This time
we had the available funding to
make the choice on professional
grounds.

Assistant
Superintendent
Eagle had
empowered the
elernentlry
teaching staff to
use their best
judgmerzt in
selecting a 11ew
reading s e r i ~ s .
This would ttot be
a top-down
process.
A tlurd factor that made the timing of this adoption auspicious, was
the fact that Assistant Superintendent Eagle had empowered the elementary teaching st&ffto use their
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best judgment in selecting a new
reading series. This would not be a
top-dclwn process. Her philosophy
was grounded in the premise that if

teachers had ownership in the selection process, t hey would consmct
values reflective of their fundarnental commitments. Eagle herself had
a background in reading, having
earned her Master's degree in that
field; thus, her espertise and Ieadership were critical factors in the
change process.
Eagle delegated the day-to-day
coordination of the selection process to Mary Ann Gord who was
functioning in the central office role
as "program specialist" at the time.
Her responsibilities included supervising the District's Title 1 program,
the wading improvement grant,
and various curriculum committees. Previous to taking this administrative post, she had built up credibility with her peers as a respected
teacher oi the primary grades in one
of the district's elementary schools.
Her recognized effectiveness as a
teacher, along with ihe respect of
her colleagues, allowed I~er
to guide
the process with poise and confidence.
"Participatory management"
and "site-based decision making,"
terms frequently used in public
school poIicy discussions during the
past ten years, were already place in
Aurora by early in the selection
process. Each elementary school
was to send at least one representative to be a member of the selection committee. Each grade
would be represented as well. Ln a
meeting of the cormnitt~t.held August 24,1989, Assistant Superintendent Eagle reinforced the idea that
District 129 is a K-13, unit district.
She made a point to encourage the
developmer~tand articulation of a
district-wide reading phlosophy
which could be employed at all
grade levels. From these discussions
came the identification of desired
learner outcomes in the area of reading. Developing confidence in the
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approach presented by Eagle was
somewhat of a breakthrough for
many teachers in District 129. Her
Ieadership and commitment to a
teacher-developed curriculum was
rock solid and it became the base
which grounded discussions during
the entire textbook selection process.

The Board had the
final
resporlsibility for
approving staff
reconrmendations
for a reading
series, for d e f i n i ~ g
desired student
learner outcomes
in the area of
reading and for
spending close to
one million
dollars in ~ e u t
textbooks arzd
materials,
Being something of a self-proclaimed risk taker, Eagle also offered the choice of what has become
known as a "dual adoption." 'Ihis
meant that individual schools had
the liberty to choose htween a basal
series, a Iiterary series, or a cornbination of the two. Making this
choice for their respective buildings
meant that teachers had increased
ownership of the selected curriculum. Of the ten e l c n ~ ~ n t aschools,
ry
one chose the entire basal series of
Houghton-Mifflin, four made a split
choice (basal for grades 1and 2; literary for grades 3,4,5,and h), and
five chose a literary series for grades
one through six. It should also be
noted that basal does not imply "in-
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ferior" or "old-fashioned" material
in ttus case. The basal-oriented program included a bit more of an emphasis on isolated skill development, while the literary version

used more whole language philosophy and integration of writing with
the teachng of reading. Both programs included authentic, quality
literature selections.

The Stakeholders
As indicated by the preceding
comments, several factors contributed to a successful change process
w k c h ultimate1y affected the teachers' philosophy of teaching rending.
Time was devotrd to vision building during the 1989-90 schoo1 year.
Questions posed to teachers included: "What r I w s a good reading
program look Ijke? What will mt+t
the needs of our students? and
"Which program best fits our reading curriculum?".
These questions were being
askccI repeatedly by the primary
stakeholders, Eagle and Gord.
There were, however, many other
stakeholders as well. Thc' building
principals of the ten elementary
schools had a considerable input
into the process a5 well. Their particular responsibility was to facilitate the discussion and selection
meetings conducted at their own
schools. They held the ultimate responsibility for bring accountable to
the students and paents vf each elementary school. The stakes were
even higher than usuaI for them
since schools now had the vptjun of
choosing and explaining their
choices among three different combinations of the new series. As principal of Nicholson Elementary, 1
was asked why we chose a basal
series for grades one and two but
opted for a literary approach for
other grades. The primary teachers
and I had agreed that the basal offered a ktter toundation for beginning re'lciers. We made our choice in
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light of our research, inquiry, and
personal preferences. We had to be
prepared to justify our conclusions.
The group of stakeholders most
directly affected by the new selection consisted ot t1r classroom
teachers. They would have to live
with their decision for a number of
years. Since they were the ones on
the "front line" in the delivery process, their role as stakeholders could
not be taken lightly. Eagle and Gord
accorded them a great deal of prof e s s i o d respect.The cluldren of the
elementary schools of course were
ultimately the most important
"front line" stakeholders. The building representatives on the textbook
selection committee also played key
stakeholder roles. They were
charged with interpreting and fairly
representing both their coI1eagues
and their basic philosophy toward
teaching reading in each building.
In a more global sense, the
seven-members of the School Board
were also a stakeholders. The Board
had the final responsibility for approving staff recommendations for
a reading series, for defining desired student learner outcomes in
the area of reading, and for spending close to one million dollars in
new textbooks and materials. It
soon became clear that thls adoption
process would be a massive undertaking. The School Board was appruached the adoption process with
a great deal of confidence because
historically, District 129 had built a
strong working relationship between its faculty and central office
administration.
In close relation to the School
Board was the final stakeholder,
Gary Jewel, Superintendent of
School District 129. His was the responsibility to oversee the entire
change process. His confidence in
Eagle, Gvrd, and the teaching staff
in the District's ten etemntary
schools enabled luin to be somewhat removed from the day-to-day
workings of t h s tra~lsition.According to all parties, tl-rere existed a

strong sense of trust and respect toward choosing a reading series that
would kst meet t1w needs of the
students in District 229.

The Groundwork
Much groundwork was done
before tlus change was implemented. For two years, 1988-1990,
individuals and committees spent
countless hours meeting, developing ideas, previewing materials, and
prioritizing strengths before npproving a f~nalrecommendation.
The need for this groundwork was
long overdue. The last time a new
reading series was implemented
was a decade before, in the Fall of
1978, For a variety of reasons, reviewlngmaterials for a new reading
series was put off for several years
during the mid-1980s. T h s groundwork was begun by a reading committee of nearly 45 members in the
Fait of 1988. Thrir primary task was
to recommend a new reading series
for implementation in the Fall of
1990.
During its first year of existence
(the 1988-89 ~ h o oyear),
l
the Committee attended an in-service workshop on current reading practices
and theories. Among those emerging were whole language beliefs,
whole group instruction, and flexible grouping of students as opposed to abihty level teaching. Furthering the need to develop desired
student learner outcomes was the
existence of the Illinois Goal Assessment Frogram (IGAP) and its accompanying State goals for learning
in the area of reading.
The original conmuttee of 45
was split into hvo subcommjttees.
One was charged with reviewing
published materials and making the
recommended selection, and the
other was charged with fine tuning
desired learner outcomes in reading
to insure that they aligned with the
State goals for reading. A secondary
task of the latter committee was to
16

be mindful of mrthods and activities for integrating writing and Ianguage n r t s into the reading goats.
Beyond the scope of the Committee's wurk during t h s two-year
period was a great deal of informal
groundwork by the teaching staff in
all buildings. Teachers were eacouraged to question the current reading
series (HBJ) and develop suggestions for the characteristics they
would like to see in a new series.
Time was allocated at regular faculty meetings far representatives of
the Reading Committee to report on
progress and provide in-servicc on
new reading research.
During the Fall of 1989 and
early in 1990, all teachers (not just
committee members) had extensive
opportunities to examine textbooks
and materials from publishers. The
selection process had narrowed the
final decision to t h e e potential publishers:
Harcourt,
Brace,
Javanovich; Houghton-Mifflin; and
Ginn. All three publishers sent representatives on an on-call basis and
supplied the District central office
with materials to preview. Teachers
were even encouraged to check out
texts and try them in their classrooms on a temporary basis. l l u s
hands-on approach of experimenting with new matends further enhanced the staff's awnershp in the
selection process.

The Implementation
The April, 1990, meeting of the
Board of Education for District 129
marked the forrnal approval of the
new reading series from HoughtonMifflin. By the Fall of 1'390, it would
be in place in all ten District elementary schools.ms new adoption was
a impetus for the change in how
teachers would teach children to
read. Michael Fullan writes that
"change is a process, not an event"
(Fullan, 1991, p. 49). Frnm my research on this topic, and in conversations with teachers and adrninis-
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trators during my years in the prin-

cipalsiup, this quotation has applicability, but with an addendum. The
change that occurred in how we
teach children to read (process)was
prompted by a textbook adoptiot~
(event).
To facilitate this change in how
reading is taught, there were many
in-serviceopportunities available to
certified staff. Ample time was also
gwen to staff to become familiar
with tile teacher's manuals and
texts. The t i m ~
line on the following
page offers an uverview of those
events and reflects the scheduled
plan adhered to by the District faculty.
Additional forms uf support
were offered to facilitate the transition to a new program and plilosophy. The primary form was in the
area of funding. 'fiere was a creative blending of available monies
used to finance the adoption: District dollars from the general education fund, State dollars from the Illinois State Board of Education Textbook Loan Fund, and some monies
from a state reading improvement
grant. Another form of support was
allowed for staff development. 'llis
was in the form of release time when
teachers could meet with each other
and discuss the adjustments tu
working with the new series. The
publisher provided time for its top
consultant to be available to the District.
Finally, ongoing in-service
training \%*as not limited to just
grade-level classroom teaclwrs: Title I, bilingual, and special education teachers also received it. 11is
further supported the notion that
the textbook adoption was meant to
serve the needs of all learners.
Ln conclusion, the textbook
adoption was the result of a massive
undertaking by teachers who were
committed to making a well-researched selection that was aligned
with desired learner outcomes that
they had developed. The process
was overseen primarily by AssisFebruarw 6 Mau, 1997
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Date

Activity

March 19,1990

Houghton-Miffljn recommended as
publisher of the new reading series to the
School
Board.
-.

April 16,1990

Board approves Houghton-h-lifflin

April 17,1990

Materials ordered, teachersr editions
rushed, reading committee members
in-serviced on both basal and literary
editions
-.

April/May 1990

Building administrators receive in-service
training on both editions.
. . - -.
- --.

Early May, 1990

----.---

Subcommittees meet to: identify activjties
for gifted/talented and learn how to
integrate reading series into other subject
areas.

'

Summer, 1990

--I

New staff receive in-service training.
Special education
staff receive in-service.
. .- ---

Late. August,
1990
-.
. ..

1

;

First day of schooI,
1990

Students &gin using materials.

Mid September,
1990

Principals surveyed to determine staff
reaction.
-. ..-- -

Early December,
1990
. .
Mid February,
1991 .
..
.. .

Mid May, 1991

; Late August, 1991
I

I

j

.

In-service
training
attended by grade levels.
..
.
..
,

- . ... .
.

-

Classroom teachers receive manuals and
copies of student textbooks, wurkbnoks,
response manuals
... . - .
-.

Late May, 990

1

--

Meet as grade levels to discuss adjustments
to the new series.
.

Meet
again
as grade levels, district-wide.
.
..

Formal. evaluation of new program by staff
New staff in-service training.
--...
.-

---

(Notes from School Board Presentation, March 1990)
-. ..

tant Superintendent Sherry Eagle

and Reading Coordinator Mary
Ann Cord. The allocation of money,
time, and staff development opportunities led to a successful adoption.
The change which occurred in the
teachers' phlosophy toward teaching children to read will be the basis
for the second half of t h s analysis.
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. . ..

- .--

Section 11
The second section of this article
will deal with a discussion of how
the events portrayed in Section I fit
into various change process models,
primarily those presented by Michael Fullan in The NET#Meaning of
EducaBonai C,mnge (1991), Additionally, I will offer my perspective as to
how the change in philosophy has
been institutionalized. Fullan states
that:
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Ideally, the best k g i n nings combine the 3 Rs of
relevance, readiness, and
resources. Rrlevance inclu Jes the interaction of
need, clarity or the innovation, ...and utility, or what
it really has to offer teachers mid students. ... Readiness involves the school's
practica1 and conceptual
capacity to initiate, develop or adopt a given innovation. ...Resources concern the accumulation of
and provision of support
as a pdrt of the change
FTOCP55 (1991, pp. 63-64).
111 the course of events documented in S c t i o n I, the relevance
stage was evident due to the fact
that i t had k e n ten years since the
last series was adopted. In a memorandum, fvr~nerAssistant Superintendent Doll Nylin made note of the
fact that "many needed materials
will not he available in the near future as the series is a 1978 edition:
Obviously this reduces our options
to find a nrw program" (Nylin,
memorandum, December 6, 1988).
This need for change was a practical
one in nature. The former series was
too old, and the administrators and
staff looked at ths as an opportune
time to offer somethng new and

exciting to students.
The readiness stage of Fullan's
initiation model can be applied as
well. The new series addressed a
need: It was reasonable, and there
were supplies and materials available. Fullan states that these factors
need to be evident ior a change to be
successfully implemented.
While the adoption process,
and ultimate decision to approve
the new series, fits into Fullan's
model, there is still the question ot
how many teachers were hvly
ready for this change. The readiness
level of several hundred elementary
school teachers rtlould be quite varied. What consideration, ii any,

would be given to teachers who
were reluctant about (or even rnili-

tant against) not only a change in
program, but in philosophy as well?
This readiness factor of different individuals would play a key role in
the ultimate success or failure of the
philosophical change being institutionalized.

Whnt
considera tion, if
any, would be
given t o teachers
who were

reluctant about
(or even militant
agaitrst) not only
a change in
program, but in
philosophy as
well?
The resource phase refers ta the
readiness and willingness to support a change over an extended period of time via irlitiativrs like stat'i
development and coordination of
ongoing training. "People often underestimate the resources needed to
go forward with a change," Fullan
writes. "While resources are obviously critical during impIementation, it is at the initiation stage that
thus issue must first be considered
and provided for" (Fullan, 1991, p.

65)Eagle and Gord provided for
the support phase of Fullan's model
by allocating ongoing training for
staff prior to the program's beginning. Teachers were given training
by reading "experts," meeting with
consultants, and conferring with
each other. Also, each elementary
school was allocated two thousand
dollars for tetlclier stdf develop18

ment, conference attendance, substitutes for release time, and hiring
of consultants. This was clone on a
building-by-building basis, iurther
enhmcing the desire to meet the
needs of thc learners in a particular
school
The importance of Fullan's notion of underestimating the resources needed is of particular interest. It is unfortunate that these resources fur staff development no
longer exist as they did during the
tirst year of the adoption. Teachers
need to be continually challenged to
become acquainted with new ideas,
approaches, and methods. T h s is
particularly importai~tin the area of
reading. This is not to say that there
are no opportunities or resources
available to kachers at the present
time, just not as many as there were
during the 1990-91 school year. For
true change to continue mtl have a
positive impact on the teaching of
reading, teachers rwed to become
lecuners. As Roland Barth (1990)
states in his book, Inrproving Schools
From Withtn, "When teachers observe, examine, question, and reflect
on their idcas and develop new
practices that lead toward their ideals, students are alive. When teachers stup growing, so do their students" @. 50). When a change in
reading philosophy becomes institutionalized by the vast majority of
teacl~ersin District 129, it will be
quite an accomplishment. Many ot
the ieachers I interviewrd feel they
are already there, hut some are not.
One case, in particular, involved a fifteen-year, veteran, first
grade teacher. Due to the fact that
she was on a maternity leave the
year that much of the staff development was available, it took her several years to become totally comfortable with the new series and the
whole language emphasis on teaching reading. "When I returned from
my leave, it seemed like phonics
was now a bad word, and we
couldn't even refer to it at all" (Paula
Olin, personal interview, Novem-
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ber 13,1996).This is indeed unfortunate since phonics theory does play
an important rt~lein teaching and
learning to read, particularly at the
first grade level.

When a cha~rgein
reuditrg
philosophy
becomes
institrl t i m t ~ ~ l i z e d
by the vast
majority of
teachers in
District 129, it
will be quite an
accomplishment,
There is a high correlation
between phonemic awareness upan entering first
p d e and poor reading
progress 1.y the end of
first grade. Researchers
have stressed the importance o f phonemic awareness training for lowachieving emergent
readers, and such training
has been found to improve ct~ildcen'sreading
ability (ALlington & Walmsley, 1995, p. 161).
'I'he above excerpt from Allington and Walrnsley reinforces the
concept that phonics does indeed
have a place in rcading instruction.
The teacher I interviewed has sincc.
become more comfortable with her
sense of the student's phonemic
awareness and the place of phonics
in reading instruction. This was
done primarily on n hiat and error
basis and in conversations with colleagues as opposed to a structured
in-service opportunity like those
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that had been offered during her
leave of absence.
The mention of collegiality
brings up another channel for
change to become implemented and
eventually institutionalized. The
need for teachers to learn from other
teachers is a way for change to continue. Judith Warren Little (1981) offers a good operational definition of
collegiality in schools.
Collegiality is the presence of fvur specific behaviors as follows: Adults in
schools talk about practice. 'il-tese conversations
about teaching and Iearning are frequent, continuous, concrete, and precise.
Adults in schools observe
each other engaged in the
practice of teaching and
administration. These ubservations become the
practice to reflect on and
talk about. Adults engage
together in wclrk on curriculum by planning, designing. researching, and
evaluating curriculum. Finally, adults in schools
teach each other what
they know about teaching,
learning, and leading.
Craft knowledge is revealed, articulated, and
shared (Barth, 1990, p. 31).
Fullan (1991) also refers to Little's research in discussing the irnportance of collegiality and its role
in the process of initiating lasting
educational change.
The role of collegiality was fostered by Eagle and Gord. They developed a plan for each elementary
school to have a designated reading
resource teacher. This individua1
was paid a stipend for his or her
duties, was provided with extensive
training in both the basal and literary editions of the reading series,
and was encouraged to attend local
and state conferences on reading.
Th~splan was in place for the first
Februay t3May, 2997

two years of the adoption (school
years 1990-41 and 1991-92). Unfortunately, upon reflection of practices in the two elementary school in
whch I have been a principal, this
role never seemed to achieve the
high expectation levels set by Barth,
Little, and Fullan. Teachers in the
two schools still seem a bit reluctant
to and apprehensive about having a
colleague observe them practicing
their craft.
As the primary stakeholders,
Eagle and Gord also provided ample information and updates to the
Board of Education to keep them
apprised uf the selection process
and its implementation. With
Eagle's role in particular, the political framework of the district was
revealed. Her efforts were perhaps
scrutinized a bit more closely since
she had only recently been appointed to her position as Assistant
Superintendent for Curriculum and
Instruction.This was viewed by the
school board, principals, and teaching staff as her first major curriculum selection decision, and groups
were anxiously waiting to formulate opinions of her effectiveness.
Deal states that "the political perspective suggests that the goals,
structure, and policies of an organization emerge from an ongoing
process of bargaining and negotiating among the major interest
groups" (Bulman & Deal, 1991, p.
203).
The major interest groups Eagle
had to deal with were classroom
teachers, special education and bilingual teachers, principals, her superintendent, school board members, and the taxpayers. She and
Gord shllfully mastered the art of
negotiating with the HoughtonMifflin Company directly, gamishing some material discounts and
consultant services for the District at
a minimal cost.
Eagle and Gord also followed
the eight-step mode1 outlined by
Fullan whch addressed issues of
need, practicality, monitoring, com-
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munication, feedback, and ongoing
support (Fullan, 1991). They also
had a realistic time line that allowed
for two years of research of rnaterials, development of learner outcomes, and an in-depth staff development plan to familiarize teachers
with new practices of teaching reading.
Several activities were needed
to implement this new change in the
philosophy of teaching reading. On
the surface, simply issuing new textbooks and materials wasn't going to
have any significant impact on
changing attitudes. For a veteran
teacher entrenched in mediocrity, it
meant merely teaching the same old
way with a new book, a practice that
would produce little, if any, change
of attitude. From a reflective standpoint, the activities to implement a
change were present during the first
year of the new program via sessions with grade level teachers,
meetings with consultants, site visits from the reading speciahts, and
on-going support from the
Houghton-Mifflin Company's consultant.
While these efforts were plentiful during the first year (and into the
second) of the textbook adoption,
several years after adoption they
have not been offered with the same
intensity or regularity. This may account for what, I believe, is somewhat of a delay in the philosophical
change becoming institutionahzed.
As a building principal, I now realize it took most teachers two full
years to make full use of the new
textbooks and materials. During the
first year, the teachers were becoming acquainted with the materials.
During the second year, teachers
made either subtle or signrficant
changes to the curriculum based on
trial and error. Entering the tlurd
year of the new series, teachers were
familiar enough with the new materid; however, some had not internalized the new phlosophy that accompanied it.

The lack of internalization creates a unique problem for the 199697 school year. The District is now in
its seventh year of using the
Houghton-Mifflin wries. W e it
serves most students quite well,
from my observations at two
schools, there still seems to be some
teachers that continue to have difficulty accepting whole language,
flexible grouping, literacy, phonem i c awareness and immersion in
print for students. This problem is
compounded when new teachers
enter the school district. Some of
them have been prepared at universities that have very progressive
ideas regarding the integration of
reading and writing. Others were
prepared in a conservative, traditional manner.

Anothm barrier
standing in the
way of
institutioncl lization
of the
philosophical
change may lie in
the District's
current practice of
site-based
manfigement.
Another barrier standing in the
way of institutionalization of the
phdosophical change may lie in the
District's current practice of sitebased management. For instance,
one of the ten elementary schools,
Smith School, has spent the past
year developing its own reading
program. It is much less reliant
upon the Houghton-Mifflin series,
particularly in the upper grades (4,
5, and 4). It encourages writing and
reading in a totally integrated fash-

ion and also depends on studies of
novels by the whole class. That particular school has institutionalized
its philosophy. However, it can be
perceived as being a barrier to a
larger, full-scale philosophical
change at the district level. Sherry
Eagle is now Superintendent Eagle
in District 129. She is to be commended for allowing a school to be
creative and try what the teachers
believe is a better way to teach upper grade level chldren to read. Fullan (1991) woul J describe Eagle as a
"moving" superintendent as opposed to one who was "stuck." "In
moving districts, superintendents
require principals and teachers to
set learning goals relevant to the
students they serve, and monitor
and stimulate progress by linking
activities and performance data to
improvement criteria" (Fullan,
1991, p. 207). The staff of Smith
School has presented a well-researched, thorough plan which has
been endorsed by the superintendent in the interest of educational
change.
As the School District enters the
seventh year of the "new series," it
may be entering yet another level of
need in the change process. In my
opinion, we need to offer the potential for our teachers to expand beyond the whole language philosophy of teaching reading to an integrated approach using quality literature. This would require a "starting over" of sorts. It is the neverending cyclical process described by

Fullan:

If the theory of change
emerging at this point
leads us to conclude that
we needed better implementation plans and planners, we are embarking on
the infinite regress that
characterizes the pursuit
of a theory of "changng."
To bring about more effective change, we need to be
able to explain not only
Thresholds in Education

what causes it but how to
influence those causes. To
implement programs successfully, we need k t t e r
implementation plans; to
get better implementation
plans, we need to know
how to change our planning process; to know
how to change our planning process, we need to
know how to produce better planners and implementers and on and on. Is
it any wonder that the
planning, doing, and coping with educational
change is the 'science of
muddling through' (Lindblom, 1959). But it is a science (p. 93).
The next level of expertise for
teachers to achieve would be to become familiar with the concept of
literacy, which is a bit more complex
than reading. h c k Johnson (October, 1995), current District 129 reading specialist, provides a good foundation.
The essence of literacy involves communication.
Reading is an active process in which the reader
predicts, samples, and confirms or corrects hypoiheses about text in order to
construct meaning. Children must read with a purpose, having some notion
of why they are reading
and what they are reading
to find out. Because comprehension is the constant
goal of the proficient
reader, materials used in
the teaching of reading at
all stages should have
meaning. interest and significance for the reader.
The reading program for
the early elementary years
should be language based,
dealing first with clauses
and sentences, the basic

unit of thought, not the
word or the individual lett r y . Words should be introduced in meaningful context, not isolation.
This represents quite a change
from my first years as a principal
back in 1985.During that time, I observed many teachers relying heavily on mundanc payrr N I ~pencil
tasks and worksheets. The whole
language textbook adoption helped
some teachers change via new rnaterials, texts, or in-service opportunities. Some teachers have changed
gradually, wrne quickly, others
very little. The differences are primarily due to the fact that change is
personal, requiring a level of readiness and willingness on the part of
the participant.
Johnson (1995) implies, in his
thoughts regarding literacy, a need
to be able to change continually,
particularly as the children we teach
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change:
Any conununity committed to literacy must have a
concern for those conditions which impede the
progress of instruction.
The teacher and the school
at large, however, must respond to the circumstances as they exist. Deficiencies in those areas
related to school success
must be identified and addressed by the school
through adjustment in the
instructional program.
Johnsonalso concludes his System of Belit1$ with a strong statement
on contir~uingeducational opportunities for staff to grow. "Finally, a
relevant and thorough program of
ongt~itlgin-service education for the
teachine, support, supervisory, and
administrative staffsmust be devel-

oped and implemented based on
this system of beliefs."
Completeness of the change being institutionalized requires that it
hecome part of District 129's culture. I do not believe we are there
yet. Deal offers a very practical,
common sense definition of culture
that was developed by Bowe (1966)
as "the way we do things around
here" (Bolrnan & Deal, 1991, p. 246).
When teachers throughout District
129 can convey that they have a full
sense of what literacy learning is
and how to incorporate it into the
teaching they do in their classrooms
every day, this change will be institutionalized and become part of the
"myths, stories and fairy tales" referred to b?' Deal and Bolnlan in
discussions on the symbolic irame
of an organization (1991). Then it
will be part of the culture which
continues to bt3 ever changing,
much like the children we teach arid
the adults who teach them.
It seems ironic that District 129
is about io k p the reading textbook review process all over again.
Groundwork for the committee
structure and formulation will have
hegun in January,1997, with a possible adoption targeted for FaIl,
1998.This would be an ideal time to
implement a new program since the
District is shifting to a K-5elementary school format as opposed to the
current K-6 system. Adding to the
irony is the role of stakeholder
which will be played by Reading
Specialist k c k Johnson. He will, in
all probability, c h a u this committee
and guide its research, selecticln,
and
implementation.
With
Johnson's high regard for staff development and in-service hainin); I
am sure he will strive for the institutionalization of the new textbook.
This is something which I believe
the Houghton-hlifflin initiation
never quite attained.
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Introduction

Wheatley (1991) - in a constant
swirl of change with streams of innovation eddying ad reverberat in^ off each other.
Even though I joined the restructuring effort 18 nwnths after it
had begun, I soon became one oi the
principal players. As the reform energy played itself out, after 1995, I
realized that I lacked a full grasp of
what had been achieved. In this historical account, I attempt to trace
and understand events in retrospect. Had the advocates of restructuring succeeded or failed? Had
genuine incIusion been achieved?In
order to compile a full record, I reviewed a variety of information
sourrrs including numerous personal interviews, Board o f Education notes, the District's personnel
directories, and Scltool Report
Card(s). In the account that follows,
the names of the parents, staff members, the school, and the town have
all been changed.

-

joined the staff of Main Street
Elementary School in August
of 1991 expecting only to begin
my tenure in a rolc called n
'learning specialist.' The Special
Education Department had actually
hired me for a standard learning
disabilities resource position. But,
Ms. Adams, the principal of Main
Street School, had other ideas. Not
untd my second round of interviews
in June,I Y Y 1, did she first reveal her
plan. As we talked, I felt energy and
excitement rise up in me Iike nothing I had experienced in all my
twelve years in pubIic schools.
Gradually I saw how 1 might fit
into Adams's vision; yet, 1 wasn't
even remotely prepared for what
the next four years would bring:
None uf the staff were. We knew
only that a goal was to integrate special-needs cluldren into the regular
classroom.Adams was far more ambitious - a total school restructuring
to accommodate the learning nwds
of an increasingly diverse popu lation. Between 1990 and 1995, the
Main Street Elementary School staff
found itself to use the ifnagery of

I

-

22

The Setting
In 1989, Westville had a population of about 80,000 people. Arcording to the School Report Card, the District's 10,977 students were Jjstrjhuted among 13 elementary schools,
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four middle schoots, and two senior
high schools. Developers had purchased and partitioned farmland at
the far southern edge d town to
provide for two huge strip -11s.
The land remaining was resrrvrd
for upscale, high-priced homes.
These two land developments sytnbolize the divergent cultural and
ectmc~~njc
interests that fueled demands fur edurational change.
The Education for A11 Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA) of
1975 forined the legislative structure in 1989 under wkch the District
receives tunds and to which it is
accountable. Yet, 14 years after its
passage, the District was still out of
compliance. This explains why Principal Adanls r~ceivedfull support
of the Superintendent and the Board
of Education for her reform agenda.
Her restructuring challenge would
be met in a 100-year-old, red brick
building right in the heart uf
Westville, the county seat of Collins - a politically Rcpu bljcan and
lustorically Anglo-Saxon town. The
school building itself, with its apple
trees stenciled on the itwide walls
and with its 20-foot-high ceilings,
spoke of another, simpler era.
Adanls was still attending the
weekly meetings of the Principals'
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Council as the Staff Development
Specialist in the Spring of 1989.
There she learned from the Director
of Special Education that a $25,000
grant would l
x available to elementary principals wilIing to begin inclusion efforts in the Fall term. By
then, Adams would head Main
Street School. (As a new principal,
she could do a lot of good with
$25,000.) Though she hesitated to
attempt big changes a s the new,
buiIding principal, Adams declared
her interest. She r~questedthat the
funds be awarded at a later term to
allow her time to win staff and community support. Since teachers
knew her mainly through her central office work, her first priority
would k to establish her administrative credibility at the building
level.

Adatits came to
see that she had

I:
iI
!

-

underestinrated
how sotrle
children's
behavior and
particular
c o p i t i v e defects
might impact a
regular classroom.
Adams was such a strong advocate of inclusion because she was
the mother of a son (Jon) born with
spina bifida. Thus, she had a personal stake in the issues. Jon had
done well in public schools where
he I-tad been included in the regular
education program. He never even
had an Individualized Education
Plan (IEP) until he was in high
school when it was required for
driver's education. Jon's experience
had convinced his mother that all
students would profit horn the
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same opportunities. Upon reflection,Ms. Adams later admitted that
she had held naive hopes in the begnning. Her son had been a regular
education student all his life.
Adams came to see that she had underestimated how some children's
behavior and particular cognitive
defects might impact a regular classroom. Her early position was that
handicapped students, whatever
the handicap, should attend school
in the grade they would have been
in had they experienced no disabling condition. (Ms. Adams, principal, personal communication, October 9,1996).

Historical Context
The Supreme Court decision in
Brorutl v. 77re Board of Edur7afion in

1954 that it was unlawful under the
Fourteenth Amendment to discriminate against any group of people brought profound, unintended
consequences. ms decision tr,
counter racial discrimination was to
"become the cornerstone for rnsuring equal rights for students with
disabilities" (Friend, 1996, p. 6).Before the Brown decisiun, currisulum
for
special-needs
students
amounted mainly to such non-acadernic activities as weaving and
bead stringing conducted at sites tar
removed from the regular classroom. But, by the late '5Us ar~dearly
'605,
of handicapped students used Civil Rights Iegislation
to claim the educational rights of
their children. Abo, by the "late BOs,
many authorities in the field agreed
that wgregatrd special education
classes were not the most appropriate education settings for many students with disabilities" (Friend,
1996, p. 7).
Since states were not required
to educate children with disabilities
betort! 1975, as many as one million
American children were excIuded
trom public education (National Association of State Boards of EducaTllresholds in Education

tion [NASBE],(1992).The 1975Education for All Handicapped Children Act, frequently referred to as
PL 94-142, set out to change all that.
The exact wording in Section 1412 5
(b) reads:

The State has established
procedures to assure that:
to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped
chldren, including chldren in public or private
institutions or other care
facilities, are educated
with children who are not
handicapped, and tlut special classes, separate
schooIing. or other removal of handicap@
chldren from the regular
education environment occurs only when the nature
or severity of the handicap
is such that education in
regular classes with the
use of supplementary
aides and services cannot
be achieved satisfactorily
(Handicapped Students and
Special Education, 1989, p.
264).

Ln 1985, ten years after the enactment of the law, however, special
needs students were still wgregated. Madeline Will, then the
United States Assistant Secretary
for the Office of Special Education
and Rehabilitative Services, in her
iarnous keynote address to the
Wingspread Conference in Racine,
Wisconsin, acknowledged the contributions of PL 94-142, but camplained that it was flawed. At its
heart were presumptions that chldren with learning problems could
not be effectively taught in the regular education environment even
given a variety of supports (p. 412).
Her conception of a better system soon became known as the
"Regular Education Initiative"
(REI). Will had mild to motlerately
impaired students in mind. Soon,
however, parents of inore severely

impaired children seized upon her

Sut>sequently,when the Park-

call as thc basis for claiming their

Prs appr~achedMain Street School,

children's rights. Organizatior~s
such as The Association for Severely
Handicappd (TASH:)raIIied behind a push to have all students (regardless of their handicapping canditions) included in the regular education environment 'Ihese events,
taken together, put increasing pressure on local districts.

Ms. Adarns immediately consulted

What exactly
would inclusio~s
come to mean at
Main Street? Who
would it help?
Back in the Spring
of 1990, the Mab
Street staff
understood
inclusion fo mearz
''housing a studerrlill the regular
cEassrootn.''

The Local Impetus
National ancl state Ievel advocacy for inclusion formed the canresponses. In the case
of Main Street School, one lwal family had a deeply unhappy sevenyear-old who had received education placements since she was three
years old. During the 89-93 school
year, as her parents listened in anguish, she cried ever), night for four
months. In desperation, Mr. and
Mrs. P i k e r decided to kecp her at
home and teach her themselves. It
was in early 1990 that they learned
about the proposed inclusion program in Westville. Along with a few
other parents of special-needs students, they attended the discussion
at the Westville town library.
text for local

the Director of Special Education
and the Superintendent. After several on-site visits, workshops, and
much research, the administrators
agreed to proceed on a trial basis
using the six weeks remaining it1 the
schod year as a natural trial period.
They could then re-group at the
close of the term to evaluate.
Mrs. Marsh, a second-grade
teacher at Main Street School and
the mother of three children with
special needs, was surprised when
she heard reports of the town library
meeting. Her nwn children were in
rmddle school and high xhool. To
her, all this new talk of jnclusjon
came as an ~~nwelcome
shock. As a
regular education teacher, Marsh
doubted that her uwn special-needs
children could thrive in the regular
education environment. When she
expressed her concerns to Principal
Adarns, she was told, "It may be
closer than yuu think" (hlrs. Marsh,
personal conmimication, Octvber,
1994). In fact, Xdarns hoped that
Marsh herself would agree to take
special-needs students. Sa, Adams

simply asked Marsh, "Will you be
willing to have ths c h l d in your
rlassrcam?" At first, Matsh agreed.
A week later, she was asked to br
ready in hsro weeks. hiarsh was
comforted only by the prospect of
help from a certitied teacher's assistant. It turned out that she also was
the parent of a c h l b with physical
impairmerlts. Bul the morc shc
thought about it, the more troubled
she k a m e . She was not convinced
that her own c h i l i i r ~ nwould have
b~nefittedfrom regular education
placement. Finally, she concluded
that she simply could nut support
this inclusion eifort. The educational stakes for tlus child, and for
all the other students in her classroom, overwhelmed her.
Other teachers dso voiced tks
fear of the changed responsibility.
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As one teacher (also the mother of a
child with a disability) put it:

Sure, 1 can keep this student in my classroom, but
what good is that going to
do for the student? What
will this student be able to
do when he is 187 k'ou
can't just drop him in the
regular education environment and think that you
iire educating him! (Fifth
grade teacher, personal
cvmrnunication, 1996).
\ h a t exactly would ~ I I C ~ U S ~ L B I ~
come to mean at Main Street? Who
would it kelp? Back in the Spring of

1990, thc Main Street staff u n d ~ r stood inclusion to mean "huusing a
student in the regular classroom."

Fartmnts of the first special-needs
candidate were mainly interested in
social intcgcatinn. Tlw classroom
teacher approached the Parkers at
the end ot the 6-week trial period to
apologize fur the lack of acadenucs.
The mother responded,

mat's okay. She made
great socia] gains! She did
not scream or holler, atld
she stoppeci crying the second day of school and
never cried again! (Parent,
pcrsonal communication,
October 19, 19%).

For the Parkers, the purposes of
inclusiorl had been ~ r ~ en
t .us was
nut how the regular education
teachers saw things: They were
dct-ply concerned about developing
employment shlls. Fullan's (1991)
point that "in the beginning the
meaning of cha~lgeis rarely s h e d
by all parties" is applicable here
(1991).
In early Spring. 1990, Marsh
was replaced by another teacher.
Ms. Adam encuuraged the new
teacher and her assistant to describe
any sucrrsses with the othcr teachers but to discuss difficulties only
with her: Th~swas not an attempt at
propaganda. She anticipated inevi-

table but unforeseeable obstacles.

She sought to preserve the opportunity to work through potential
problems before the staff could form
prematurely negative opinions
(Special education teacher, personal
communication, October 14, 1996).
In addition to this careful coaching,
Adams' skrategy was to play down
a seven-year-old c h l d with a disability being placed in her first regular eJucation class. Lf a chiId came to
school with a broken arm, would
she be obliged to inform the whole
community? In her weekly newsletter to the parents, therefore, she
merely named the new staff member as an addition to the Main Street
School team and told her job description (Principal, persond conlmunication, October 9, 1996).
It was soon clear to all that the
placement had a dramtic eitect on
Jvan Parker. She was proud to attend xhool with her big brother, n
Iourth grader, and her younger sister jn first grade. Without direct instruction, Joanquickly modeled the
socia1 hhavior of the other studmts. 'r'hese social gains verified for
hls. Adams that ths student could
no longer be denied a permanent
regular-classroom placement. Thc
Special Education Director moved
t o expand the scope of the project.
They acted partially from altruism
and partially in response to administrative and community pressure.
Many eyes were on their activities.
One parent of a five-year-old boy
with autistic-like behavior, for example, was keenly interested in the
fate of the Parker placement. Her
boy had neither verbal language nor
any augmented way to cornmunicate. He was not toilet-trained. His
mother happened to be an attorney,
well-versed in the inclusion legislation, who wanted her child included
in his neighborhood school (Principal, personal communication, October 9,1996).
Ms. Brown, Director of Special
Education, carefully set out to review the students in Main Street at-
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tendance area to select five additional students for inclusion. A
$5,OC)O grant was awarded specifically for staff development. At the
suggestion
of
Superintendent
Stone, the Buard of Education
agreed to create and fund a full-time
position for the role of inclusion facilitator at Main Street School. The
Project Choices grant provided
technical assistance (Principal, personal communication, October 4,
1996). This Board and central office
support came at a crucial time at
Main Street Elementary School.

By the Fall of
1990, the stage
seemed to be set
for a smooth
implementation of
inclusion a t Main
Street E lemen tay,
and indeed for the
whole District.

Administrative
Support
Superintendent Stone was a key
player in promoting inclusioi~efforts a11 along. He came to the District in 1987 from Lutheran General
Hospital, where he had covrdjnated
medical research and training activities for ten years. A man of integrity and compassion, he was well
respected by the staff, conununity,
administrators, the union, and the
Board of Education (BOE). Under
his leadership, board-level support
for special education remained
high. Stone trusted the judgement of
Adams, and Brown. Together, the
three made a powerful team. From
its inception, therefore, this inclusion effort, begnning with Main
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Street, met one critical requirement
for implementation success: support from both the central office administrative team and the full Board
of Education (Fullan, 1991, p. 74).
By the Fall of 1990, the stage
seemed to be set fora smooth implementation of inclusion at Main
Street Elementary, and indeed for
the whole District. Six students previously in self-contained placements were identhed by Brown
and returned to their home ,schml at
Main Street. The inclusion facilitator
position was filled by the former
teacher assistant in the Parker placement. Several more teachers volunteered to accept students with disabilities. Three full-time teacher's
assistants were hued, and weH attended staff development sessions
began.
Nonetheless, there was somr
faculty and parental resistance. Neither the staff as a whole nor the
broad community reacted quite as
positively as had the Parkers. %me
staff members, in fact, still remained
in a state of shock! They expressed
pity for Mrs. Marsh. They worried
about the potential negative impact
of inclusion on their own students'
learning. Some were heard to complain that there had been no staff
development either betore or during the six-week trial inclusion period. Little teacher input had been
sought before the Jecisiotl to proceed with inclusion the following
year. At least in this past year they
could volunteer. Ordy iouE teachers
of kindergarten, first, thrd, and
fourth grade students volunteered
to house special-needs chldren in
their classrooms.
Against this resistance, the
$5,000 Project Choices grant money
was used to send teachers to three
out-of-state l r ~ aons
f to learn more
about inclusion. Adams visited a
district in Toronto where she observed full-scale restructuring of
grade levels. Upon her return, she
devised opportunities for her teachers to develop a shared language

and feedback systems through
weekly team meetings. A rotating
substitute covered the teachers'
classrooms whenever they met with
the inclusion facilitator, speech yathologist, or other support personnel. Participating staff membcrs met
with brown bag lunches to "discuss
their concerns, celebrate their successes, and share the journey
through this change" (Principal,
personal comnlunication, October
14,1996).Allison Ford,the author of
what is ktlorvn as the Syracuse
Model, cane to give a workshop.
Ford also spent a day visiting and
observing inclusion classrooms and
debriefing teachers. For advocates,
these events filled the school with a
spirit of adventure, hope, and excitement. Adams understood the
need for collaborative time. The success of these lunches and team meetings spurred her on to implement a
system of released-time for planning.
Team meutings on school time
were already in place when Adarns
introduced early release for all students. Adams was able to convince
Stunr that this would be necessary
for restructuring reaction to h s
step at the enri of the 1990-91 school
year was explosive. 7%e early release of students to provide planning time was vehemently denounced by several parents at an
evening meeting held in the schooI
gymnasium. In the public mind, inclusion initiatives and released time
were f i r d y li&ed, so hoth innovations were rejected. Early release,
however, was never intended to
serve only inclusion efforts but to
facihtate much more extensive
changes. Though it was the need for
time by inclusion staff members that
gave Adarns the idea, she aimed to
provide time for innovations the
community seemed to support. The
reaction was a setback for Adams.
The Superintendent consoled,
Early release is not the issue,"he said. "These peo-

ple are grieving the
change in their traditional
scl~ool.Thcir reaction to
early release is synlbolic
of the need to resist
change (Principal, personal curnmunication, October 4,2996).

The Shifting Policy
Climate
As it so happened, the Fall,
1990, term brought with it an unexpected influx of English as a Second
Language (ESL) students. The
number of ESL students new to the
District and this school, in particular, had h e n growing for several
yeas. During the 1986-87 school
year, there were 29 at Main Street;
increasing to 39 in the 1987-88
school year; and to 40 in the 1988-89
school year. By the Fall of the 199091 school y e a , the number had
junlpeJ to 60 (28 of whom spoke
Spu~ish).Sonle of these students
llad k r t ~
brought in by World Relief, an organization that sponsors
refugee families from around the
world. Others came from t h low~
income housing apartment project
at the far north end of the District
attendance area. The low income of
the residents, combined with the
h g h population density of the
apartment complex, qualified it as a
ghetto.
Many low-income AfricanAmerican, Hispanic, East Indian,
and single-parent families who had
just moved from Maywood, Iived in
this complex. In order to integrate
tfus population to the several elemrntarv schools, the District has redistributed school attendance many
times. I11 the most recent redistricting, a large number of ESL students,
many of whom spoke no English,
flooded the classrooms. This had an
unexpected, lasting impact on inclusion plans at Main Street.
Ln Novemkr, 1990, and only after numerous pleas from the teachThresholds in Education

ers, an ESL/bilingual teacher's assistant was hred (ESL teacher, personal communications, October 29,
1996). Teachers who had u n w opposed inclusion now welcon~edthe
teacher's assistant who, in addition
tu ESL duties, helped with the inclusion students. Additional help also
crl~nefrom the speech therapist. The
inclusion facilitator could also be
counted un (Special education
teacher, A, personal cornrnunication, October 24, 1W6).

The

speecldlangrr age
therapist, the
occupational
therapist, and the
inclusion
facilitator each
moved in and out
of the genera I
education
c2assrooms a t
Main Street,
assisting those
students with
disabilities while
also providing
support for other
u t-ris k learners.
Adarns was determined that

students should not be removed routinely from general education classrooms
to receive assistance because doing so highlights
their disabilities, disrupts
their education and
teaches them to be dependent. Specialized services can be delivered in

general education classrooms" (Friend, 1996, p. 4).

Consequently, the speech/language therapist, the occupational

therapist, and the inclusion facilitator each moved in and out of the
general education classrooms at
Main Street, assisting those students
with disabilities while also providing support for other at-risk learners. The ESL teacher, on the other
hand, operated strictly on a pull-out
schedule in which she took small
groups of children to her clcxxroom
for daily sessions of 30 mjnu tes. Ttus
pattern contradicted the cull aborative in-class mode1 k i n g used by
the special education support team.
and generated many ensuing discussions, negotiations, and expressions of dissension among teachers.
No educational innovation, of
course, takes place in a policy \lacuum. Inclusion irnplementatiun at
Main Sb-eet was affected not vnly by
the ESL proble~nand early release
opposition, but by many other innovations which ii~cludedJ restructuring of special education service
delivery, efforts to expand the bjl injpal program, and exprrlments
with multi-ag~classroums.
During 1991-92, several teachers were taking field-based Master's
of Education program at National
Idewis University. Their interests
provide a good example of how policy initiatives can interact or even

.
•

neutralize one another. A firstgrade teacher, was investigating the
effect of multi-year teaching structures on student achievement. She
proposed to stay with her students
for two years, moving with them
from first to second grade. A second-grade teacher who agreed to
"switch places with her so she
"loop"to the second grade with her
pupils. At first, this arrangement
seemed innocuous since it affected
only the two teachers and their students. Soon, however, it was to have
some far-reaching implications because it laid the groundwork for a
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multi-age class. When word got out,
the community went again into a
furor which fed the gowing suspicion of moves toward inclusion.
During Adarns's visit to
Toronto the previous year, she saw
how restructuring the service delivery model for specialeducationsupport services could be done back
home. She now had 12inclusion students and more than 18 resource
students. Main Street qualified for
two, full-time, special education,
support teachers;an inclusion facilitator; a learning disabitities resource
teacher; a full-time, Chapter I
teacher; and a half-timereading syecialist. Since she now had a total of:
3.5 full time equivalet~t(FTE) staff
positions and five teacher assistants,
Adams believed that she was in a
position to institute the Toronto
model. The big change would be
assigning support staft and
teacher's assistants by grade level
rather than by disability categories
as w a s typically done. Her inunediate problem was the stiitening resistance of staff members. The learning
disabhties teacher, the Chapter I
teacher, and the reading specialist,
each of whom had been teaching for
over twenty-five years, still favored
the traditional pull-out service delivery model. Fortunately fur
Adams, all three teachers were soon
to retire.
Adams replaced the retiring LD
resource teacher with one who
shared her vision. All students in
self-contained placement, who resided in the Main Street school attendance area, were returned to
their home school. The student case
load was divided only according to
grade levels. They each provided assistance to all students within the
grade level regardless of disability.
To facilitate t h s shift from category
support to grade level support, Ms.
Adams simply changed all the position titIes! Facilitators, resource
teachers, etc., were now to be called
learning specialists. The resource
teacher became known as the priThresholds in Education

mary learning specialist. She provided support for kindergarten,
first, and second-grade teachers.
The inclusion facilitator, now renamed the intermediate learning
specialist, covered t h intermediate
~
grades. This learning specialist system would provide support for all
the at-risk students in their assigned
grade levels. The whole restructuring of service delivery was designed
to liberate the special education staff
from the narrow confines of the special education categories in order to
address Madeline Will's (1985)challenge made six years earlier. Adams
was astute about providing some
necessary conditions for educational change. She knew she had to
"alter the organizational arrangements and roles of [her] school if
educational reform was to take
place" (Fullan, 1991, p. 80).
A new bilingual program also
was introduced during the 1991-92
school year. Thirty-two students
were to be pulled out of their classrooms for 30 minutes a day to receive ESL instruction, and for another 90 minutes they were to receive instruction in Spanish (Bilingual teacher, personal communication, October 26, 1996). Teachers
were understandably dismayed by
Lwing asked to function in the new
push-in model of inclusion and a
pull-out model of the newly implemented bilingual program at the
same time. The schizophrenic nature oT service delivery demands
had the principal, support staff, and
dassroum teachers all reeling.

The Policy Impact of
Staff Changes
By the beginning of the 1992
school year, the District found itself
with a brand new superintendent.
He came with a reputation from Ius
former Wisconsin city as a critic of
inclusion (Spedal ducat ion teacher
A, personal communication, October 14, 1996). Main Street Shoo1

hred a new inclusion facilitator.
And then, toward the end of thnt
school year, what had started a s a
modest experiment rocked the Main
Street community. The multi-age
classroom was presented to the
community as a short-term way to
manage the large number of students in the second and third
grades. Adams and several teachers
saw it as an effective way to respond
to an increasingly diverse population. They soon learned that the
wnununity did not agree. In the
Spring of 1993, yet another town
meeting to defend Adams and staff
proponents of multi-age classrooms
was held in a gymnasium full of
anpy parents.

Staffing problems
persisted. Main
Street had to
introduce a new
Chapter I person
and yet another
new inclusion
facilitator.
Over parental objection, one
multi-age classroom remained in
place for the 1993-94 school year.
Staffing problems ~ersistcd.Main
Street had to introduce a new Chayter I person and yet another new
inclusion facilitator. The previous
iacilitator, after only one year, quit
to take a teaching position in a regular education cIassroom. Upon hiring the new Chapter I staff person,
the restntctured service delivery
model was expanded to include tlus
support member. Adarn attempted
to bring the ESL teachers on board
by constructing an in-ciass, cambined service delivery model. The
large numbers of students who
spoke a second language meant thnt

Main Street still had 3.5 ESL teachers committed to the old pull-out
model.
By the beginning oi the 94-95
year, the retirement of the reading
specialist offered Adams the opportuluty to employ someone more
coimu tted to a collaborative service
drlivery model. The prospective
reading teacher spent the summer
working with all support personnel
to assure the best possible service to
at-risk students. One outcome of a
growing support staff was the increasing scarcity of officespace.Collaborative approaches now became
a practical necessity as well as an
ideal. Sharing space led teachers
into conversations which helped develop a common vocabulary of
ideas, strategies, and concerns.
"Senders and receivers of information
were
llnkeii together"
(Wheatley 1992, p. 105) in shared
office spaces. Thus, an unexpected
level of agreement about the crdt of
teaching was forged in little notlks
and crannies throughout Main
Street Elementary School.
The opening of the 1994-95 term
marked inclusion's fifth year. Early
release was by then an established
policy. There were two multi-age
classes. The bilingual program had
been underway for several years.
The restructured service delivery
model for special education was in
its fourth year and had been expanded to include the Chapter I
reading specialists, with some limited cooperation with the ESL
teacher. The many innovations appeared to l>e taking root and to be
mutually reinforcing. Main Street
Elementary School was changing
and growing in a state of viable disequilibriurn (Wheatley, 1992, p. 78).
This was no smdl achievement for
Adarns and staff members. Main
Street School was visited by teachers and administrators from other
districts around the State who c a n e
to observe successful inclusion implementation. Staff members from
Main Street were invited to give
Thresholds in Education

presentations to local, state, and national organizations on how to restructure to accommodate student
diversity. Here was an open, dynamic system exchangng energy
with its environment.

While the teacher
advocates of
inclusio~land
rttulti-age
C ~ U S S Y O O ~were
~S
devastated, 0ther
staff rnemhers
greeted Adams's

departure with
satisfaction.
Yet a slight counter-flap, mild as
that of a butterfly's wings, first felt
in the Surnmer of 1992 when Stone
resigned, would escalate by 1995
into a tornado. The restructuring efforts at hlajn Strrrt came face to face
with new m J "amplifying levels of
disturbances" (Wheatley, 1992, p.
88). First, in Spring of 1995, Ms.
Brown, the Director of Special Education and a staunch supporter of
A d m , m o u n c e d that she was
leaving tor a principalshp in a
neighboring scl~ouldistrict. Then, in
April, Adams announced that she,
ton, had accepted a principalship
under the superintendency of a culleague and mentor. If that were not
enough, the school psychologist - a
major suppurter of inclusion and restructuring- announced her resignation. Three key supporters of restructuring to acheve inclusion
were withdrawing. A key question
was whether or not the remaining
staff members at Main Strwt Schocll
would pussess the "innate properties to reconfigure Ithemsclves] to
k ahIe to deal with this new information" (Wheatley, p. 88).

While the teacher advocates of
inclusion and multi-age classrooms
were devastated, other staff members greeted Adams's departure
with satisfaction. It gave them the
opportunity to hire a principal who,
from their perspective, could bring
some needed stability to the school.
A backlash by what Robert Hampel
from the Universitv of Delaware
calls "the cynics" (Miller, 1996, p. 2)
now moved to take over the reins of
faculty leadership from inclusion
advocates. This taction had long
been outspoken critics of reform.
Now the critics became proactive in
an effort to locate a suitable new

principal.
A comnuttce ot'six teachers was
furmeJ to poll their colleagues re-

garding what qualities they sought
in new principal. The majority requested a principal less passionate
about change than Adams had been.
They were looking instead for
someone who would require les5
out-of-classroom involvement. 111
other words, they wanted someone
who would restore the status quo
ante (Main Street staff r n ~ m h r s ,
personal communication, hjny,
1996).
The new principal arrived just
one week before the start of school.
The special education t e r n faced a
new psychologist, the fourth new
inclusion facilitator i n six years, and
now a new princlpdl who supported
none of the Adams's initiatives - the restructured service delivery model, inclusion, multi-age
classrooms, nor the bilingual program. Staff members rx-ho had
worked so hard for them felt an
acute loss of leadership. Opponents,
in contrast, welcomed this former
district teacher whose appointment
signaled a return to traditional
methods of schooling. The 1995-96
year proved to be chaotic.
Staff changes have continued
during the current 1996-97 year. At
this writing, the Chapter I teacher,
the resource teacher, and the bilingual teacher have all gone to other
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positions in the District. Still anather psychologist has been assigned to Main Street School- this
one a supporter of inclusion but not
ot the restructured service delivery
model. Inclusion, early release, and
the multi-age classrooms are still in
place; but the restructured, collaborative service delivery is reverting
back to the former pull-out model.
The learning specialists' positions
have also reverted to their former
status: a Chapter I (now referred to
as Title I)teacher and two specialeducation support teachers. The
new Title I teacher divides her time
between two buildings. She prefers
a traditional, nun~ollaborativr,
pull-out service delivery model. The
learning specialists continue to divide their case load by grade level,
but the newly hired special education resource teacher feels more
comfortable with a pull-out model.
According to staff members who
have been at Main Street for several
years, the dynamic collaborative enviromwnt is diminishing (Speech
pathologist, personal communication, Novrmber 12,1996).

Analysis
The strong administrative and
board support that made this innovation seem so promising may h a v e
been the harbingers of its demise. A t
the classroom level, neither a felt
need nor mission clarity mmked
teacher's responses during the jmplementation stage. Administrators
were responsible for complying
with national and state law, but
teachers did not experience an internal need fur wstructuring. Main
Street School had housed self-contained, speciat education classrooms in the past; and mainstreaming was cumnlon. Pull-out services
for learning disabilities and selfcontained dasses for more severely
involved students had achieved
coiwnsual validity ior at least 25
years (since the late 197h), and they
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were nun-controversial. As far as
the r ~ p l a education
r
staif was concerned, things were worhng fine.
Th~slack of stafi investment in
change prevails when, as Fullan
(1991) states, "the majority ot' teachers were unable to identdy the essential features of the innovation ..."
(p. 70). Most teachers at Main Street
believed that "inclusion meant inclusion, meant inclusion, meant inclusion." - which translated, meant
only an edict from above, "No pull(jut for any reason." For many, t h s
lacked in common sense. And, they
had a point. Simply depositing special-needs students in regular education classrooms of 20-30 students,
albeit with an individual aide, did
not guarantee an appropriate education. This reality was not to be
generally admitted by advocates
until several years later.
We can see that the irnpletnentation process brcame too complex.
Inclusion wnuld turn out to be neither so simple nor so natural as Ms.
Adams had originally believed. No
one, howr\,er,could have predicted
the huge effort that could come to be
required or the unintended consequences of actions that looked, at
the time, like sensible means to an
end. As Fullan (1991) states, "These
changes required a sophisticated array oi activities, structures, diagnoses, teaching strateges, and philosophical understandings" (p. 7l).
They required also the full commitment ot a dedicated staff.
A third major problem of practicality and equality dogged these
efforts. Inclusion and the sub
sequent restructuring efforts may
not have passed thr "test of practicality ethics" (Fullan, 1991, p. 72).
Most teachers had been quite comfortable with the famiIiar method of
service delivery. Though the influx
of ESL and Hispanic students did
increase their receptivity to the inclusion model with its in-class help,
teachers found the entire restructuring effort too unstructured to be
practical. Furthermore, the ESL de-

livery model itself reinforced for

them older and more familiar methods.
A pnlitical analysis also provides some inter~stjnginsights. At
the very early stages of the innovation, inclusion literally went unnoticed in the community and other
schools in the District. A d a m certainly preferred that the policy to
include special-needs students remain in the "zone of inditference,"
an activity dbout whict~o111ya few
people care deeply. As long s Ms.
Adams operated in this area, she
didn't trigger political repercussions. Unexpectedly, when she
stepped into early release, she
found herself in an area heavily constrained by partisan pressures. For
the first time, she incurred the wrath
of a number of community groups
(Bowman,1991, p. 198).Thus,it was
only at the end of the first full year
uf inclusion, when early release was
initiated, that the community became agitated. Under this pressure,
the professional differences hardened between teacher advocates of
the changes and teacher rrsisters.
The resisting teachers endorsed
long accepted, educativnal routines
as necessary and important. Moving students through an established
curriculum, assign~ng paper and
pencil worhhcct tasks, teactung didactically, a n c 1 evaluating students
through standardizeti testing Literally defined their work. T l ~ cprincipal and those teacl~erswho favored
student-centered learning believed
that the changing population, with
its increasingly diverse educational
needs, required systematic changes
in teaching styles and methods of
program delivery. As long as t h s
group had administrative support,
they could make progress without
their dissenting colleagues. When
that support eroded, there were no
open collegaI lines for communication.
When Ms. Adarns began her
tenure as principal, her strong connections to the central office and her

relationship with the superintendent, Mr. Stone, the Specla1 Education D i r ~ ~ t oMs.
r , Hill, provided her
freedom of action. Adams to initiate
any reform that could be supported
by research and which assisted the
District with policy compliance. The
poIitica1 climate at the central office
began to change, first with Ms. Hill's
resignation in 1991. During the
19'62-93school year, with the exception of the assistant superintendent
for business and the director of special education, the entire central office staff had changed. At the same
time, strong Board supporters were
replaced by members who opposed
inclusion under the rhetoric of restoring 'rigor' to the curriculum.
With the Special Education Director's resignation in 1995, the linchpin of the central office support was
gone. Ms. Adams lost the sustaining
energy from central office. In the
fare of so much apposition and so
little suppart, hls. Adarns also left.
Her teacher allies at Main Street
Schoul felt ab'mdoned. A number of
veteran teachers feared a return to
the pre-PL94-142 days when students with disabilities were placed
in regular education classroonw
with no support. Quite possibly,
this is the reamn they so eagerly
sought, and willingly embraced, a
replacement who stuud far a traditional model of education.
On one level, inclusion may be
considered a success at Main Street.
If inclusion is defined to mean that
students with a wide range of disabilities attend their h u m school
regular education classrooms with
same-age classmat~s,then it may be
declared ..r success. From Main
Street's first risk-taking trial in the
Spring of 1990, the innovation has
grown to encompass every school in
the District. Inclusion now exists in
13 elementary schools, four middle
schools and two high schools. Six
years after the innovation was first
introduced, Main Street now has 11
students included in their home
school.
Thresholds in Education
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While the numbers
are encouraging a
deeper question

remains
rrna~rsutmcd.What
does i~zclusion

really mean and to
whom does it
refer?
It M.C ICMIL past surface indicators, then the uutconle is less clear.
While the ilumbers are Pncouraging, a deeper question remains unanswered. What does inclusion really mean and to whom does it refer? If inclusior~simply means maintaining students with disabili tirs in
thc regular educatioi~unvironmcnt,
then what we have here is SUiCeSS
story. The law, however, mandates
that these students are to be tducated, not just maintained. To meet
this requirement, any honest alswer must bc more complicated.
Adams's original intention was
to expaid thr definition of inclusion
at hlain Strect. Shc hoped to uw the
grant money, not just for students
with tlisabilities, but for all students.
Her vlslon included students with a
wide range of abilities, ethnic backgrounds, social economic status,
and cultures. Such a vision called for
deep structural changes. From this
perspective, thuugh true reform
was attcnlptcd and briefly achieved
under Ms. Adams's leadership, it
has not taken hold. Perhaps these
innovations were too massive and
demanded too much cffort (Fullan,
1991, p. 71). Adams did attempt, as
Fullan suggests, to "break complex
change into component parts and
implement them in an incremrntai
manner" (p. 72). Waves of other innovations and established policy
commitments impeded t h s [>roc-ess.

It may bu that the changes initiated at Main Street will reverberate
somewhere else in the District. As
we step back further and further in
time from these events and see the
evolution from a different perspective, we may learn that the disturbance caused by inclusion efforts
will feed back on itself and grow
exponentially to further effects
(Wheatley, 1992, p. 96). If nothing
else, innavators like Adams may
succeed in redefining inclusion in
such a way as to focus attention on
a broad range of student diversity.
It may be that local attempts like this
one- to educate students with disabilities within the regular education environment - will strongly influence the eventual restructuring
of American public education.
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From Cooperative Learning to Collabmative
Practice in One Disfrict
by Susan Thomas
Susntl TI~atnasis a Secorldunj English ft~ndrerit1 S t . Clmrles, Iiiinois, alrd s
doctonzl ~-dndidntc,Curricirlun~nnd Supemisior~,NorthPrn lliinois

Utiizj~*r~itij.

Introduction
erhaps change 1-an best be
understood through a st.rips of stories - stories that
rapture the passion of those
who are at the 11~a-t
i)f an innovation. '1%~xticle is devoted to a narrativc accrlunt that traccs a sccimdorder chfinge still ongoing in public
school Unit District 303, St. Charles,
Illinois. It hones in on the concrete
uxpcricnccs of implementers who
worked to embed collaborative
practice into the heart and soul of
the workplace culture. Reading
these stories from the differing perspectives of innovators can illuminate both the personal and institutionaI dimensions of an educational
change effort.

P

Story I: Investing in
an Idea
By 1990, cooperativc lcariling

twd already become well established in St. Charles, both as an instructiunal strategy and a district-

wide policy. Although I was hazily
awdre ot this, it was not until the
Summer of 1992 that I received
training it) this educational approach. Along with over 20 other
32

iugh school colleagues, I enrolled in
a 3 - h o u r in-house workshop called

fioprtrlti~v Lrunling I. To be quite
Iwne~t,tny key motivation at the
t i n ~ cwas to add a couple of more
I ~ o u r stcnt.;u~ismy next step on thc
salary scheAule (a public school
teacher's slc)~.,
but steady, weapon
in the battk against inflation). Beades, I was dso intrigued by grapevine rumors that cooperative teachIng strategies aitered new learning
and classroom management techniques. Although I certainly
couldn't know it at the time, t h s
workshop experience would mark a
turning point in my career. Impicmentation efforts would change inv
as I became a teacher: and, a s an
innovator myself, it would engage
me in a new staff-development ri~lc.
Initially however, the presented
material simply supplied my
hoped-for remedies or tricks of the
trade. More importantly though, it
helped me to clarify and rcinforcc.
my long-held beliefs about the
teacher's role in student learning. I
felt freshly invigorated, l'he instructors impressed me as unfailing
models of what they recomrnendcd.
The time they prrwided for lesson
planning madc my transition from
workshop participant to classroo~n
practitioner relatively easy. The District provided for follow-up visits
by a cooperative learning ekyert
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from California, who acted as an
outside trainrr/consultant. Carole
Cooper met with Cooperative
Learning I "grads" and, whcn rcquested, v~sitedour classrooms to
assist with long-term instructional
implcmci~tation.I was still looking
for specific practices, but District administrators had already committed
themst.1vt.s to making cooperative
learning a cornerstone of the St.
Charles educational philosophy.
they hoped tc) extend this phi10sc~phy to all District profess~onalrelationshps In what they saw as a developing learning ctlmmunity.
By the Spring c ~ f1993, I \\.as
w hvle henrtedly comrnitted to t h u
goal: So, when I was asked to serve
as a co-traincr with my cilllcague
h-lelissn Dockurn, s e c o n d q spriial ri1uc;rtion teacher, I eagerly 1 % ~ irpted. Since that time, we have
trained hundreds of colleagueu in
v,vious a ~ p ~ c t of
s co~pt'rdti~,~'
1c;irning m1I1 crd1;lborntive practice.
Some of Ihcscendeavors will be outlined below. Luoking back, I reali~c
now that as with all subjects, our
first lcsson was that the best way to
Ic%arnstmlcbthing ncw is tr, tcach
i t - especidllv if you are learning a
n e w educational philosophy. What
1 had naively taken to be a simple
coll~ctionof strategies for my own
improved instruction, was, in fact, a
complcx and far-reaching philosoFebruary G. May, 1997

phy stretching far h y u n d the classroom itself. As a socially grounded
perspective, it threaded into all aspects of school/cornmunity life.

Like most
educational
refom
innovutions,
coopevafive
Ieurri ing i s
comprised of new
upproaches
em body itrg an old
idea. Mall y of the
core beliefs that
serve as its
philosophica 1
foundation
hearken back to
the earliest
formulations of
American
educationa 1
thought.

I

From the story as I have told it
so far, readers will detect m y seduction into a mode oi thought and
practice. Perhaps Iwcause I unconsciously rpsjsted what we used to
call bias, nly frank advocacy for cooperrltive learning as a result of my
persvnal experience with it has
taken me rather by surprise. As a
trainer, I was confronted with many
questions that arose from my own
experiences with collaborative approaches, and from the colleagues I
was supposed to train. I wanted to
defend the centrality that the district- and now I- was giving to
this approach to learning. I sensed
that I needed a story larger than my
i ~ w npersonal progress.
February G. May, 2997

Story 11: The
Historical Journey
As Michael Fullan puts it,
"Change is a journey, not a blueprint." To fully read the meaning of
a movement, it is important to trace
it to its origns. Like most educational reform innuvations, cooperative learning is comprised of new
approaches embodying an old idea.
Many of the core hliefs that serve
as its philosophical foundatiot~
hearken back to the earljest h m l u lations of American educational
thought. In his hook, TIw Arn~ricun
School, 1642-1 996, historian Joel
Spring (1996) notes that early
American educators held assumptions based on the 17th century
European thinkers Locke and Rousseau, who rejected traditional approaches to education. They opposed educational arrangements
designed only to develop a citizenry
complialt with the state. Education
senVc.ci aristocratic classes as a
means to reinforce their interest in
maintaining the status quo. Current
cooperative learning concepts such
as "performance mastery," "self-esteem," and "the chid as a blank
slate," have their roots in the more
democratic t.ducationa1 claims of
these phlosophers.Charity schools,
although different in r n w y regards
from today's cooperative learning
environments, implemenled thew
ideas and reinforced the iinportance
ot:social skills. Proponents saw education as a means to guide the learning process. Schools were redefined
as providers of tools for children to
function productively &mdtherefore
independently in scxriety (1996).
In the 14th century, Horace
h l m , ntlting that "knowledge is
power," insisted that in a democratic society it was a power that
hlungeJ t~ all He further cautioned that the American common
s h o o l s must teach cuclperative values as well as knowledge (Crernin,
19964, p. 3). Nineteenth and early
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Many families
have recetrtly
moved t o St.
Charles
specifics lly
because of the
District's
reputation for
excellent academic
and
extracuwicular
programs. District
administrators
and staff are
proud of their
stro~rgtraditiotr of
conirnitment to
school refor~tr.
Like nrost school
districts today,

they struggle to
give shape to the
national demand,
as expressed in
state and national
yo licy positions
to prepare
students for the
21st century.
20th century pedagogical reformers, such as JohnDewey and Frances
W. Parker, advanced beliefs about
social learning that still form the basis of cooperative learning tmets. Ln
his Cook County Normal School established in 1880, Parker pioneered
in practices that we easily recognize
today, including whole language
approaches,
hands-on
science
methods, the employment of math
manipulatives and even constructivist learning models of instruction

with teachers acting as faciIitators.
In 1902, Dewey's Laboratory School
was established specifically to answer such questions as "How can a
school become a cooperative community?" and "How can life serve as
a ground for curriculum?" (1964, p.
19). For over fifty years, these became the driving questions behind
what became known as progressive

tion of commitment to school reform. Like most school districts today, they struggle to give shape to
the national demand, as expressed
in state and national policy positions to prepare students for the 21st
century. How then is cooperative
education defined in the 1990s?

education.

Many families have recently
moved to St. Charles specifically because of the District's reputation for
excellent academic and cxtracurricular programs. District administrators and staff are proud of their
strong tradition of commitment to
school reform. Like most school districts today, they struggle to give
shape to the national demand, as
expressed in state and national pob
icy positions to prepare students for
the 21st century.
So, in 1992, when St. Charles
teachers and building administrators asked for support in exploring
the implementation of cooperative
learning in the classrooms of their
schools, they were not traveling uncharted territory. A whole cultural
and educational tradition of collaborative learning has long been
famdiar to the American educational public.

Story 111: Two
Routes - One
Destination
The St. Charles Community
Unit School District has seven elementary schools, three middle
schools, and one h g h school. The
residents are predominantly Wlute,
upper middle class and economically, upwardly mobile. Most put a
high premium on education. Many
families have recently moved to St.
Charles specifically because of the
District's reputation for excellent
academic and extracurricular programs. District administrators and
staff are proud of their strong tradi-

The problem in S t .
Charles was how
to give concrete
shape to cz
dis trict- wide
eflort. As Fullan
puts it, ''Acts of
innovation are
acts of faith."
A simple definition, it turns out,
wouldn't work. Spencer Kagan
(1992) in his book Cooperative Learning, states:

Cooperative learning refers
to a set of instructional
strategies which include
cooperative student-student interaction over subject matter as an integral
part of the learning process. It can be as simple as
having students in pairs
briefly discussing points
of a lecture. Or the cooperative learning can be
very complex, including
the following: development of student teams, including a variety of team
building activities; development of a cooperative
class atmosphere, including class building activities; special training in social roles, communication
shlls, and group skills; assignment of specialized
Thresholds in Education

roles for students within

teams, speciahzed tasks
for teams; students consulting with students from
other teams; complex,
multi-objective lesson designs for mastery of curriculum and thinking
skills; and special scoring,
recogrution, and reward
systems for individuals,
teams and classes (p. 4-1).
This inclusive definition obviously leaves the school with a wide
range nf foci for implementation.
The problem in St. Charles was how
to give concrete shape to a districtwide effort. As Fullan puts it, "Acts
of innovation are acts of faith." According to his conception of an effective change effort (1991),we were
off to a good start because our implementation initiative was called
for by St. Charles teachers themselves. And that is the subject of our
third story.
When the cooperative learning
initiative made its local debut in District 303 a little less than ten years
ago, two coincident forces were already in play. In 1988, the new Lincoln Elementary School Principal,
Jim Jensen, joined our District from
Plano, Illinois, where he had participated in art organization called The
Corridor Partnership. Tlus group of
educators links nearby public
school districts with the Illinois
Math and Science Academy in
Aurora, Illinois. Its purpose is to
serve as a consortium for the promotion of educational innovations.
While at Plano, Jensen became interested in the concept of collaborative
classroom practice. He received 75
hours of training that focused primarily on math and problem-solving approaches in the fifth and sixth
grades.

The more I read and
learned the more excited I
became. This was much
more, [he] reahzed, than
simply putting students

into groups. Herr w a s an
approach that emphasized
the important role of
teaching social skilb and
processing with students

not only what they
learned,but how they
learned ...I came to District
303 in '88 with some training and a great deal of interest in cooperative learning and shared that with
my staff. They were excited about the yossibilities in their own classrooms and encouraged me
to seek training for them
(Personal Interview, 1996).
In 1990, Jensen wrote a small
staff-development grant proposaI
seeking resources to support training in cooperative learning. Jensen
also shared his enthusiasm with fellow District Principal, Ken Graham.
An outcome of their conversation
was that Jensenand a small Lincoln
Elementary contingent of interested
teachers joilled forces with Graham
and some of hs staff from Richmond Elementary Schuol. Altogether, ten participants from these
two schools used Assrjciation of Supervision & Curriculum Development (ASCD) materials and a
teacherjtrainer from Jenscn's former district to explore ways to incorporate coopercltive learning intu
their classrooms. A11 these pioneer
participants volunteered their own
time. These were the first steps on
uur cooperative-learning, implemcntation journey.
As the Jensen group took
shape, Principal Kurt Anderson and
a handful of interested staff members at Thompson Middle School
were exploring the arguments for
detracking their school. 'fiere, students had been tracked intu five
learning levels: remedial, luw-average, average, high average, and academically talented. Their intention
wits to reduce ths tracking system
to only two levels. They still sought

to maintain the provisions for those

students identified as academically
talented. But for the rest of the student body, their goal was to effectively eliminate tracking. Extensive
research efforts led them again and
again to the growing Iiterature on
cooperative learning. They were especially drawn to work done on
teaching groups of students with
di€feti~~g
intelligences and abilities.
As part of their idormation
gathering efforts, the Thompson
teachers attended the 1990 Chicago
meeting of the National Association
of Curriculum Developers. Two internationally prominent presenters,
Robert Slavin and Ieannie Oakes,
were heavily invested in the coaperative learning movement. Oakes
had earned her reputation by devrloping powerful arguments against
tracking in American middle and
wcondary schools.
We were ready to embark
on a major structurd
change, detrackjng, and
the messages we heard
about cnllaborative learning cornn~unitiesseemed d
perfect nmtch" (Personal
interview, Anderson).

This gave the Thompson crew
a tlew sense of dirrctiot~.One of
them, Doma Stockman, a veteran
language arts teacher at Thompson,
comments. She had volunteered to
pilot the detracking program in its
infant stages.

During the iirst of year of
detracking we didn't use
much cooperative learning-we were mainly coping with the new system.
But, by the second year a
large number ~i the teachers were incorporating
more and more of the simple structures and strategies we had heard about
or picked up at various
workshops in the area.
The students who were on
Thresholds in Education

the social fringes or from
the lower income neighborhoods became incurporated into the culture of
the class. The 'us' and
'them' attitude was gone
overnight; cliques, a s we
had known them, were
gone (Personal Interview,
1996).

Tthe impetus for a
district- w ide
coopera five
learning initiative
was corrringfrom
t w o sets of
stakeholders with
diflerent blrt
re la ted needs the
L i~icoIn/Richmond
cadre of
elenlen fay
teadiers and the
Thompson Middle
School detrackilig
proponents.

-

By the end of thc 1990 school
year then, the impetus for a districtwide cooperative learning initiative
was coming from two sets of stakeholders with different but related
needs - the
Lincoln/ Richmond
cadre of elementary teachers and
the Thompson Middle School detracking proponents. AI though
each approached from separate locations, their destination was the
same: the office of the Assistant Superintendent for CurricuIum and
Instruction. By the following sunimer, the District's central adrninistration office was offering in-district, cooperative learning training,
district wide, with t h suppurt
~
of

that support was earned is, of
courw, a story in itself. It is a story
that kgan long before my own involvement and one that I needed in
order to put my own progress in
context.

Story IV: Inviting
External Stakeholders
Sandy Wright is the St. Charles
Public School's Assistant Superintendent for Curriculum =mdSupervisiun. "We want to learn more
about this. That's how they approached me." She is referring, of
course, to the beaten path of the requests for support from cooperative
learning advwates irom Lincoln,
Rjuhmond, and Thompsclrl Schools.
For Wright, this was exactly what
she hoped to hear. Wright is a student of educational change and a
noted innovator in District 303.
From her perspective, an initiative
which had teacher support, a strong
research base, and demonstrated
positive learning outcomes had the
potential to integrate the variety of
ongoing district initiatives. Among
them were a recently implcn~ented
K-12 Process Writing program,
comnlunity-wide involvement in
constructing the District Mission
Statement and Strategic Plan, elementary pilot programs in Whole
Language and Hands-On Science
approaches, a d a study of a new
elementary math program created
at the University of Chicago. Detracking was already in place at
Thompson Middle School and soon
staff members at each of the District's schools would be col 1aborating on the creationof a Vision for the
Year 2000. Wright believed that cooperative learning as an uverall p h losophy might provide the policy
framework to link all these efforts.
Wright's advucacy irlcluJed
sharing faculty interests and needs
with colleagues at Arthur Andersen
tk Compnny, a large corporation
with an international training facil-

ity in St. Charles. District 303 had
already employed the research and
assessment expertise of the Andersen staff to help evaluate the dfectivcness of a previously implemented process writing prugram.
It became apparent we
had a mutual interest: We

wanted ta investigate
training possibilities, and
they [Anderwn staff]
wanted to see how the collaborative principles that
are germane to their training philosophy could be
applied in the educaticlnal
setting (Wright Intervi~w,
1996).
Andersen's original goaB were
"to focus on developing an implementation plan for ct>opt.rative
learning at Thompson Junior High
School and apply the experience
gaine~lfrom Thompson to design a
district-wide
implementation
plan." They a g e d to:
Conductdetailcdresearchoncooperative learning
Ahsess curretlt ilnple~nentation
of

coi>pcrativelearning at
Thornpson Junior High School

Interview school principals
and other administrators, as
appropriate, to determine
their plans to implenient cooperative learning in their
schr~ols.

The cadre of teachers from Lincoln and Richtnund Elementary
schools who already had been
trained in cooperative learning
were included in the implementation study "to add depth and richness to the data base." Arthur Andersen staff then assisted the District in planning, designing, and
constructing evaluation criteria for
a five-day staff development program for 6th to 12th grade teachers.
For Thompson Middle School Principal Kurt Anderson, working on
Thwsholds irt Education

this y rujtrt with Arthur h d e r s e n
resource people was a revelation.
After some preliminary resetvch, we had come up
with a List of experts in cooperative learning. Drs.
David and Roger Johnson,
both professclrs at the University of Minnesota in
Minneapolis, were frvquently mentioned a s resources. The Arthur Andersen people not only set
u p a conference call with
the Johnsons,themselves,
and us, but also tlew a
group of u s to Mitu~capulis to meet them firsthand.
Fur me, this was a whole
new definition of "networking" (Interview,
1996).

In March, 1991, three district
principals, five classroom teachers,
and three Arthur Andersen employees comprised the Cooperative
Learning Partnership Team to oversee Phase I of the District-wide implementation effort. Their initial research convinced Arthur Andersen
that it w a s worthwhile to pursue
this initiative. Collaborative practices seemed a powerful way to follow thc. District Mission Statement
previously <ratted by educators,
c o r n t ~ ~ u ~n~cmbers,
~ity
parents, and
students.
The mission of the St. Charles
School District is t c ~educate students who will:
Think critically
Communicate effectively
Value and demonstrate h g h
ethical conduct
Posscss positive wlft3steem
Contribute to their community

Excel among people throughout the world

Februa y b May, 1997

The members of the Cooperalive Learning Partnership Team
soon realized that the systematic implementation of cooperative Iearning approaches to pursue this mission would have far reaching impljcations. In t h e PIlase I: Cooperatiue
Learning lntplernentafion Study published in November, 1991, they reported:

When this initiative began
in February, 1991, the focus was on cooperative
learning as an inshictiona!
stmtegy for making
learner-centered education come alive in the
rlassroom. As a result of
Phase I, the partnership
t r a m learned that cooperative learning is murr than
an instructiona~strategy,
more than just "another
tr>olin the teacher's bag of
tricks." It is a powerful
change strategy to build
true comn~unityand
s t r m ~ grelationship iri und
out of t h e classroom and
to help individual students succeed in the folluwing areas: acnrl~~r~rir
ridlitwement, dmelopnt~nin j
Iiighr-order thinkitlg skills,
social skills, nranagemen t
skills, nrid p a s l t t ~self-es~~
teem.
The role that cooperative
learning can play in restructuring how people rrlate to another during
learning can have a dgnificant positive impact on
student outcomes. Therefore, while the immediate
objective c ~ the
f initiative is
to introduce cooperative
learning as an instructional strategy in the djstrict, the ultimate objective
is to have a strategic rolc
in actualizing a more significant goal: creating coll a h r a tion-centt7rtd sdtools
February b May, 1997

Forty-nine middle and high
school teachers were invoIved in the
first in-district cooperative-learning
training experience and met for five
full days in June at Arthur Andersen's Center ior Professional
Education. Later that August, 30 of
them returned just before the school
yeat twgan for a two-day follow-up
sesaun. The first day uf the followup tralning consisted of an Outdoor
Adventure Education Program.
During the second day, participants
met in a classroon~for review and
extension of ideas/concepts prcsented at the Junesession. After canvassing the country for toy tralners
in cooperative learning methodology and philosophy, three out-ofdistrict instructors were chosen. According to the participants' feedback collected by Arthur Andersen,
all three trainers receivcd rave reviews, and the trachers especially
appreciated the hands-on pract~ce
incorporated into the instruction.
The August participants liked the
reinfurcrmcnt clf the training they
had received in June, the workshop's timeliness, and the opportunity to plan with colleagues.
Both the Distrirt and Arthur
Andersen were pleased with the results that the research and i~lltial
staff development efforts had Froduced. Three rewarch approaches
had been useJ. a literature review of
over 61) publications; interviews
with more than 20 experts, including some of the nation's leading
educational researchrrs: and data
collection from district teachers, students, parents, and principals. The
next step was to recommend an implementation plan, a set of specific
actions to ensure the fulfillment of
the goals.
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Story V:
Implementing the
Plan
The plan offered by Arthur Anthree-year approach,
with emphasis on the activities of
the first year, 1991-92. Michael Fullan (1941). among others, suggests
that it takes three to five years to
internalize the framework of cooperative learning in a school cdhire
and to become highly skilled in its
use. Implementation
research
shows that there are distinct stages
of development through which individuals and groups master cooperative l~nrning. Susan LoucksHorsley, has identdied eight stages
or levels uf use (1991, 1-16) which
Arthur Andersen mcdified as the
framework for St. Charles' threeyear plan.
In general, the identified levels
reflect the process of development
typical of the first year of use:
l=non-use, ?=orientation, 3=preparation, and 4=mechmical use. The
second year brings an advance from
a rather prescriptive use of cooperative learning to more soplusticated
enactments as a consequence of L'oIlaborntion with colleagues. From a
base of routine use, a successful
teacher will go un to refine and integrate structures. in the thirci year,
teachers often acl-urve the stage of
"renewal" (1991, pp. 10-12).
Bawd cln these anticipated levels uf use, the implementation team
listed expecteci teacher outcvmrs
for each of the three years. Though
many of these focus on classroom
learning strategies, many others
have to do with the task of embedding collaborative practices in the
wh~jlc.school culture and with engaging all members of the schoi>lin
personal reflection practices.
Thus, the implementation plan
went far beyond slassroom practice
to C O M e c t with the specific curricular initiatives mentioned above.
Specific recommendations were
clersen was a

made for elementary teachers, middie school teachers, administrators,
and even included a parent cornrnunication piwe. Each recomendation drove staff development approaches to be offered during the
1991-92 school year.
Cooperative learning provides
a framework for these two approaches and will provide specific
methods for incrudsing students'
problem-solving and dec ision-making skillst' (1991, p. 20).
To facilitate collegial networking, teachers were enrolled in four
or five person teams from each
building. Through a combination of
after-scI~ooI,
Saturday, and rel~asetime sessions, teachers would receive instruction from a cooperative
learning exprrt, participate in lesson planning development, observe
an expert during demonstration lessons, and observe colleagues using
cooperative learning. Each participant was also to receive a one-toone expert coaching sessjcsn each semester. In-house support groups
wouId be created at 1.1ncoln and
Richmo~idschools, with Arthur Andersen consultants serving in an advisory capacity. A contact person
from each building would serve a s
liaison between the school and the
Cooperative Learning Partnership
Team.
A separate imylrmentation
plan was conceived for the District's
two middle schools, Haines and
Thompson. Here, the Arthur Andersen Report acknowledged the
obvious connection between cooperative learning and the ~lliddle
d ~ o o t sefforts
'
in detracking.

With thls change from homogeneous to heterogeneous grouping, teachers
will find cooperative leaming to bc a successful
framework for creating
collaborative climate and
increasing students' interpersonal, problem-solv-

ing, and decision-making
skills (1991, p.24).

The teacher deveIopment plan
was less extensive than its elemen-

tary counterpart. Two half-day and
one full-day follow-up sessions
throughout the school year were to
be provided for the 3h tpachprs who
had participated in the trarning sessions the previous Sutnmer. Emphdsis was placed on integrating cooperative learning into subject areas, student assessment, the changing role of the teacher, and constructn'e controversy and conflict management. Each participant w a s to receive a one-tn-one expert coachir~g
session each stb~mestt.r
anJ, as in the
elementary schonls, support groups
were encouraged. An Arthur Andersen consultant would be available as n resource, with a rupresentahve from each building serving as liaison to the Cooperative
Learning Partnership Team.
Very brief mention is given to
the staff development pian for the
high school. Thirteen secor~dary
teachers had participated in the
June Summer session, and only
eight attende~ithe August frhlowup. Under the "Going Forward"
subhead of the report, the Comm~ttee states:
Because of the size of the
staff and a desirc to accomplish a cooperative iearning implementation plan
in harmony with the high
school's mission statement
'u~dplanned change strategies, the Cooperative
Learning Partnership
Team will rx~orkwith the
high school independently
in 1991-1992 tcl create a
long-tern~irnp lerncntation
plat^" (1991, p. 28).

The "Administrator Development Plan" was directed toward the
building administrators of 2 middle
schools; 3 elementary schools, and
St. Charlrs High School. The iocus

for the first year was "to help establish a common cooperative learning
definition and vocabulary and the
creation ot a two-year administrator
implementation plan, and in Year 2
they were expected to work on "the
creation of collaborativt. schuols"
(1991, p. 29). A Novemkr workshop was designed to help administrators clarify the dcti~ition(s)of
and bencfits uf cooperative learning, assist teachers in role change
frum "instructors" to "facilitators,"
and to dfer suggesticlns about how
best to use cooperative structures
with staff members.

The use of cooperative
practices supports the vision of collah~rativeyractices a t the classraom,
b u ~ l d ~ nand
g , district levels The second year of instruction will locus on
l ~ o r vthe administrator can
lead stakeholders in the
creation of a collaborative.
schoolt' (1991, p. 29).

By embedding
coopera tivc
learning processes
into fhe
r l ~ l n e n ty
a
r ~ w i c u l aand
rrsirrg if as means
to further the
detrackir~gpolicy
in the middle
schools, teacher
accepta~rcewas
increased.
Although the plan only touches
rln the role of parents, Cooperative
1,earning Partnprship Team intended to "continue to investigate
Februay & May, 1997
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effective methods of communjcating to parents the purposes and
benefits of cooperative learning."
During the first year, however, parent communications should be ha11dled on an "as needed/requested
basis" (1991, p. 30).The key issue for
parents, the committee assumed,
would be on assessment rather than
on rnattcrs of design and initial implementation. A parent educatiun
prtlgram was suggested for Year 2
that would include r e c n m e n d a titlns on how cooperative learning
practices ctluld be used at home.
This period between 1W0 and
1991was critical for the fate of cooperative learning in District 303. As
Fullan (1491) states, "Change is a
process, not an cvcnt." In TIre NeiiMcnrting 01Educnfiolzai Clmngc, he
notes that the lines between " initiation," "implementation," "continuation," and "outcome" are hazy.
The change process is not linear" because events can feed back to alter
decisions in the previ~)usphase"
(1941, p. 48). In the St. Charles case,
different stakehold~rs originally
acted at ditterrnt times and
places- Cram the pioneers at Lincoln, Rishn~ond,and Thompson, tu
the students in tlw classrootn, and to
thcir parct~tsat hotnc. TIus story illustrates Fullan's insights illto how
various stakeholders can become
enfolded ir.to a dishict's efforts tc~
inct)rporate a b r ~ ~ it11tiatit.e
a~l
into
the school culture. It was during this
critical period that almost all the
stakeholders identified thetnwlves
in such a way a s to generate a
change process. The district administrators and the Arthur Andersetl
consultants who believed in cooperative learning as an exciting, viable change agent obviously played
a role as key advocates. From their
respective positic~ns,they made this
innovation credibIe to board members, building level principals, and
classroom teachers. Positive student
response to cooperative structures
and strategies helped persuade reluctant classroom teachers to at least
Februay & May, 1997

experiment with cooperative learning. By embedding cooperative
learning processes into the elementary curricula and using it as means
to further the detracking policy in
the middle schuols, teacher acceptance was increaseti. It is apparent,
however, that at tlus siage, little involvement occurred in the high
schuuI.

Story VI: Barriers

Revealed
As a consequence of the Implementation Plan, teacher training
and classroom implementation efforts were begun. We found that, as
Fullan observes,
"educational
change is technicaIly simple and socially complex" (p. 85).Even with all
the support from internal and external advocates, planning and coordinating a multi-level social process
invulving hundreds of people over
several years presented huge challenges. Ncvcrthelcss, training and
support t3fforts were, for the most
part, greeted with enthusiasm. This
was particularly true at the elementary and middle school levels. For
the next year and a half, two popular
trainers, Carrlle Cooper (now a partner in Global Lrmring Cumnllr~rrfit~s)
and Neif Davidson (a professor at
the University of Maryland and a
current junior high math teacher)
worked with us. Both had been advocates c ~ fcuoperative learning for
about twenty years, and although
each brought a distinctive teaching
stylc., tlicy both related easily tu the
real-world challenges in the classroom.
In the initial Summer training of
1991, Dav~dsonhad worked with
the high school participants, Cooper
with thnm from the middle school.
Mel~ssaDnckum (my cooperative
learning co-trainer in the District)
cornment~don t h s first group:

Neil's focus was on classroom structures and strategies whereas Carole emTlireslrolds i w Edwcnfion

phasized the spiritual side
oi cooperative learning. At
the end of each day we
would all get together to
debrief. At first my team
(the high school people)
didn't like the 'touchytee1y' approach Carole
used.We felt uncornfortahle. This was tocl much if
a mindshift and we
weren't ready for the evoIution of thls initiative that
itlcorpardted things like
'swial skills' and 'selfworih' and the soft side of
education" (19963).
Dockurn's ~~coflcction
amuses
me, because she reminds me of how
much many of us have changed in
our perceived roles as teachers.
Those nf u s who have h e n practitioners of cooperative learning f r ~
several years have come to respect
the subjective, collaborative s i d ~pi
its use uver the concrete "structures
only" approach. But for newcomers,
our approach may feel threatening
and be perceived as unintellectual
or of little substance, a rcaction rlften
found at the high school level where
subject matter content is cdten
highly valued.
Many "graduates" of the first
in-district cooperative Icaminp class
formed informal support groups.
Trainers, Carole Cooper and Neil
Davidson, had heartily encourdged
these groups, aware that, without
collaborative peer support, the hast
of intentions can easily br sidetracked, especially concerning second-order changes as complex as
cooperative learning. In her book
co-authored with Julic Boyd, ColInborntiue A p p r ~ d u - sto Professional
Lrpartring nnd Rrfii-btjn (1991), Cooper states,

In the nlicist ot change,
support group rnembers
shclrr and generate new

ideas, materials and experiences. They engage in
problem-solving and re-

coniidentiality, sharing of responsibility, and support for each member's growth.
Melissa Dockum and several
other high school cooperative 1rruning trainees furmed an informal
support group during the Fall of
1991, without stipends, released
time, or any other form of enhancement.
We were simply motivated by the needs i ) t the
group. The support group
became a pivotal point in
my devrlopment as a user
of cooperative learning. I
may not have continued
its use in the classroom.
The implementation of
simple structures is only a
small part of creating a collaborative classroom. It
also requires a complete
philosophical shift, especiaIly in regards to the
teachers's role. (Interview,
1996)
Study groups evolved frclin the
original support groups. They were
the braincluld of the high schuol's
StaffDevelopment Team, a grtlup of
18 classroom teachers led by high
school administrator,
Maggie
Brewner. Participants iortned in
groups of from three to six mernbers, choosing to s h ~ d a
y problem cir
issue that dovetailed with one or
more of the initiatives, endorsed by
the District, such as problem-based
assessment. A specific number of
validated hours had to be recorded,
and the group was expected to offer
a product or give a presentation in
return for a stipend of one hour of
professional credit on the salary
schedule. Members of the Staff Development Team monitored the
process.
The hgh school home economics instructor, Debbie Sully, elected
to join the study group because, .she
explains,
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I found it w a s essential for
actually planning lessons
and incorporating thetn
into the classroom. Time
and curriculum are the

greatest enemies to implementing coop~rativelearning. I saw its value and believed in it right away, but
it is very difficult to put
into practice. (Personal Inteview, 1996)
She credited the study group
approach for keeping her from
"slipping back into the old ways."
Gradually, she says, she saw her
role as a teachcr begin to
change- "it's the whole philosophy:
it's a lot harder, for example, to ask
the right questions than to tell students what to do" (1996).
It was during this 1991-92 period that Carole Cooper, as muntioned above, was first hired as a
consultant to the Distris t. She would
come to St. Charles for several
weeks at a time to train stdf tnembers in Cooperative Learning I, basically the same 30-hour course
taught earlier that surnmcr. She and
Assistant Superintendent Sandy
Wright, worked together on the District's implementation plan. Her expertise in compatible educational
initiatives, such as creating collaborative school cultures and addressing assessment issues, was inv alu able in helping the District make
connections between different components of the restructuring process. Besides district-widc staff development, she worked with buitding prinoyals and pruvided posttraining support for classroom
teachers.
Right on schedule, a group of 48
elementary teachers from buildings
throughout the District participated
in Cooperative Lcarning I training.
A representative frunl Arthur Andersen joined Carole as a cotrainer/facilitator. This tuned out
to be a mistake. Perhaps because the
new co-trainer was unfamiliar with
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elementary school classrooms and
cultures. At any rate, the necessary
connections to teacher interests
could not be made. One fifth-grade
teacher pronounced it "horrible."
"We were dazed and confused. We
had nu idea what she was talking
about" (1996). After several more
frustrating st.ssions, the plan
seemed stalled ill its tracks. What,
now?
Cooper took over all the training and startcJ mew from square
one. After several weeks and 30 contact hours, ths second group of elementary practitioners was ready to
use ct~operativelearning in their
classrooms. The District provided
the support and expert coaching
during the school year as prescribed
in the implementation plan.
Cooperative learning training
hit its stride during the Summer of
1992. Thirty-four elementary teachers representing all seven buildings
received instruction. Cooper then
worked for the California Department of Education to embed cooperative learning practices and ptulosophy in the State's educa tion program As in the previous Summer,
she trained a group oi 20-plus middle schoul teachers, and Neil Davidson returned from Maryland as
trainer of over 20 h g h school teachers
This %\-as
the class I joined, and
it rcav clt this point that my personal
cooperative Learning story began
and becatne linked to the advocacy
and historical stories. I knew i m e diately that I could apply the basic
structures in my class~s
- simple
strategies such as "numberrti h e a ~ l s
where students in a group randomly take a number and the
teacher calls the number instead of
a student's name, not knnwing
whom she or he has asked to respond. These quick "tricks" to mlnage group learning were a11 I saw.
Only later would the philosoyhv behind the initiative - the theories of
how students learn and the
teacher's rcde as a facilitator - the
February 6 May, 1997

reasoning behind the strategies, become important to me.

How long cou Id
the District afford
to go on zuith
extenra I
co~zsultnt~ts
mrd
expensive
in-service training?
How long could the District afford to go on with external consultants and expensive in-service training? Mter much discussion and a
great deal of anxiety, the Cooperative Learning Partnership Team decided to turn to in-district trainers to
continue what the consultants had
begun. Cooper sparked the
idea - she felt quite confident thilt
there were plenty of teachers with
the talent and dedicativn to carry otl
the task. Many of the buitding principals however, were worried that
teachcrs might i ~ o accept
t
internal
trainers or consultants. Would they
really be able to engage the teachers
the way carol^ and Neil had? (
Dockum 1996).Finally, the decision
to go ahead was made. Cooper, with
Sandy Wright's assistance, invited a
core of 11 teachers to serve as the
District's first internal, cooperativeleaming trainers. Six were chosen
from the elementary schools, three
from the middle schooIs, and
hlelbsa Dockum and I were invited
from the high school in early Spring
of 1993.
This invitation caught me by
surprise. Though I had met with
Cooper through the year for some
expert coaching and a classroom
visit, I still considered myself n nvvice. But, since I liked and greatly
respected both women, I thought,
"Why not climb on board?" That
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Spring, the eleven of us were released from classes and given a
crash twc-and-a-half day training
course in teaching Cooperative
Learning I. Dockum and I suhsequently spent hours constructing
a five-day course schedulrd for July.
The task seemed overwhelming. I
feared we were never going to get
beyond day one in our planning attempts. But gradually the bits and
pieces of information fell into place.
We had a game plan.
A11 three teams taught fellow
teachers from their respective levels
at the high school campus that July.
Cooper, who was nearby conducting an assessmnent workshop, would
stop by periodically. Each team
functioned well and needed Iittle asdstmcr.. This was a11 important test!
Cooper believed that, as our
teacher, this success as trainers was
ihe greatest compliment she could
receive. We demonstrated that indistrict training could be a1 effective and economical way tc, crerlte
change witlun the culture. A month
later, Cooper facilitated the first follow-up workshop a 15-hour
course aptly named Cooperative
Learning 11. Its audience was teachers trained in Cooperative Learning
I who had been using basic structures and strategies in the classroom
for at least several month. More
coniplicated g o u p learning structures, the connections brhtreen cooperative learning and district curriculum and assessnwnt practices,
various brain-research theories
about how students learn, and some
group c o ~ f l j c tresolution strategies
served as it5 curriculum base.

-

Story VII: Unfinished
Ending: Staying on
Track?
Besides the courses offered
t1uoug 11 the District's staff development program, other approaches to
implementing cooperative learning
have k n used, some with more
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success than others. An elaborate
Cooperative Learning Site Facilitators concept was created in April,

1993, with all-day training provided
by Carole Cooper. The intent was to
provide at least one teacher, trained
in cooperative learning and the art
of facilitation, to each building in the
elementary and middle schools and
one for each of the nine departments
at the high school. The facilitator's
role is essentially to offer tncouragement, support, and resources to
colleagues experimenting with
strategies in their classrooms or creating a collaborative culture within
the school. A f t ~ rn
investment of time and money, this
concept has met with mudrst success. In some of the elementary and
middle schouls, teacher/facilitators
work not only with peers but also
with building administrators to
plan meetings. At the high school,
however, the idea has been abandoned.Lack of a common planning
time and teacher reluctance to take
on this role with peers, lct alnne administrat~lrs,served as possible barriers. Attct~dancehas been generally good at informal, after-school
"cooperative learning refreshers."
These provide S U F ~and
O ~collegi~
ality to teachers trained in cooperative learning.
The Cooperative h a r n j n g
Evaluation Committee has replaced
the Partnership 'ream. T h s g-oup
was made up mostly of in-district
trainers and a few district principals. Created in 1994, this grr~up
took on the enormous task of creating and administering a survey of
all district teachers of their frequency of use and cornfclrt in using
crwiperative learning methods. A
fonner Arthur Antlersen statistician, now a treela~cer,helped the
committee with the planning, implementaticm, and interpretation of
the survey. The Concerns-Based
Adoption Model (CBAM) served as
a framework, and a number of the
questions focused on levels of use
and the participants' feehgs con-

c m i n g these levels of use in their
classrooms.Of concern was not only
how broadly, but how deeply, the
cooperative learning initiative were
being implemented in classrooms.It
was administered to all District
teachers early in 1995. Generally
spealung, the survey results showed
that the lower the grade taught, the
greater the comfort level and that
the use of specific structures and
strategies have greater interest to
most teachers than the phiIosophy
of collaboration.

Though sometimes
d l participnnts
travel over new
grorilrd in a quest
to implement a
policy shift, more
often than not we
musf repeatedly
revisit familiar
places and
stopping points on
the uta y,
~aradoxicall~
perhaps, both the
back and forth
movements must
go on
simultarreotisly.

stories of advocates - administrator
leadership stories. Tlus will mean
that, though sometimes all participants travel over new ground in a
quest to implement a policy shift,
more often than not we must repeatedly revisit familiar places and stopping points on the way. Paradoxically perhaps, both the back and
forth movements must go on simultaneously. What is integrated in one
teacher, for example, may be a matter of learning new quick tricks for
another. Change is not Like boarding
a train. Mulfiple new frontiers make
us vital; rest spots and secure comfort zones help us consolidate what
has k e n achieved.
"The Jutrtre is not sonw pldce 7ire
are goirlg to blit some place ~ i l enre creating. ...The pntlis art. not to be joi~nd
but mncle, nlrd tlle activity of ttlaking
tllenr clrartg~sbut11 t h maker and hie
des tinaHo~t" (JohnSchaar).
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Part I
Introduction
"IJyorr build it, they zuiII

rolllc.

"

- from the movie Field of
Drcarns

T

hese famous words, uttered in a gravelly whisper
by the entity speaking
from deep within art Iowa
corn field to the character played by
Kevin Costmr, prophesied destiny
for the characters in the movie. This
same voice could probably have
been heard in the late 1980s and
early 1990s, if one listened very
closely, in the Illinois corn fields of
the southwest corner of DuPage
County. In a strip of land two to
three miles wide and almost 15
miles long, the Chicago suburban
city of Naperville shares a border
with thv city of Aurora, Illinois. A
voice, a similar teller of the future,
apparently caught the ears nf home
builders and developers who
heeded the advice to buiId and
turned a strip of farmland into a
region with the fastest growing
school system in the State (Banas,
1944).The district's student population, over 15,000 in 1996, was inFebruary b May, 1997

creasing by more that 1000 students
per year, and in 1995 it took in twice
as many students as it graduated
(Shelds, 7995).
"A lot of people want to come
here. They bring a lot of kids" (Banas, 1994).This laconic statement by
a member of the Citizens' Faciljties
Advjs(~ryCommittee for the District, acknowledges the basis far the
largest successful schoo 1 referend u m in Illinois hstory. A 97.3 rnillion dollar referendum was passed
by the taxpayers of the district in
March of 1994, and during the next
two years, building began for a new
high school and several new elementary schools. The referendum
was in response to the exploding
school population, projected to lut
almost 18,000 by the year 1999 (Banas, 1994).
Not all the money raised by thc
referendum, however, was slated
for new schools. Also included were
provisiot~sfor a five million dollar
technology fund. Tlus was the first
known instance of a scl~ooldistrict
pre-dedicating muney from a referendum to a technology budget
(Kruse, personal interview, November 14, 19%). Large expenditures
were directed to computers, networkin& and software packages related tu i~~struction
and administration. Afier school construction,
spending for technological adThresholds in Edwcution

vancvnient comprised the single

largrst budget item. This development spurred further expectations
of change.
There were countless stakeholders in this change of policy direction. (Houston, personal interview, November 22, 1996). The potential impact on interest groups can
bc evaluated Cron~a number of perspectives. In this study, three stakeholders, drawn frum different levels
of authority, were interviewed:
(I) Kenneth Kruse, Assistant
Superintendent for Elementary Education acted as a centrai office advocate initiating
the technology movement in
the district. From his perspective we can take a look at the
chronology of events and the
administrative structure and
forces which drove the
change;
(2) Joan Gantos, Library Media Center (LMC) Director of
Hawthorne Elementary
School, whose focus shifted
from ". . . librarian five years
ago to technologist, almost,
now" (Kruse, personal interview, N o v e m h r 14,1996);
and
(3) h c k Anderson, fifth
grade teacher at Hawthorne
Schnol and a 20-year district
43

veteran. Educational trends
and fads come and go, but
Rick had embraced the new
technology initiative with
great enthusiasm. He ofiers
some insight into the "hum,m resource frame" (Bolman & Deal, 1991) in the District.

to gamer additional funding support from the taxpayers. Finally, the

growth process exemplified one of
Whea tley's organizational fields
(1994) or tramps of mind. Feelings of
excitement and hope for the future
reverberated throughout the district!

In contrast to these forces, however, there arose n m y limiting fac-

The need to
construct many
new schoo 1s and
hire new teachers
created an
opportunity to
experiment with
educational
techno 1ogy
advances a t the
cutting edge rather
than being forced
to mmely tadapt to
the limits of old
buildings.
All tluee agreed that the overwhelmjng growth rate, conibinrd
with the relative youth of this school
district, were related to the impetus
for the technological changes. For
them, one could not examine one
without diggng into theother. Thcy
also concurred that rapid growth
had both positive and harmful effects on the direction of apgrtlpriate
technology policy.
On the positive side, the need to
construct many new xhuob and
h r e new teachers created an opportunity to experiment with educatianal techntllogy advances at the
cutting edge rather than being
forced to merely adapt to the linuts
of old buildings. Administrators
highlighted t h s glamorous change

tors equally related to rapid growth.
The capacity to outfit such a rapidly
expanding system with the necessary hardware and software, and to
continually service these resources.
seemed at times to be almost unachievable. Another check on thc
progress of this initiative was the
drive toward somethng called cornpetitive parity; or put bluntly, this
came down to "We want what
they've got." Each group laid claim
to t h s position - administrators,
teachers, and parents.

The View from the
"Infive years, rue're goilig to he w
$r ahead ofthe pack. No one raill br able
to tondl us. People will be Imking to 11s
fir direction in technology ylonttitlg"
(Kenneth Kruse, Institute Day Addrrss. Spring, 1995).
Kenneth Kruse was the Assistant Superintendent for Elementary
Education, a position he had occupied for eight years. He had previously held a principalshp in one
of the District's elementary schot~ls.
He came to be a leading advocate for
technology in the District because of
h s experiences a s manager of the
etementary principals.

Setting the Stage
Though the elementary schools
had been purchasing computers in
small numbers since before 1991, no
coordinated plan had been developed. Costs were cut in constructing
new schools by using the same arc hi tt~turalplan. All were provided
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with computer labs to accornmodate anticipated expansion in the
use of educational technologies. Ln
the mantime, however, the new
computcr l a b served as office
space. During the whole 1991-1992
school year, Kruse and the elementary principals considered budget
proposals for computer equipment.
As Kruse recalled:
A major purchase is what
we wanted ... but we were

struggling with why we
wanted it. Were we wanting to do it because that
just seemed to h the thing
to do, or was thrre some
coordinated reason for u s
all to jump in? (Krus~,persvnal intrrvirw, November 14. 19%).
Finally, they dec~dedin 1992 to
purchase ~t~ajor
equipment, es tablish labs, and develop a computer
curriculum for elementary students.
The ~ L ~ C of
U S this curriculum would
be on the writing process and the
corresponding keyboarding skills.
Now they had a curricular justdicahon for the incurreLi rquipment exprt1ses.
Next, they tacrtl the decision of
b-hich platft~rmto select, Apple or
personal computer (PC). They knew

that teachers held a signiticikt bias
toward Apple since they had long
been using only Apple products at
school. Few owned personal computers at home. Most were a bit intimidated by computer technology
and had yet to be convinced that the
PC world could satisfy their students' educational needs (Gantos,
personal interview, October 15,
1496). In 1991, software was being
designed primarily fur rlne platform
or the other; and a common assumption then was that Apple was best
fur schools and that the PC was for
business. Though Kruse's personal
preference was for PCS, he decided
to organize a study rather than
make a unilateral decision. Labs
were set up in two buildings-one
Februarw G. Maw, 1997

with Macintosh computers, the
other with DOS/IBM. A year-long
pilot program was designed to establish whether either platform had
significant advantages over the others. The outcome would pave the
way for district-wide tt.clinulogy

purchases.
The Pilot program showed that
either platform would satisfy longterm needs for writing and keyboarding (Kruse, personal intrrview, November 14, 1996). More
and more software houses were
putting out bilingual products
which lessened of teachers' cuncems. So, the deciding factor really
came down to cost. Which would
provide the best package for the best
price? It turned out that Apple had
a price that IBM couldn't meet. With
an imminent referendum effort
looming District adminisha tors
chose to go with Macintosh labs and
to fund the computers through a
time-purchase agreement. In 11393,
Apple came to install file servers
and to network labs in ~ a c hbuilding.
How should these judgements
be interpreted? Were they motivated by concrete educational aims
(to improve writing and word processing e.g.1, or were the stated curricular aims used to buttress another agenda? Michael Fullan
(1991),in TIP New Munning of Edumtion c3lilnrgt1,states:

[TIhe political and symbolic value of initiation of
change for schools is often
greater than the educational merit and the time
and cast necessary for implementation follow
through. Such decisions
may he necessary for political survival, may be
needed first steps that set
the preconditions for real
change in practice, or may
represent the only change
possible in certain situations (p. 61).
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When the District adopted a
computerized grading and reporting program, Kruse Mae it a requirement that teachers use the program
when reporting their grades at the

Technology was
one of the most
talked about
topics at this time,
so it naturally
Jeltt itself as a
symbol of
edrrcatiorral
progress on whiclr
he could focus
public attention.
m d of the current quarter. Although the program was relatively
easy to Iearn, teachers with little
computer experience were over-

whelmed to learn it on such a short
notice. Kruse defended his edict:
[Requiring teachers to use
a grading program within
a quarter]. That was not
necessarily the most popular thing we could do, but
we felt, I felt, that the urg m c y in getting people involved with technology
was to set the stage for us
asking for more money.
That's not something that
the classroom Ievel
teacher understands or
saw, but for us, as we approached this [referendum] coming up, we
knew that we had to have
people involved, there
had to be something out
there that everybody
could point to, teachers
and parents, and say,
"Look what's going on"
Thresholds in Education

(personal interview, November 14,1996).

By these measures, Kruse had
succeeded in getting computers into
the classroom and in establishing an
administrative use of the software.
Kruse used symbols in this strategy
to itduence a broad community
audience. He used available opportunities to make educational technology more visible to the public
eye. Technology was one of the
tnost talked about topics at this time,
so it naturally lent itself as a symbol
of educational progress on which he
could iucus public attention.

The Big One
When the District proposed the
$97.9-million referendum in March
of 1994, the new computers were
already in place in the eIementary
schools. h s e and then Superintendent Tc~mScullen had assembled a
reterendum planning committee of
50-011 people (volunteer parents and
taxpayers) who were to determine
what should be in the referendum.
There was no technology director
for the District at the time; and so
Krusc, already actively involved
with the referendum committee, assumed major responsibility for the
District's technology planning. First
though, he checked with the Buard
of Education memhrs to learn if
they had objections to the comrnittee requesting a specific dollar
amount for technology. The Board
members left it to the planning committee. Next, he present~dn (mepage proposal to committee members. In his words, "The committee
bought [my proposal] for $5 million.
Their only response was 'Is that
enough?"' (Kruse, personal interview, November 14,1996).
'This strategy of mmobiliz.ing a
citizen task force proved to be effective. The referendum passed by an
overwhelming majority. "/The administration] has empowered us as
par~ntsto be very active in the education of our chldren, not only In

classroom activities, but in decision
m&g and the operation of the district," said Julie Larivee, a member
uf the Citizens' Facilities Advisory
Committee (Carroll, 1995). Bill Gibson, District 204 Board President
commented, "Para~ts deciding
what they wanted for the comrnunity, backed by the Board and administration, largely sold the plans."
According to S. R. Cmoll as quoted
in TIE Chicago Tribune, this involvement of stakeholders in what had
traditionally been administrative
arena was an innovative procedure
for school districts, at least in this
area. After this published succes3,
the District administrators received
requests to work with surrounding
districts in thrir effortsto pass referenda (1995). For the most part, District stakeholders remained very
supportive. Kruse recalls:
We've had no splinter
groups, we haven't had
the religious right, or the
conservative right in here,
we haven't had anybody
other than the "I want as
much for lny lud at Georgetown [School] as they
have at W t e Eagle
/%hool]," people. We tried
to address that [parity]
this summer a s well, saying, "Here's what you've
got, you might not have as
new of machines, but we
can give you same capabilities." Parity is such a
big issue for our district,
that in sume ways it climinates some uf the outer
fringe groups, because
everybody's trying to do
so much alike (personal interview, November 14,
1996).

The parity issue created a
within-district politics of negotiation that avoided polarization. But if
Kruse's assessment of the dynamics
is correct, then the parity policy
functioned as a buffer zone against

ideological interference. Keeping all
of the schools at the same place
seemed to assure a broad common

interest in technological investments.
Kruse moved quickly after the
referendum to spend the money.
The Referendum Committee's plan
had included several priorities. First
and foremast was to improve the
infrastructure of the District, and
second wcls to put in a wide area
network. Ways to assure parity between the existing h g h school and
a new secondary building would
also need to be addressed. Fourth,
the District faced curriculum issues
and staff development needs. Finally, the last priority was to be vigilant in identifying emerging needs.
Of the $5-million in hand, Kruse dpvoted $700,000 to district-widr systell=, including the wide area nrtwork, electronics, new phone system upgrades, software package
purchases such as voice mail and
e-mail, and Internet access. With
this money, he also hired consultants. He spent about $3-million at
the high school. This included $1.4nillion in hardware and software
purchases; $1.1-million in infrastructure costs, cabling and electronics; $450,000 for a media distribution center; $80,000 to upgradc
the distance learning classrootl~;
and $100,00U to put in a television
production lab and studio (Kruse,
personal interview, November 14,
19%).
At the nudcIle school level,
Kruse used several hundred thousand dollars to upgrade labs, add
hardware, etc.. Finally he turned trl
the elementary schools, spending
there about $150,000 more in addition to paying off the original Apple
loan. By late 1996, only U5(M remained of the $5-million technology
budget (Kruse,personal interview,
November 14,1996).
The curriculum/staff development funds went toward paying instructors (mostly teachers) to teach
after school, week-end, or summer
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professional growth courses in technology. Teachers could earn blocks
of credit for attending the courses.
This credit could be accumulated
and traded for credit hours on the
salary scale though the District's
staff developnwnt plan. The rest
subsidized a hlarch, 1996, conferenre called Plug h To Technology.
Technt~logicallyexpert staff members were paid to conduct sessions
for the rest of the District staff. Presenters were further rewarded by
being permitted to use whatever
equipment they had ordered for the
Conference back in their own
schools.

The March 1 Institute was
a little bit of rewarding
people who were doing
things, but it was even
more of opening the door
a crack to say, "Look at
what some of your calleagues are doing." I felt if
I could provide seeds (it1
the form of money), then
water them, hopefully
those seeds would continue tu grow and the new
technolohy wtluld allow
us to do a whole lot.
(Kruse, persn~ialintvrview, November 14,1996)
The seed monc-y was the initial
outlay for the Ctltdrrence equipment in excess oi $lOil,OOO;and the
watering afterwards was allowing
schovls to purchase some of what
they had seen at Institute Day. This
conference, which was a bold new
dirrctiot~ in staff development,
sparked teacher interest in the new
technology.
Kruse's strategies for implementing
technology
model
Wheatley's (1994) governing principles for effective leaderstup: "guiding visions, strong values, organizational beliefs. . . [and the ability]. . .to
co~nmunicatethem, to keep them
ever present and clear, and then allow individuals in the system their
rando in, sometimes chaotic-loohicing

manderings" (p. 133). Kruse also
exemplified (perhaps unknowingly) to Wheatley's fractal theory
of organizations, as was apparent
by his sccd analogy. His actions
demonstrated confidence that a n
idea, if planted at a micro
level,"...can change teaching to reflect what's available and ultimately...increase learning by kids"
(Kruse, personal interview, November 14, 2996). We had confidence
that if he continued to support it,
technological applications would
spread. As stated by Wheatley
(1994),"These organizations expect
to see sinular behaviors show up at
e v r r y lrvel in the organization because those [belieis]were patterned
into the organizing principles at the
very start" (p. 132).

Role Redefinition:
Librarian or
Technologist?
Beyond her duties to maintain a
working library for 700 elementary
age chldren at Hawthorne School,
JoanGantos's found her job description expanding between 1992 and
1996 to jl~cludethe roles of staff deveIoper, systems troublc-shooter,
tc.chnulogy advocate, head purchaser of technology, and tcchndogy scapegoat and/ur mother to
teachers when computers froze or
printers jammed, etc. In the words
of Kennrth Kruse:
Our Learning Media Center (LMC) jobs are changing dramatically. They've
gone from being librarians
five years ago to technologists, almost, now. The library function almost
takes a back seat to where
we start to consider a mrdia person more appropriate for the LMC, with a library technical assistant as
an aide, to handle the technical parts of being a li-
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brarian (personal interview, November 14,1996).
Gantos accepted the responsibility to help develop entirely new
technology curriculum for the elementary school. She and most of her
coIleagues welcomed these new responsibilities.
It all makes the job a little
more exciting than it was,
to be frank. Most of the
LMC directvrs enjoy the
new responsibilities and
challenges that have come
with the new technology
(Gantos, purso~~al
interview, October 15,1996).

Cottrputers and

networks seemed
always to be
freezing up, and
often long waiting
lists confronted
t h ~ s needing
e
help
with repairs or
other pro b Jents.
The LMC directors had k e n included part of the initial drcision as
to the merits of Macintosh or IBM
computers in the labs, and they had
appreciated that opportunity to
give input. They had also been
charged with establishing a list of
standard equipment that is, of
what equipment the schools already
had, what was needed to achieve
parity, and what equipment the
new schools would need when they
opened.
Gantos achnowledged, however, that the sudden new responsibilitirs could also b the source of
stress. Computers and networks
seemed always to be freezing up,
and often long waiting lists con-

-
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fronted those needing help with repairs o r vther problems. At times,
when the entire network in a building froze up, i t would take two or
three days before the central office
could correspond with assistance.
Sometimes, Gantos felt blamed by
other members of the school staff for
problems beyond her control. In
spite of a newly formed school technology committee with representatives from each grade level,
she continued to carry most of the
burden for researching and purchasing new machlnes and software
for the school.
Gantos believed that on the
wholc, the technology gains made
during these years were having a
positive effect on teaching. Children
in her schocrl were learnir~gkeybuarding in fourth grade. They were
having su ccessfu I experiences in
publishing by using tlir word processing programs.Many of the drill
and practice type programs clearly
improved skills and knowledge
mastery in math, science, and geography. "Teachers are starting to
learn mure and more uses for computers in their curricula and they are
teaching the children and each
c~thcr"(Gantos, personal interview,
O c t o k r 15, 1996). One teacher at
Haivthorne School even started an
after school technology club where
students learned to use a multimedia authoring tool. Other teachers
took part in technology conferences
and brought back information to
share with the staff.
From Gantos's perspective,
there was still much more to be
done. When she r e c u ~ m e n d e dthat
computer lab time (a scheduled
item for each class once a week) be
put on a flexible schedulr to TCspond to changing instructional or
learning needs, resistance from
teachers preserved the rigid scheduling. Teachers cumplained that
they had difficulty fitting a flexible
lab time into their already established lesson plans.

In these negotiations, Gmtos
frequently wished for more central
office support. Equipment shortages and weekly techrucal problems
caused her much stress. Finally, she
simply insisted that teachers take a
more active, professional role in
technology development in order to
make it more educationally meaning'ul."Thethings we are doing are
great, but with what we have in the
way of equipment and software, we
could be working u p tu a much
higher potential" (Gantos, personal
interview, Octohr 15, 1996). It took
her a lot of time to learn to use items
such as a scanner, for example-a
device that takes a photograph or
other printed image and digitizes it
for use on a computer. To learn to
use all of these new tools and software and then attempt to train a
staff that had little time to learn was
a frustration that Gantos dealt with
on a continual basis.

The New Scarci : Time in
the Trenc es

X

"Time is tlw biggestfactor in tech-

nology, When do you have time to uurL
p n all ofthis sfU@'" (Anderson, persvnal interview, November 9,1996).
h c k Anderson, a teacher at Hawthorne School, witnessed this technology initiative firsthand. He was
an experienced c~assroomteacher
and the parent of two daughters
who attended District schools. Anderson had been very interested in
educational technology since its
emergence at Hawthorne School in
the early 1980s. So, he was excited
by the District's increased use of it
during the early '90s.
Brookdale School, where Anderson taught before Hawthome
School opened in 1992, had a lab of
Apple 11s. Before that, there had
been no lab at all -just computers in
a few scattered classroonls. The students used them mostly for drill and
practice, although there was some
word processing when a student
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had a special project. According to
Anderson,

"It was very rare that we
ever did anythng, maybe
once a year, maybe once
every two years, that we
had staff development in
the way of ttrhnology"
(personal interview, Noven~her9,1996).A great
obstacle to bringing technology to the teachers, Anderson exptained, was the
fact that there were no
labs. There was no way to
bring together a group of
teachers of any sir2 to
teach them. Installing the
labs, therefore, was a necessary avenue for staff drvelopment.
Thus, when Hawthorne 5hool
opened and its new principal recruit~dhim for a itth- p a d r position, Anderson was lured by the
promise of new attitudes toward
technology. At Hawthorne, he began to work with LMC Director Joan
Gantos to buy Hypercard, a multimedia authoring program for students. Later he received a grant to
buy HyperStudio, a more userfriendly, color version of HyperCard. As one of the coordinators of
the technology committee at Hawthorne, he taught numerous staff
development courses and became a
leader of the teachers worhng with
technology.
Anderson echws some of Gantos's concerns, particularly the fact
that the curriculum guide for technology written at the time uf original purchase, is already outdated.
Because the computer curriculum
was placed under the auspices of the
LMCs, direct central office assistance did not reach the individual
teachers. If a teacher had a problem
with the social studies or language
arts curricula, s/he could turn to a
curriculum coordinator at the district level: or, in the case of the computer curriculum, "Where do you
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go for help?" (Anderson, personal
interview, November 9, 1996). He
douhted that the new District technoloby director, hired in 19%, could
alteviate teachers' feeling stranded
with their own struggles. Given the
growing number of schools and the
constant demand to outfit them
with ever impruved equipment, Anderson predicted that the new technology director would br tun busy
even to Iook at curricula, especially
at the elementary level. As for staff
development approaches, Anderson thought they too needed to be
re-evaluated. "There's just not
enough time during a regular school
day to learn these things. There's
not enough time after school with all
of the things that you need to do as
a part of running a classroom" (personal intervicw, November 9,1996).

Interpretation
"Field creation is not just a taskfor
senior managers. Every employee lras
energy to contribute; in a jield fillai
sparr, thrrr nre no unimporfirnt ployers " (Whratley, 199.1, p. 56).
Ln her application of field theory to organizations, Phyllis
Wheat ley ticscribes organizational
fields as powerful, organizing
forces (p. 55). In the case described
above, both positive and inhibiting
influer~ces,pushed a schorh o r g n i zation toward an unclear destination. More than one vision of why
and how technology might change
learning experiences contributed
energy to this field. The three players interviewed offered their lwrsonal slants on the events in which
they participated. In the following
analysis, the Fullan's (1991) model
for identifying the necessaq conditions for a successful change etiort
will be used.

Initiation
The primary initiating factor
(Fullan, 1991,p. 50) in this case was
advocacy from central adrninistra-
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tion in the person oi Ket~nethKruse.
New funding from the referendum
was evidence
the community's
interest in keeping up with the technology bandwagon.

through a bank loan having faith
that the funds requested in the upconung referendum would be approved.

Implementation

The fo Ilow-up
s t u 8 development
phase proved to be
inadequate. Thus,
many teachers
who falrnd
themselves with
state-of-the-art
ey uipwent had
dificulty
exploitingits
instructional
capacities.
According to Fullm's three Rs
(relevance, readiness, and resources), the initiation was off to al
uncertain beginning. As Krusr dcscribes it, it took elementary principals a year to acheve a clear stance
on whether or not to embark on a
major trchnological change. The
group had difficulty in forming a
rationale. As for readiness Fullan
asks, "Do they possess the requisite
Anowledge and skills?Do they have
the h e ? " (p 63). If teachers had
been asked a t the outset, the answer
to these questions would have been
"No." Fullan asks further, "Is the
change compatible with the culture
of the school?" (p. 63). The culture of
the school and of the whole District
certainly pbyed LI key role in this
initiation process. Kruse knew that
in an era of growth, with so many
new schools and new hires, the culture was open to suggestjuns for
change. as change had become familiar to this organization. Resources again were available
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The implementation phase can
perhaps be best seen though the
"lens" of the Learning Media Center
director. The perceived need for
technological change was not strong
among teachers, although the opporhmiiy to expIore what was possible (the Plug In To Technology Inservice) did whet appetites. Teachers did seem to recogniw that children needed word processing skills
to remain current with the computer revolution; but beyclild that,
drill and practice time was, ior
them, the only other practical use of
computers. Teacher understanding
of how they were to teach differently now that they had computer
labst, was poor. Developing word
processing shlls was a clear ubjrctive but somehow much more
seemed t c ~be expected. O n tlus,
there was little guidance here, as
Gantos and Anderson both report.
Introducing the new technology
was expected to usher in vast and
complex changes;yet without intensive staff development, teachers
had little opportunity to catch the
vision or invent ways it might be
implemented In their work.
Local factors alsu had contradictory influences. At the District
administrative level, monetary support was very forthcoming at the
onset as evidenced by the heavy investments of Kmse and others in
securing the financial means for acquisitions. Kruse's vision-building
statements at the in-service meetings demonstrated his enthusiasm,
but the follow-up st& development
phase proved to tw inadequatr..
Thus, many teachers who found
themselves with state-of-the-art
equipment had difficulty exploiting
its instructional capacities.
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The high interest
surrounding
technology had, of
course, provided a
favorable policy
climate for all
stakeholders
including central
administration,
school board,
comtnun ity,
principa Is,
teachers, apt d
students.
Nonetheless, this
may have fueled
extravagant
short-term hopes
for wholesale
transformation of
the learning
process.
Board and community support,
ton, stayed strong throughout the
implementaticm period. The 6oat.d
gave Kruse full license to request
funding (a novel idea at h s time).
The referendum committee itself responded positively to his request,
and the community approved the
referendum with a landslide vote
(Banas, 1994).School principals also
continued to support the change.
They participated in Kruse's initial
investigation into the uutfitting
needs of the elementary schools.
Most teachers, although timid about
the new technology, were even enthusiastic about the possibilities it
brought and were r e d y to accept
Kruse's vision of the future {Cantos,
personal interview, October 15,
19%). Here again,however, staff development and curriculum guid-

ance could not keep a sufficient pace
to bring about the desired outcomes.
External factors played a major
role in this environment. Technology was, and still is, an educational
bandwagon issue in our society. It
was being hyped by the media, pop
culture, big business, the President
of the United States, as well as educational leaders. The high interest
surrounding technology had, ot
course, provided a favorable policy
climate fur all stakeholders including central administration, school
board, coinrnunity, principals,
teachrrs, and students. Nonetheless, t h s may have fueled extravagant short-term hopesfor wholesaIe
tr,ulsCormation of the learning process.

Continuation and Outcome
One of the most perplexing
problems faced by educators is that
technology innovations are a ~ l v m c ing at increasing rates with n o sign
of slowing down in the near future.
This presents an interesting paradox for those grappling wj th educational implications of technolagical
change: rapidly changing ~.llrrngt..
Continuing implementation pres
sures leave no time for assessment
and reflection. Just as plateaus
seemed to be reached and the desired outcomes achieved, even recent goals and objectives would become antiquated. For students, the
initial objectives were centered
around word processing and general computer skills. This level of
computer literacy, however, was
soon t'aken for granted. Learning
objectives, which could be quickly
changed, outran in place policies or
procedures which could not be so
easily altered. Objectives soon kcame centered around information
gathering, upper level thinking, and
problem solving skills. These were
qualitatively different from the
original goals of initiators.
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There is no question that t h s
futile catch-up process would continue and that some would be
turned off when the great banstormation failed to emerge. Computer
lityracy had reached the status of an
uncriticizable aim with the District
and the larger society. Turning back
became an impossibility. The pace
of teacher implementation and the
results in learning outcomes could
not be shown to match the level of
the dollar investment. Future referenda, however, will likely be devoted to staff development (Kruse,
personal interview, November 14,
1996).

Part I1

A New Curricular
Response
In Marsh of 1997 there is to bt' a
another referendum vote in the District. As the population continues to
balloon, the new referendum request, as of November of 1996,
reached $110 rniIIion. Kenneth
Kruse again assembled a Citizen's
Facilities Advisory Committee
to"writel' the referendum, and this
time there will be a request for a
$l&million technology budget (in a
three page handout). The first $2rnillioi~is dedicated to completing
the lmal area network infrastructure throughout the District. Voice
and video conierenci~lg will be
available to all Iocations, and there
will be phones in every elementary
classroom. Of the approximately 8
million dollars left, 85 percent will
be used to develop curriculum, both
hardware and software; about 10
percent will go to fund staff development efforts; and about 5 percent
will support new projects, research
and development. After presenting
his budget, Kruse stated:

not significantly more detail, though. It's ultimately
going to be a question of,
"How does it fit into the
budget they have in their
own minds of where this
refermdum should go?"
(personal interview, Nov e m b r 14,1996).
This time the largest portion of
the money, $6.8-milIion, is earmarked for what Kruse labels "curriculum issues." It reflects the District's focus stutting from technical
to curricular problems. Nuw, the
curricular and instructional changes
in mind are centered largely around
the use of the Internet as an integral
tool of the classroc~mteacher.
In what follows, I describe a
plan that will be presented to incorporate the Internet into the elemmtary curriculum of the district. A
new Internet concept will be discussed, called the virtual museum.
This i s the District's first attempt tu
bring the Internet into elementary
classrooms, but it has not yet h e n
implemented. In addition to drawing DII the opinions and insights of
the educators presented in Part I,
two murc vr>irvsfrom those having
a direct influence on shaping this
initiative will t
x included. John
Houston is the new technology director tur thC District, hired in July,
1996. Joan Matsie is the staff develclpnlent coordinator who devised
the current program for staff development in the District.

The Virtual Museum
Project: One Man's
Vision
" T ~ IInternet
E
Itas a lot of adzwntages and disakwnfages, hut rt is tht>
buzza~ord,so it is a bund~i~nyclti
Hhzt zinc
hung onto o r ~ rthis liat taigkkrtl
months, because t k t ' s sornetl~itlgcltlr

The cornrnittw certainly
wants to approve it. They
want a little more detail,

pnrrnts nre haring so muell about. Politicnlly rlTch u e needed to make it per-
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Imp

R

bigger spotlight tlmn

IOL. might

Imve atfirst. " (Kruse, personal interview, Novembrr 14,1Y96)
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BY paying
teachers to locate
quality sources of
infohnation on
the Ittternet, then
downloading and
storitrg those
"sites" on district
computers, the
dangers of
inappropriate
materials and
wasted student
time would be
eliminated.
Kruse is referring to the District
purchase of their o w n Internet connection and nehvorking. Work on
this technical undertaki~~gwas
mostly completed by December of
1996, but the curricular aspect is
now being addressed by the administration. Th~scontinues to raise
some very difficult questions. Because the Intemet provides an easy
publicizing means for millions of
businesses, governments, institutions, and individuals, it has become
a source of almost infinite access to
inforn~tion.For these very same
reasons the It~ternet"
... can be a cyber
sewer seething with the most racist,
demented, mindlessly
violent
stuff ...I as we11 as]...the hardest-core
downloadable
pornography"
(Coates, 1995). The sheer quantity
and disorganization of materials an
the Internet is a problem in itselt:
making valuable information location a cumbersome task. These
qualities have made the Internet the
subject of much educational contro-
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versy w h c h has, in turn, made the
administration cautious.
At the cunference held in February, 1996, Kruse learned about a
new Internet education concept
called virtual museum. Many virtual museums were on the Internet
already. One can, for example, log
onto the computers at the Smithsonian or the Louvre to view photos
of exhbits and even take tours. The
conference presenter, Jamieson
Mckenzie touted a new species of
the virtual museum, one run by
school districts for use by their own
students. By paying teachers to locate quality sources of information
on the Internet, then downloading
and storing those "sites" on district
computers, the dangers of inappropriate materials and wasted student
time would bc eliminated. Teachers
could organize the information and
devise projects and lesson plans that
would require students to search
out and apply the information in
projects. Thp virtual museum
would have the same "fwl" for the
student user as the real lnternet but
it would shield them from exposure
to inappropriate materials.
One of the aspects of Internet
(virtual museum) use in the classroom that appealed to Kruse was
the amount of video and audio material already available, material
that isn't text based, and that which
reflects the Jitirrent modalities of
children's learning. "I hate to go
back to Sesan~eSbrrt, but our kids
are much more in tune with visual
learning than we were, and our
teaching has to reflect that" (Kruse,
personal communication, November 14, 1996). He sees this valueladen issue of getting the Internet in
the schools and available to cluldren
as high priority, but he still wants
clear criteria for assessing the quantity and quality of available material.
Kruse has ambitious goals for
the virtual museum. Tlus is reflected in the $6.8-million targeted
for curriculum devebpnlent. He
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hoped that the virtual museum
would ultimately major segments of
the curriculum. He states:
The Internet allvws us to
break out of a text-based
model. I don't think we'll
ever buy another sucial
studies textbook at the elementary level. I'm not
sure that we'll every buy
another science text at the
elementary or middle
school level. Textbook purchases at the high school
Ievel are going to be radically different than what
they have been. (personal
interview, November 14,
1996).

In the Summer of 1996, Kruse
brought Jamieson Mckenzje in from
Seattle to serve as consultant for the
District virtual museum project yilot study. Applications for the Summer work were distributed to the
teaching staff before school let out;
and from the pool of interested parties, 40 people were invited to participate in the project. The teachers
were divided into teams according
to grade \eve! and given the assignment to locate and organize information on the Internet that would
serve to supplement the social studies curriculum at their grade level.
One of their goals was to change
questions teachers typically ask to
encourage higher order thinking
skills in students. At the end of the
Summer the entire group was called
back together for a debriefing session. Feelings of both excitement
and irustration were shared among
adnuniuh.ation and staff. According
tn Iiruse:
One oi the things our
teachers proved this surnmer [is that] you have to
work real hard to find
good stuff. That's an eye
opening experience for
everybody, that there's a
lot of teacher prep time

that's got to go into using
the Internet effectiveiy,
but when you find what
your looking for, the Internrt can be an incredible
resource (personal interview, Novemhr 14,1996).

Technology Director as
Dragon Slayer
"Most peojllr soy flmt technology is usci-l tu enlmncc. 1
don't see llmt as Hie gml of
tcchndlqy. !fyou trike a cake

mrt~~pllor,
to me, ettllancc
ttlruns t l icing.
~
1 believe
f~'cllt~olfig~/
is &lit'r7n&e,the
substilncc, tL*Jla;~orof the
cake, tlot jllsl tlumici~lgon the
cake" (John Houston, personal interview, November 22,1996).
Goal number eight on the District's technology goals statement
reads "...toincrease and integrate
the use of instructional technology
to enhance existing K-12 curriculum." As can be seen from the quntr
above, the newly hired Uuly, 1996)
director of technology, John Houston, believes that ttus statement wjll
soon need revision. Houston opposes the concept that technology is
merely an external change wjll
eventually be integrated into the
standard curriculum. He thinks that
technology is here not only to
change curriculum but to replace it.
His wide reading of the technology
mvvement Iiterature has convinced
him that, regardless of political persuasion, most authors agree that
computer technology changes
everything. Some argue that we
should embrace technology while
others warn that we must reject the
technotogy completely because it
threatens social and cultural values.
Houston views the Internet as
an educational too1 for which educators must become responsible.
Like a dictionary or encyclopedia,
educational professionals must explore and define its place in school.

He has taken the helm of the virtual
museum project from Kruse and is
very excited about is potential uses.
In the near future, he expects it to
become part of the prevcripted curriculum in the same way a textbook
or anything else might he adopted
by the District. By nleans of the mu%urn, the problem of inappropriate
materials will be solved. He also believes that it will insure that students use the Internet to meet curricular objectives and eliminate
"surfing" merely for entertainment.

The virtual
museum will
develop into a
very large
inter-dis frict
curriculum
network. The
museum will
berorlre an
irrdeperzdent
ciiwicrrlur form,
not just a gateway
to the real Internet
for inexperienced
teachers.
According to Houston, the virtual museurn will develop into a
very large inter-district curriculum
network. The museum will become
an independent curricular form, not
just a gateway to the real Internet for
inexperienced teachers. Houston
states, "It feels and smells and tastes
just like the real Internet, hut it isn't;
and certainly this is a way to introduce people to it because we've
knocked out the garbage that
doesn't work for us" (personal interview, November 22,1996).
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The virtual museum provides a
format of control that makes the Internet 'safe' lor public school environments.
Despite preliminary success
and support from administration,
the work on the museum has not
progressed very quickly. Since the
final meeting of the Summer of 1996,
when teachers presented the information sites they had located by
means of the guiding research questions they had written, little has
been done to turn this work into a
usable product. In other words, all
of the materials have been gathered,
but no assembly has tdken place.
There is currently no way for what
has been done to lw tested nr assessed by teachers in classrooms.
Houston faces the same t i ~ n escarcity problpms that slor\,t.d r ~ l i e r
implementation plans:
Justthe sheer m a p t u d e

of processing this data
into the museutn is n great
one. During the summertime, whet1 yeay le could
give twenty or thirty
hours a week to Ju this,
we could make great Frogress. But during the
school year, with all of the
other obligations people
are under, at most we get
one or two hours a wwk.
So things just aren't occurring as fast as one would
hope. (personal interview,
November 2 2 1996)

There is so much going on!
When putting more hardware in
and more networking,"... thngs
come up that we have to solve, just
'technical dragons,' as I call them,
that just jump out in front of us, and
we have to slay those dragons before we move on" (Houston, personal interview, November 22,
1996).
Houston is very sensitive to
stakehold~r'snwds in this project.
He believes everyone involved is a
stakeholder. The teachers want staff
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development and technology support. The Board of Education is cornrnitted to providing that staff development support. They want to
avoid just putting hardware in
rooms. Houston hears feedback
horn parents about their concerns.
Some of them are involved with
school techno logy committees,
wanting to know how they can assist. "5~metimestheir assistance is
way ahead o f where we are; we're
tying our shoelaces and they're
ready to run," Houston admits (personal interview, November 22,
1996). The parental opposition that
Houston encountered has h e n
iron1 educationally partisan groups
who question the constructivist
learning theory that forms the basis
of the museum project. He assured
these parents that the District plulosuphy did not subscribe to a
wholesale constructivist standard.
Houston dwsn't believe that
the District can have too much staff
development. The very limited six
hours of required staff development
a year is surely not enough to he1~1
teachers master the virtual muspurn, even if he could guarantee
that training could be dedicated
solely to that goal. Most real training
on the virtual museum, he suspects,
will increase as teachers model i t for
other teachers: That is usually when
the greatest gains we made.

Self-Made Staff Developer
"Possibly the greatest impact came from the 'Plug
In to Technology' institute
we did last hlarch. When
our teachers were able to
see from their colleagues
what could be done, we
had a huge surge of interest in technology classes.
These classes continue to
be filled, and I am confident that the new learning
and technology is making
its way into the classrooms" (Matsie, e-mail
F e h a r y & May, 1997

cornmunica tion, November 21,19%).

JoanMatsie

literally invented
the position of
staff development
coordinatorf or
the District in
1989 as lz project
for a class she was
taking.
Joan Matsie literally invented
the position of staif development
coordinator for the District in 1989
as a project for a class she was taking. After researchng staff development programs throughout the area
and conducting a district-wide
nerds assessment, she developed
the current staff development program in the district. A s part of the
contract, teachers may take "professional growth" classes (taught
mostly by other teachers in the District), and earn credit hours on the
salary scale, sinular to college credit.
The instructors are paill with state
grant money, and the classes are
free to teachers.
Requireci staff development in
the district has been tried in different forms. Scvcral years ago a program was initiated in whch the first
Friday of every month was an early
release day for the students, and the
teachers would spend the afternoon
in staff development. The last s u perintendent ended this practice,
and

Unfortunately, right now
our Board feels that the
kids should be in school as
much as we can have
them here, and t h s is
heavily oriented toward
Thresholds in Education

working parent and child
care issues. Even in a case
with very predictable
scheduling. such as letting
out an hour early every
Wednesday, we are very
concerned about the outc r y . So it d w s force us
into a whole different ball
game and gives us much
less flexibility a b u t how
we offer staff drvelopment. It's not what we
want to do, but I'm not
sure how to get around it
yet (Matsie, e-mail communication, November 21,
19%).

Support from central administration seemed to be waning since
the beginning of the Summer of
1996. Houston and Kruse are cont'ident that administrators are enthusiastic and intend to follow through.
As usual, however, they just have so
tlliuly other issues occupying their
attention that the museum has k e n
put on hold. U a new referendum is
passed, Kruse intends ... to go nuts
next summer. With tun& available,
[he'dj like to have 100 pi-'opleworking next summer, anrl that's very
likely to happen" (personal interview, November 14,1996). In order
for this initiation to achieve full implementation, however, more attmtion, guidance, and manpower will
need to be applied on a consistent
basis. Teachers who were proud of
their accornplishrnents over the
Summer have Iost some of the mo"

mentum and cuntagious enthusiasm that can affect other staff members. A strong, staff-wiJe initiation
of the museum concept will require
broad teacher support.
Community interest in the museum has put pressure on the administration to respond. Kruse has
indicated more than once that technology drives are usually successful
because they lend themselves to the
demwid to demonstrate some specific product to the taxpayers. Haw53

thorne School, discussed in the first
part of this paper, wijl hold a fifthgrade "technology night" this year
tc~showcase new uses of technolu g y New funds provided by the
upcoming referendum will be essential fur cucriculum and then, of
course, staff development.
Thc individual readiness of
teachers to supprlrt new initiatives
varies greatly. Wlule many concur
in t h s educational direction, many
still lack the requisite and always
changing knowledge and skills; and
most can devote only limited time
for Iearning. Perhaps more opportunities, like the Plug In 'To 'I'echnology Conference, will persuade
teachers that it is worth their time to
learn. Perhaps the handful of teachers using the Internet will serve as
catalysts for their colleagues. The
administration already pays a stipend to elementary teachers in
other areas, so perhaps a technology
leader stipend from each schoul
would be effective. Awareness-focused staff development classes will
be held on site at different schools to
promote interest in the museum.
The urgent problem is to broaden
the expertise base.
The initiators of virtual museum have more work to do in order
to ready the schools. First, the virtual museum must be finished, at
least to a point to where teachers can
see it. To continue to speak of a
nebulous entity without being able
to demonstrate anything wilI engage no teaching. Many teachers become easily frustrated by the technology "dragons" referred to by
Houston. The central office staff will
need not only to provide more support, but also revise expectations
and clarify what roles teachers are
expected to play. With most of the
hardware resources i ~ o win place,
there remins the need to build trust
in the equipment and those who
provide support those services.
Equipment (and human) failures
which result in spoiled lessons or
upset schedules have created a cul-

ture of mistrust which needs to be
addressed before prescribing a curriculum.

Teachers still regard the virtual
museum as more of a novelty than a
full process of curricular change.
Skepticism is common. "It sounds
great, but I'H believe it when I see it"
is a widespread attitude (Rick Anderson, personal interview, November 9, 1996). The virtual museum can be effectively implen~rntrdif this culture of doubt is
shifted. At lerlst a prototype of the
program for teachers to we and twcuine enthusiastic about will be essential. If teachers once gIimpse the
improved quality of teaching possible, they will becvme tht. prime
movers in drveloping the v ~ r t u a l
museum. What has become clear is
that the initiative must be designed
by teachers for their colleagues.
Teachers are best equipped to insure a standard of user-friendliness
that will make the program easy to
use once it is adopted. Because the
program will be implemented inccementally, with one curr~cularunit
being issued to start, quality and
practicality surveys ~ h o u l t ibtt Jistributrd tu teachers, a t ~ c t evaluations can be made atter implementation has hegun.
"The role ot pri~sipals" full at^,
1991, p. 76) should t
x to encourage
use of the project through statf rlevelopn~rnttime and by fostering a
culture of &iring team meetings, a
vlrtual trluseum bulletin board, etc.
The nomination of a "museum curator" for each school could become a
stipend position to assist staff members with training and/or troubleshooting.
This change process will be successfully impIemented when students and teachers are using the virtuaI museum as a resource to do
their own problem solving and research in response to constructive
inquiry questions. In the last senThresholds iill Education

tence in Fullan's (1991) The Meaning
of Educational Change, he says:
Armed with knowledge of
the change process and a
commitment to action, we
should accept nothing less
than positive results on a
massive scale-at both the

individual and organizational levels. (p. 354)
The virtual museum project of
the District will require change at
this niaputude, and the steps to be
taken must be h t h deliberate and
system-wide. I t is too early to predict whether i t will come to be seen
in the future years as a striking success or a misadventure.Either way,
]much will be learned along the way.
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Building a School Community:The Principal as
Change Agent

Brigid K . Kenne is a prinlay sclrool fendier/ndritirristraforn ? ~ doctoral
d
cnndidate, Cilrricitlurn and Supenlisior~,Norllir~nlllliriois U~riversity.

Introduction

Everyone was wclcome here - chldren, parents, and other visitors.

M

y first two visits to
Parker
Elementary
School (all names of
people and places in
this article have been changed) were
as an interviewee for a primary
school position in July of 1995. I still
remember how impressrtl I was
with this school. Huge bLmnrrs,
made by students, hung from the
walls in the library. In the entrance
hall were pictures and ncws about
the schocll.Just outside the entrance,
alarge sign posted on the wall of thc
building announced, "Four 111ore
weeks before school starts!'' The
school office itself had a comfortable
rather than an official feel. Prints on
these walls featured chjldren. Not
least welcoming were the soft, comfortable chairs whch invited one to
sit and relax.
Margaret Whcatley (1994), the
nt~tedauthor who has explored connections between organizatiorls and
science, has described "a field" as
that feeling people sense when they
enter a new environment: Fields are
easy to feel, but not to define. At
Parker, it was the field of cluld
friendliness and a pervading sense
of community that I sensed. I knew
instantly that, for both children and
teachers, this was a good place to be.
56

At Parker, it was
the field of child
friendliness and a
pervading sense of
community that I
sensed, I knew
instant1.y that, for
both children dnd
teachers, this was
a good place to be.
Everyone was
welcome here children, parents,
and other visitors.
As a teacher at Parker, I would
learn that the field of comrnunity did not just happen. It had been
created under the leadership of Barbara k ~ e y the
, school principal.
Wheatley (2994) suggests that
places with positive fields have had
soon

who, together with
employees, took time to fill
the...space with clear messages
about how [people] would be
served" (p. 53). I was to discover, in
"...a manager
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a very short t i m ~that
, this was precisely what had hdypened at Parker.
The educational cvrnmunjty a t
Parker Elementary has L7ec.n a conslant source of amazement and inspiration to m r . Educational critics
seldom focus on such lacal successes. Happy stories with happy
endings are r x e in educational policy literature. 1 belicvr, huwever,
that this is an itnportarlt story to tell.
How has such a sc t~oolcutrununity
been created? This article is a dexription of how one brand-new
school was intelligentlv planned for
and how it was fashioned into an
educational community. Central otfice administrators, parents, teachers, and principals were interviewed to describe the process from
their own perspectives. In large
part, it is the story of a principal
acting as a change agent and using
her ability to articulate and implement a community's aspirations.

Background
The schoul I have described is
located in a unit school district west
of Chicago. It includes elementary
(kindergarten through fifth grade)
schools, middle schools (sixth
through eighth grade) and one high
school with another currently under
construction. In 1990, the district,
which spans two counties, faced serious crowding problems as a conFrhruan, &Mau, 1997

sequence of ten years of unremitting
population growth. Between the
years 1985 and 1990, the school enrollment nearly doubled. ln those
five years, five schools had opened
and the high schooI had doubled its
size (Hoefie, January 30, 1991). It
was predicted that an annuaI
growth of 750 students per year
could be anticipated over the next
eight years (Zboril, October 3,1990).
In 1990, therefore, the school
board agreed to torm a group of
parents and conmunity members
to review a 19.2nullion dollar referendum proposal to relieve overcrowding. The Facilities Advisory
Committee (FAC), a group of 35
residents of the community, recommended that the Board of Educntjon
approve a plan for the referendum
to support construction of an addition tc~an existing middle school, a
new middle school, and a new elementary school, all of which would
he completed by September of 1992.
They further recommended that another elementary school be built in
time for the beginning of the 19931994 scchool year (Zboril, Clctoher 31,
1990).
To provide a transition period,
the plan called for ten~pararilyreopening a small, older builditlg as a
holding school. Frank Donner, the
Elementary Education Director,
promised that the opening of this
comparatively tiny structure would
keep classcourn sizes at their current
levels. Since the building had long
been on lease to the park district and
cuunty, it would require no remodeling and very little work (1990).
Cot~tu~gent
upon referendum approval by the District's voters, the
holding who01 was scheduled to
open for the 1991-92school year and
remain operating until the new elementary building opened in the Fall
of 1992. The old building wtlulJ
house kindergarten thrnugh fourthgrade students and Iater, when the
entire school faculty, staff, and student body moved to the new school,
a fifth grade would be added.
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In December of 2990, a former
h g h school physical education
teacher, who had also served as an
assistant principal at the District's
secondary school, was appointed as
principal of the holding schooI. This
would be Barbara Kenney's first position as principal. At the high
school, Kenney had been in charge
of hiring clerical staff, acting as student activity director, orgat~izing
student recognition programs, dealing with some student discipline,
overseeing the school's graduation,
and acting as liaison to the Booster
Club (1990).Following her appointment, Kenney responded to an interviewer, "I am looking forward to
the opportunity of working with
elementary students, parents and
staff,creating a really positive environment and setting a positive tone
for educating kids" (1990).
In March of 1991, the Board of
Education approved the Oakleaf
subdivision as the site for the praposed elementary school (Hoefke,
March 15, 1991). This decision was
disputed by representatives of another area of the community because they also needed t he school.
Frank Donner defended the Oakleaf
site. Donner said,
Sites are chosen based on
where the new school

would relieve the most
overcrowding, how many
students rvould k served,
and where the mtat children cuuld walk to school.
(Hoefke, March 8, 1991)

The Board's decision to use the
Oakled site was final, but it had not
been achieved without disagreement (1991).
Once the site was chosen, the
students for the holding school had
to be identified. Three key points
were agreed upon: (1) The schoul
wouId serve kindergarten through
fourth-grade children who lived in
the Oakleaf subdivision. (2) The
holding school would open in September of 1991, and every efiort
Illtreshoids ilt Education

would be made to have the new
school ready to open in 1992. (3) The
entire holding school community
would move to the new school and
would be joined by children from
other nearby subdivisions.
All went as planned. The holding school did open in 1W1 with one
section of each grade level. There
were then approximately 150 students in attendance. The 1992 move
to Parker took lace on schedule.
Parker ELementary School became
the tenth K-5 building in the District. There were about 350 students
enrolled at Parker during its first
year. By the following year, the student population had already grown
to approximately 550.

Reconstructing a
Community's
Self-Image
Barbara Kenney and District sdnlinistrators shared a clear vision
about how the new school should be
operated. Their goal had three dimensions:
The community should have
access to the schools;
A strong WIIW of unity among
the students, parents, and community should be built;

Student needs would stand at
the forefront of decision making processes.
These were not new ideas.
Community accessibility had dways been a district priority. In a
recent interview, Kenney had described how the District's long-term
c o m u h n e n t would be extended to
the new school.

I think our school district
has a vision overall that
the schools should be very
accessible and very open. I
tlunk that would be
the ... superintendent's prrference. ...I think the visivn

was that the school belonged to the community
and that has to be the vision when you go back to
them for another referendum. ...Ifyou're going to
keep asking for money,
you'd better show them
that these schools belong
to them" (personal interview, November 14,1996).

Kenney believed
one of the
s trengths that
cliaracterized her
entire teaching
career had been
her ability to
encourage
communi f y
invo lvement, 111
selecting her, the
District was
underscoring its
commihnenf to
commtltrity
inoo lvement
(persona 1
ipr fm i e w ,
November 14,
1996).

members' concern over the rapid
growth of the Distrjct. How could
tlus parental support and involvrment be maintained? In a 1990 interview, the Superintendent related
how, ever since he took the position
i11 the 1980s, he had striven to create
"cuhesive
schouls... developing
school identity and pride. ... School
enthusiasm was low [when he first
was hired]...The District was very
transient before and it's still a problem now with families moving in
and out" (Z boril, October 31,1990).
A good example of parent involvement, of ctlurse, had been the 1990
referendum process. Thrty-five
parents and c o m m u n i ~nieinkrs
held the power to decide whether or
not the 1990 school referendum
would ever get put on the ballot
(Zboril, Octobrr 3,1990).
Kenney thought that t h s District vision of revitalizing itself as a
cohesive school comnlut~itycould
best be acheved by focusing on student needs.

I want kids to be at the
forefront of all decision
making. . . [and] that students know that the building belongs to them. ...I really made decisions that
would have the kids and
parents involved as much
as I could make them and
I [made that clear] from
the very beginning" (persoml interview, Novemh r 14,1996).

Kenney further emphasized
that she was serious about students
h the same interview, K e ~ e y being involved in decision-making
as well. Ttus phlosophy, she still
indicated that she believed one of
claimed "permeated the District"
the strengths that characterized her
(personal interview, November 14,
entire teaching career had been her
1996).
ability to encourage community inKenney looked foward to the
volvement. In selecting her, the Disopportunity
to form a professional
trict was underscoring its commitcommunity
o
f teachers who shared
ment to community involvement
her
beliefs.
(personal interview, November 14,
1996).
1 was allowed to hire an
This seU image as a unified
experienced teacher at
school comnlunity had fueled board
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every one of the grade levels with the exception of
one. ...I knew I could build
a team around every
[teacher]and my whole
goal was to build building
leaders in those grade levels before we came [to the
new school]. ...1 could really count cln [the tram
leaders] to sharp with the
people who were added
to the teacher, ...that [I] believe that kids come first"
(personal interview, Nuvernber 14, 19%).

Kenney was iaced with the challenge of building a school comrnunity from the ground up. Inherent in
this task were strategies t o assure all
members of the potential cornrnunity that they were important to the
educational process. The first priority was to establish genuine ownership in school itself and in all its
endeavors. She already had administrative support. Central office administrators and the Buard had sotlfidrnce in her because of the fine
rvcord she had established at the
high school. Nvw she would have to
earn the trust nf teachers and parents.

Creating Community
Kenney's philosophy regarding
parents and teachers is a simple one:

Without the parents supporting the referendum to
build the buildings, there
are no teachers. Howev~r,
without the teachrrs feeling a sense of belonging in
the schools, there is no
sense of belonpjng for the
kids" (personal interview,
November 14,1996).
Even before determit~ir~g
the
site of the new school and long before students began attending, parents were active at the holding
scliuul. Communication networks
February t3 May, 1997

were quickly establishelf during
h s transition period. A ParentTeacher Associatic~n (PTA) was
formed. The same officers were to
serve for a year at the new school.
Kenney recalls that the parents
heard from her at least biweekIy
through the newsletters of personal
communication. Every time a decision was made or there was an update about the new school, it was
cornniunicated to the parents (B.
Keruiry, personal interview, November 1 4 1991).
Kvnney was free to select teachers who shared her philosrlphy.
They quickly became involved in
laying the groundwork for cornmunit y. Teachers regularly communic a t ~ with
d
parents through newsletters and through many personal
communications.
Kenney did not neglect another
important constituency in the community.
The other stakeholder. ..is
the business community. I
think that sets a tune f o r
parents, too, to see that
we're open to outside community people corning in"
(personal interview, November 14, 19%).
School-business partnerships
were encouraged as three business
partnershps have been formed
since Parker Scllot~lopened.
Kenney faced an early and potentially serious problem when
some parents objected to using the
hulding scl~oolbecause it was old
and had not ken used as a school
for n m y years. It is a testament to
Kenney's persuasive powers that
she warded ott trouble.

[The holding schoot] was
not looked upon as a favorabIe place for anybody
to go. ...There were a lot uf
concerns about [the age of
the holding school],...including the drinking
water. Those issues were
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addressed and fears were
put aside, [Kenney's] enthusiasm helped to pull
[the community] tighter"
(K. Johns,personal interview, November 26,1996)

Accompanied by staff members,Kenney met with parentsatthe
PTA President's house. The parents
were able to meet and speak freely
with staff members in a comfortable
home setting. At one meeting. the
librarian asked for parent volunteers to serve in the library. Karen
Johns, the PTA president, said that
thc group "brain-stormed ideas as
far as what things we parents can
do, [and]haw we can get involved"
(K. Johns, personnl interview, November 26, 19%).

Kenney was pro~rd
of the leadership
ro Ie teachers were
displaying n t this
sensitive time. She
knew she had
people who could
relay her vision.
K ~ n n e ywas proud oi the leadership role teachers were displaying
at this sensitive time. She knew she
had people who could relay her vision not only to community nlembers, but when the time came, to the
other teachers soon to join the staff
at Parsons. In Kenney's own words,

I knew I could build teams
around [these teachers]
and my whole goal was to
build building leaders in
alt those grade levels before we came [to the new
sd~ool]"
(personal interview, November 14,1996).
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During the Summer, Ke~mey
also held a staff meeting at her own
home. "She was very excited about
opening a new building. She had
lots of ideas of what she could do as
a principal" (L. Towns, personal interview, November 2 2 1996). She
communicated that excitement to
her staff.

Establishing
Readiness
The success of Kenne y's vision
of what Parker could become depended on parents, students, and
teachers taking ownership in the
process. She counted on educators
to realize how parent and student
involvement in the school served as
one important bridge to school success. As one teacher stated,

I think it's a triangle. You
have to have parents,
teact~ers,and kids worku ~ together
g
for a child to
be the most successfuI he
can be. Once you lose that

strand [Lwcause of] that
lod giving up, or that parent not worhng with you,
... the chld goes one way
or the other. They either
work with the teacher ur
the parent. ...The minute I
lose that communiuativn
with the parent, I feel I
can't work with the kid to
meet the kid's needs (N.
Farmer, personal communication, Novemkr 27,
1996).
Anuther teacher noted that
when a child sees hs or her parent
jnvoivcd in the school, s/he can be
sure that the parent places a high
value on the cl~ild'seducation (K.
Johns, personal interview, Novemk r 26,1996).
Kenney was perfectly clear that
the basis for innovations would Iw
student and parent involvement in
decision making. She wanted them

to share ownership with teachers in
the responsibility to educate students. If all went well, the extra involvement and shared responsibility in the educational process would
give mutual assistance and support
to teachers and parents. The students, teachers, parents, and administration would all become partners working together for a common goal. FuUan (1992) describes
readiness as a schnol's practical and
conceptual capacity tci initiate, develop or adopt a given innovatiatl.
Firestone (1989) calls this the
"schor>l's capacity to use reform."
...Da stakeholders possess the requisite knowledge and skills? Do they
have the time? ...Is the change compatible with the culture of the
school? ...Are there other crises or
other change efforts in progress? (p.
63-64).

-.

The a11ticipated
opening of a ~ i e z i ~
schoo 1 represented
a major change in
the lives of those
involved.
Stakeholders
welconred tlre
processes of
community
building. Parents
sought
information and
demonstrated a
wiIlingness to be a
part of the school.
Froin the interviews I conducted, it was apparent that Ke~mey
and central office administrators
perceived a need that reached far
beyond the crowding problem.

Would they be able to extend District phlosophy to the new school?
"The school belongis] to the cornmunity and that has to be the vision
when you're going to keep ashng
them for money" (personal interview, November 14,1996).Teachers
I interviewed all claimed to have
supported that philosophy even before they met Kenney. Time and required skills wtlrc also developed
and made available. During the
Spring and Summer of 1991, Kenney met with parents and faculty - before the holding school was
even opened -to brainstorm about
how parents would best become involved in the transition.
The mticipated ~ ~ e n i nofg a
new school represented a major
change in the lives of those involved. Stakehddrrs welcomed the
processes of conu-nunity building.
Parents snught iniormatiun and
demonstrntecl a willingness to be a
part ni the scl~oal. Fullan (1991)
comments that "Just because i t is a
good and pressing idea doesn't
mean that the resources are available to carry it out" (p. 64).In this
case, however, the resources were
educational professionals and
members of the community. Both
parents and teachers sought contact
with one another and with the principal before the school year had
even started. Prospective teachers
were interviewed and hired according to criteria congruent with Kenney's vision.

munity. As one stated, "It's a team.
I believe ...strongly that it's a team
approach, in my teaching [and
working with other teachers] and
working with kids and parents as
well" (5. Saunders, personal interview, N u v e m h r 26, 1996). Parents
also noted how valued they felt in
the process. "[Kenney] had the vidon ...Iand] had the end result ...(in
mind), ...but how we were going to
gct there was up to us" (K. Johns,
personal interview, November 26,
1996). Parents assisted in classrooms, attended schoc~lfunctions,
imci sonw even participated as
members of comnuttees. Johns also
explains that parents took ownership in the school community from
the kginning. "[Kenney] allr>wed
us to take ownership in our school
as such...if you have ownership,
then obviously, you're more" (K.
Johns, personal interview, November 26,1996).
Students also were involved
right from the beginning and their
participation grew with the gruwth
in enrollment. They served on Student Council and recycling teams.
They also were invrllved with thc
school-business partnerships. At
the classrcrona level, they helped
construct classroom rules and responsibilities. In a 1996 survey conducted at Parker Elementary
Schclol, sixty percent of the students
irtdicated that they always work toward making their school better,
and nnother thirty percent indicated
that they sometimes work toward
making their school better. In the
Implementation
same survey, fifty-nine percent said
that t11c.y felt that they were an imPhilosophy
portant member of the sch>vl com"The simple implementation
munity always, w h l e thirty-seven
question is: 'What types of things
percent felt that they wrrr an imporwould have to k changed if an intant member of the community a t
novation or reiorm were to become
least some of the time (survey,
implemented'" (Fullan, 1991, p. 66).
1996).
First, the conception of educational
Barbara Kenney's vision oC an
responsibility would have to
education community was c~chievccl
change. The teachers in this case acat Parker. Many factors contrihuteci
knowledged the educational importo its success. Kenney succeeded in
tance of other members of the co~n- educating the community to the
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need tor shared responsibility. They
became convinced that its value and
sigruficance were indisputable because it reflected a familiar tradition. Progress was visible from the
very beginning.Kenney actively solicited and encouraged parent involvement even before the holding
school opened. When hired, new
teachers were assured that they
would be leaders in creating and
implementing goals. Students werr
invoIved in creating a name for the
new school, choosing a mascot, and
participating in the ground-breaking ceremony.

Students also were
involved right
fronr the beginning
and their
participation grew
with the growth in
enrollment. They
served on Student
Council and
recycling teanrs,
They also were
involved w i t h the
schoo l-busi~zess
partnerships.
During the implementation
prmess, the meaning of parentteacher-stuclent collaboration in
constructing a school community
became more refined. As Fullan
(1991) has pointed out, "People
often become clearer about their
needs only when they start dning
things, that is, during implementation itself" (y. 69). During the transitional year at the holding school,
all constituencies were involved in
planning for the physical phnt of
the new school. Parents worked
February b May, 1997

with the principal to furnish and
decorate the building entrance (K.
Johns, personal interview, November 26,1996). Students chose to have
the school mascot painted on a mural in the gym, and the project was
partially financed by the FTA. The
librarian selected the materials and
groupings she wanted for the Iibrary with a minimum of restrictions. Before long. meeting agendas
expanded to adapt to the pressures
of a growing population. Initially,
parent opportunities for involvement were tied to instructional assistance or the decisions from the
physical plant. They were not at first
involved in curricular matters.
Soon, however, Kenney included
parents on the com~nitteein charge
of addressing the curriculum and
school improve~nentgoals.
Opportunities for student involvement also were to expand under the new agreements with business partners. A s in other districts
across the country, the climate of the
past decade has encouraged closer
ties between the needs of business
and the public schools (Spring,
1497). The District encouraged
school administrators to involve
conut~unitybusinesses in the educationtll process and, while at the new
school, Kenney solicited three local
businesses to act as school partners.
When school-business partnerships
were added at the new school
through parent or administrator
contacts, students were involved in
decision-making processes. For instance, a partnershp with a local
bank created the opportunity for a
bank in the scliool. With teachers
and parents as facilitators only, the
students sat on the Bnard of Directors of the bank. The Board of Directors hired other students a s tellers.
The bank was run by students.
Kemey was d v a , at the initiation stage and throughout implementation, about what counted as a
school community. More importantly, she created ways for others to
begin the process in preparing for
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their year at the holding school. Parents and teachers were invited into
decision-m&ng meetings during
the Summer before the school
opened. At the Arst full faculty
meeting, teachers were alerted that
they were expected to encourage
parent participation in their rooms.
"The doors should always btr open,"
was a phrase K e m y often repeated; and it was soon echoed by
the teachers themseIves (5. Saunders, personal interview, November
26,1996).It was later, at Parker, that
Kenney herself selected three parents to serve on the committee to
evaluate and implement school
goals, programs, and curriculum.In
addition, parents were asked to participate in the variety of committees
resulting from those goals. Such
complex changes "...require a soplusticated array of activities, structures, diagnoses, teaching strategies, and phiIosophca1 understanding if effective implementation is to be achieved" (p. 71).Fullan
comyxes the successes of complex
versus simple change:
[Slimple changes may be
e;tsier to carry out, but
they may not n u k e much
of a difference. Complex
changes promise to accomplish more ... but they also
demand more effort, and
failure takes a great tdl.
(p. 7l-72)
From such a definition it can be
seen that the construction of this
school community was more cornplex than it may seem. Teachers and
administrators created activities
and structures for both groups to be
involved in initiation and implementation. There had to be a way to
diagnose whether or not the change
was being implemented and
whether or not students and parents
were involved and feeling important in the community. This was accomplisheri by means of a 1996 survey of students, parents, and teachers. New teaching strateges were

,

required because teachers found
themselves involving parents whle
shll being held ultimately accountable for classroom instruction. It
was crucial, therefore, that the
teachers agree philosvphjcally, not
only with the conception but with
the collaborative process of implementation. Kenney faced these requirements during the early stages
of implementation at the holding
school. The school community
brainstormed a variety of ways parents and teachers could cooperate.
The philosophy ot their work had
the agreement oi all n ~ e m ~of
r the
s
conununity.

Why the
Implementation
Succeeded
"Teachers
and
others
know ...not to take change seriously
unless central administrators d e w
onstrate ffirough actions that they
should" (Fullan, 1991, p. 74). As has
k e n shown, the principles of school
accessibility and community involvement permeated the entire
district (B. Kenney, personal communication, November 14, 1996).
Rapid population expansion and
the practical need to build schools
threatened this consensus. District
growth and the projected demand
for new schools made it seen1 essctltjd that the cvmmunity k closely
involved in the decision-making
prmess Early on, community members understood the stakes and assumed the power to decide in 1990
whether or not to recommend a referendum to the voters in the first
place. The growing financial needs
of the school district was obvious to
all stakeholders. Kenney recognized this political reality and responded toit. Asamanager, shemet
Bolman and Deal's (1992) criteria of
effective, organizational leadership:
"The politically astute manager
needs to develop an agenda, build a
base of support for that agenda, and

learn how to manage relations with
those who might support or resist
the agenda" (p. 208). Kenney followed all three of these steps. She
was able to develop a clear plan;
identify and develop relationships
with the people who would support
her vision; and iinally, create winwin situations for tho& involved.
By these means, the principal
could act as a change agent. "The
principal is the person most likely to
be in a position to shape the organizational conditions necessary for
success" (Fullan, 1991, p. 76). By expecting staff and parents and students to become involved in the decision-making, Kemey was the key
to the successful cornmunity-building process. As Thomas Shaheen, a
former superintendent in Rockford,
Illinois, puts it, "When you seek to
involve others in decision-making,
share with them important responsibilities, not scullery maid duties
(T. Shaheen, perst~nalct~rnmunicatiun, November 16, 1996). Like Shah ~ mK
, ~ n n ~involved
y
people in
real decision-making opportunities
and real ownership of the process.
She also played an active role as an
eloquent spokesperson for the vision.
The role of the teachers is particularly interesting in this case."
The quality of working relationships among teachers is strongly related to implementation" (Fullan,
1991,p. 77). ?he teachers, especially
the twelve at the small holding
school, found multiple opportunities for team-building and creating
their own rituals - an important
facet of professional community
(Bolman & Deal, 1991, p. 262). Sharing daily lunch-time together, participating together in all school activities, and anticipating their future
roles as grade level leaders helped
them to forge a philosophy c o n p ent with the vision. The principal
was certainly given a unique opportunity to hire her own staff. She "inherited" no teachers. Kenney's
teachers seemed to acquire an outThresholds in Educiztiot~

standing ability tcl engage new staff
members in their shared vision (personal interview, November 14,
1996). The changes implemented in
t t u s case were quickly and fully institutionalized, partly because of
t h s critical mass of wholehearted
teacher participation. The vision
was built into the structure because
thc leadership roles of various
stakeholders, especially those of t h ~
teachers, were made very clear. And
these opportunities kept expanding
during implementation rather than
being diminished. Teachers agreed
that it was t h ~ j rresponsibility to
own and communicate the vision to
colleagues.

Personal Observations
'Chis investigation has brought
me to some personal cunclusions
about the success of t h ~ model
s
for
building a who01 corntnunity:
1. The principal acted successfully as a tutus ot' energy
and clarity of purpose.
2. The anticipated move to a
new building transiormeci
the context for school/com-

munity diaIogue.
3. The small size of the holding school allowed teachers
to create a shared vocabulary.
4. The move to the new
school served as a culrnination of a common journey.
5. The vision for change was
a reconstruction of long-held
values in the community.
Here is a case where a school
principal mobilized people to rrta~n
ownership in the local school system. Together they all took some
risks in advancing this mutual goal.
Success was never guaranteed. We
must remember that ths was an
evt~lving and somewhat fragile
process I t rrquircd continual refocusing of attention and commitment
tc~keep it strong. The continual addition of new families and new
Februay b M a y, 1997

teachers made sustaining a continuing vision more difficult. New peopie added
but
the community, and they have been
relatively well ensconced in the
school's educational plulosophy. As
evidenced by a survey of parents,
students, and staff during the 199596 school year, there is a strong feel-

in^

involvement in Parker Elementaq
(survey, 1996). Despite all the hurdles that arose with the populatior~
increase, the survey indicates that
Kenney's visioil is firmly institutionahzed and stands a good c hmce
of sustaining itself well into the future.
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Creating a Cross-Age TutovingProgram: A
Cuwiculum Policy Case Study
by Brigid K. Keane
Brigid K . Kcnrie is n prirnnry school tenclrt.r/ndrninisfrntor and doufornl
cat~didntc,CurricuIi~rrrn t ~ dSupewisiolr, Nortlwrn Illinois University.

Facing Limited
Resources
uring the 1995-96 school
year, it became increasingly evident to the staff at
Parker Elementary School
(dl names of places and people have
been changed), that our in-place ef-

D

forts to provide remediation services were failing. The generally
shared dissatisfaction soon became
my particular problem. As the administrator/ teacher responsible for
providing services to students identified as needing extra help, I was
expected to find a solution to the
scarcity problem. It would not be
easy. While my task secmed
straightforward enough on the surface, I knew that the large number
of students, in whose behalf teachers were seeking help, far outweighed the small number of hours
I had to devote to make the appropriate arrangements.
Students were failing to receive
the assistance their teachers had requested for them. Teachers were increasingly frustrated in their efforts
to respond at the classroom level.
For my part, I was feeling overwhelmed (and perhaps somewhat
defensive). It was a rapidly worsening situation for everyone!
During the Winter 19% term,
the mood of uncertainty increased
6.4

when our popular building principal, Barbara Kenney, announced
that she had accepted another position. She would be leaving us beginning Fall semester, 1997. By early
Spring of 1996, we learned the name
uf her replacement - Mary Carr, a
woman who had been employed in
two other schools in the District
over the last six years. In fact, she
had once wvrkud in the same role I
now held, shouldering both adrninistrative and remedial teaching responsibilities. h k e me, she had
come to understand that the present
arrangements were unrealistic. It
was simply not possible to meet all
the expectations c ~ fthe teachers and
their students. Her response had
been to implement a tutoring program which she believed would address the problem.

Cross-Age Tutoring
In the Spring of 1996, before she
joined us as principal, Carr invited
me to observe the Cross-Age Tutc~ring Program she had impIemented
in another school. I watched as students from the fifth grade tutored
lower grade students. I observed
several matched pairs, heads bent
over small portable chalkboards,
working together on math problems. Many pairs were using a variety of flashcards for study in reading or math. Some were reading stories. It was clear that the tutors and
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their 'students' felt productive and
successful. It seemed an obvious
and refreshingly simple idea.
When Carr asked if I would be
wiiling to implement the Cross-Age
Tutoring Program during the 199697 school year at Parker Elementary,
1jumpe J at the chance. Visic~nsof all
the additional students to be
reached danced in my head. Here
was the answer to the original problem at Parker. The problem I ntlw
11ad was to come up with a good
plan. Hereinafter, I describe that
plan for making change in the delivery of r~rnediatirmservices in terms
c ~ fthe three phases of meaningful
change a s identified by Michael Fullan (1991).

The Plan
Although it was only her first
school year as Parker School principal, Carr capably managed a
smooth transition. Considerable
credit for this shtluld be given to the
District in selecting a principal
whose leadership vision was so congruent with that of the previous
principal. L i k ~
Kenney, Carr is committed to fostering community.
Both insist on open cullaboration
among representatives at all stakeholder levels. Carr has continued
Kenney's efforts to build teamwork
relationships between students,
teachers, and parents (Carr, personaI interview, December 2,7996).
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It should not be surprising then,
that The Cross-Age Tutoring Program had grassroots' origins. Not
Carr's orignal creation, it was an
idea she first learned from another
teacher anri refined to meet her
needs. Now I was to be in a position
to do the same. As was transmitted
to me by Carr, the program called
fur fifth-grade teachers to recommend those students who qualified
as prospective tutors. Permission to
participate was to k sought from
the parents of these prospective tutors so that they could remain responsible for any rnateriat they
missed while tutoring out of their
own classrooms. Those who were
accepted would attend twelve, halfhour training sessions for instruction in teaching skills. Once the
training sessions had been compIeted and the tutors had their assignments, they would be out c ~ fthe
room for two half-hour sessions per
week. At Parker, I adopted this part
of the plan and conducted the trdjning sessions tuyself for prospective
tutors.
Once the training sesslans began, classroom teachers created a
list ot students they felt could benefit from the tutoring services. Teachers would indicate, in each case, the
subject areas and/or skills for which
assistance was needed. Teachers
were asked to prioritize the urgency
of students' needs tar the tutoring
services. At its inception, tutors and
their tutees were assigned two per
week, half-hour sessions in the
school library. First, the tutors
checked in with the classroom
teacher regarding the instructional
goal for the session. Lf the classroom
teacher had no specific work, the
tutor was then permitted to choose
an activity. After calling for the tutee
and checking with the classrixln~
teacher, both children would go to
their work session in the library.
During the sessions in the library, it was my role to supervise
the pairs. My specific responsibility
was to make sure that the sessions
February t3 May, 1997

were running smoothly and to help
solve any problems that might arise.
In addition, I was available to offer
assistance in tl~c event that the
teacher had not identified a specific
subject area in which the pair was to
work.

Students acting as
tutors teaching
younger students
would be
responsible, first,
for learning the
content of the
tririning sessions.

Stakeholders
Thcrc were many stakeholders
to consider in impleme~itingttus
plm. The Cross-Age Tutoring Program involves students, thejr teachers, the building administration,
and the students' parents. The students were perhaps the n ~ o simpurt

stakeholders in t1us program
because they would become both
the direct suppliers and the recipients of the services. Students acting
as tutors teaching younger students
would be responsible, first, for
learning the content of the training
sessions. The selected fifth-grade
students needed to be organized
and responsible for making up their
missed c1assroom time. Younger
students, who wouIJ be the chef
hneficiaries of the service, must
agree to become seriously invested
in the program. Like the older students, they too would miss regular
classrnorn time. Clearly, the success
of the program depended heavily
un s t u d ~ n t swillingness
'
to make the
required efforts.
As stakeholders, classrooms
teachers must be prepared to rectant
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omn~er~d
both the tutors and the
tutees and to devote extensive follow-up time to make sure the tutor's
time was well used.The fifth-grade
teachers who recommended tutors
realized that their students would
be out of the room for the twelve
training sessions and a minimum of
one hour a week after the sessions
began. The first- through fourthgrade teachers would nerd to be organized to provide clear and appropriate tasks for the pairs to complete.
For Carr, as a new administrator, there are high stakes in the success or failure of this program. She
was advising the faculty to attempt
this p r o p a . As a former facilitator/supervisor, she had witnessed
success with the prugram at other
schools and she expected success at
Parker. She, in continuing her focus
un collaboration, recognized this
opportunity as a unique showcase
for student-to-student collaborativn
(M. Carr, persanal interview, December 2,1996). Her reputation as d
Ieader and ds one who remains consistent with her own stated philusophy was at stake. Furthermore, she
knew that the demand un faculty
resources might be a problem. Program failure could revert to the
oripnal problem of delivering remediation services with even lower
expectations of success.
The parents in the community
are, of course, also stakeholders in
this process. As in all schc~olFrograms, they have a tremendous
stake in their children's education.
As parents of the tutors, they will
need to support the teacher's decision in letting their children out of
the room and allowing them to
demonstrate responsibility for the
missed subject matter. As parentsof
prospective tutees, they must decide whether or not to allow their
children to be identified and if it is
wise to have them miss classroom
time in order to meet with their tutor.

Finally, I am certainly a stakeholder with among the highest
stakes riding on this plan for
change. I am on record as believing
that the supervised tutor-tutee pairs
can provide much needed assistance for the teachers and improve
the learning of the students.

of the organization (Bolrnan & Deal,
1991, p. 127). At this point in the
prwess, it appeared that the CrossAge Tutoring Progra~nwould address the expreswd needs of the all
the educational stakeholders.

Assessing Needs

The resources involved in this
change include y o p l e and materials. The people are available since I
am willing to facilitate this program
and we have students and teachers
who are willing to participate. A
wealth of teaching materiab, however, is not available. I have a small
budget lor the remedial program as
a whole, and Carr has given me
some of her personal materials. This
will be enough to start the program.
Unless I can purchase additionaI
prepared materials, however, additional responsibility for planning
and materials development will be
forced upon the classroom teachers.
We will need quantities of manipulative~,flashcards, books, and educational games to offer a variety of
activities for the tutor-tutee pairs. I
will also apply for a small grant and
seek support from our school's Parent-Teacher Asst~ciation(PTA).
In summary, there will be a
number of steps required during the
initiation process. Through faculty
meetings and memos, teachers will
need to stay informed about the
goals of the program as well as their
roles in the process. During the first
quarter of the school year, teachers
will be asked to begin to identify
students for the program. Teachers
will select the tutors, based on their
ability to read, act responsibly, and
complete assignments. In grades
one through four, teachers will be
asked to prioritize students who
will benefit from participating as
tutees. Before implementing tutoring sessions, the tutors will br
trained. A total of six hours of training will be provided across a variety
of topics. Specific subject matter

In the Spring of 1996, our former principal, Kenney,appointed a
committee to design, distribute, collect, and analyze a survey of parents, staff, and students. While the
survey results were overwhelmingly positive, some necds were defined: In "The school would be better if ..." section provided to the staff,
teachers indicated their need fur
more remediai assistance to handle
the huge number of referrals. There
was a strong general sense that this
constituency would eagerly support a good faith effort to aclciress
tlus problem.
Student responses to their survey questions were also interesting.
While only three percent of the entire student population indicated
that they never felt thrnwelves to be
an impvrtant member ot their
school community, thirteen percent
of the fifth-grade population felt
this way. I t seemed clear that more
opportunitiesfor fifth graders to become involved in the school would
be welcomcd by students. Tlus fit
well with the tutoring program
hopes since it would provide fifth
graders with a clear and much
needed school role to play.
Fullan's warning that it is important for school communities to
idenhfy and address constituency
needs is borne out by our experience. Carr, previously faced with
similar needs, had identified a
method to address them. As the
manager of the organization of the
school, Carr now had the responsibility to arrange building goab
which met the needs of the m e m k s

Initiation
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stratejqes will be addressed, as well

as tips on managng and organizing
the tutoring session.

Implementation
Factors
Implementation is the second
phase in the change process. This
phase involves putting the change
in practice (Fullan, 1991, pp. 47-48).
If successful, the tutoring program
could provide a new opportunity
for the fifth-grade students to assume leadership roles in the school.
As Wheatley (1994)states, "It wtluld
seem that the more participants we
engage in t h s participative universe, the more we can acces its p*
tentials and the wiser we can become" @. 65).
The Cross Age Tutoring program stands a good chance for success. The instructional and administrative needs for this program are
clear. First, there is a need for additional help with remediating students. Due to the time constraints
and large numbers of students recommended, it is impossible under
the current arrangements to ad dress
this need.
As cited by Fullan (1991),
"Hubeman and Miles (1984) remind us that by the early implementation stage, the people involved
must perceive both that the needs
being addressed are sipfirant and
that they are making at least some
progress toward meeting them" (p.
69). One of my roles must be to clarify the three needs for teachers.
While some teachers prefer that we
expand the current remedial proPam, that is not an available option
at this point. The tutoring program,
however, is feasible. Teachers must
feel that their concerns f o r inore remedial assistance are valid and that
real attempts to address them are
being made. Succcss will depend on
teacher confidence and a wnsr that
fifth graders can make use of the
o p ~ o r t u n j tto
~ k o m e more involved in the school camn~unity.
Febniay &?May, 1997

Given the fact that there are
clear guideIines for implementing
the program, the specific arrangements for what needs to be done
should be very clear. The steps for
implementing the program have
been outlined. In addition to the
written notes regarding the program arrangement, Carr can be
used as a resource. The fact that she
ran the program for a number of
years makes her an available resource to address questions or problems that might arise.
To clarify the teachers' role in
the program, some direction will
have to be g v e n about what is expected of them. Teachers will need
to have a clear sense of purpose and
understclnd their role in the implementation. They should be given
clear guidelines for procedures in
recommending students to act as tutors and tutees.
There should d s o be clarity regarding the standards that tutors
must uphold. In clarifying the prugram for the tutors, they will have
the twelve training sessions to assist
them with directions and guidelines
for the program. The training will
involve instruction in doing math,
spelling, writing, and reading work.
The tutors will also be receiving
strategies for teachng skills in these
subject areas. In addition, they will
role-play through lessons to practice dealing with problems. Furthermore, they will understand that an
adult will be supervising the tutors
at all times; and, while they should
try to deal with any situation that
nlny arise, there will always be an
available adult with whom to consult.
Tutors will take the lead in clarifying the program for the tutees.
They will explain the rules and procedures of the program. Teachers
will be explaining to the tutees, and
their parents, the goals and objectives of the program.
The tutors and tutees will be required to n d e the tnost changes.
They will need to learn new skills

related to teaching and facihtating
instruction. They will require instruction in teaching strategies ns
well as in using the available rnaterids. Thr tutees may also require
some changes in beliefs. Some of
them may be unaware that a peer
can teach them and is worthy of
their attention and respect. They
will need to understand and support the role of the tutor.

At ~ a c quarter,
h
teachers will have
a furlnal
opportunity to
evaluate the
progranr and
describe the
specific growth, or
lack ofgro~utlz,
that the tutees
demonstrate.
My rt~leas facilitator/supervjsor means I must cope with much
complexity. I will need to communicate the program goals to all of the
stakeholders, instruct the tutors,
create the schedules, arrange and
purchase matcrids, as well as supervise and facilitate the tutoring
sessions. An evaIuation process for
the program will need to be created.
Regarding materials, some
money is available for necessary
suppiies and a number of manipulative~.Also, there will be time to
apply for a mini-grant. Lf the grant
proposal is reiuused, other funding
can be sought from the PTA. The
program is scheduled to be running
during the middle of the second
quarter of this year. Schedules and
objectives are clearly defined inr
each step.
-
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Furthermore, there will need to
be communication tools constructed. Each day, tutors will complete a log depicting exactly what
was completed during each session.
'Chey will also be able to ask questions of the facilitator/supervisor
each day. The tutors will describe
the weekly progress of their tutee
and have a chance to ask for suggestions or assistance.
Tools wlll also need to be created to evaluate how the needs of
the teachers are being met. At each
quarter, teachers will have a formal
opportunity to evaluate the program and describe the specific
growth, or lack ofgrowth, that the
tutees demonstrate. Furthermore,
they will be able to offer suggestions
about improvements of the program.
Tutees will be asked quarterly
to assess their progress. Tutees will
evaluate their progress in noted
subject areas and describe how the
program has met their needs.Tutors
also will be asked to evaluate their
role in the program. They will t*.
aske~ltn dcscribt. the btaciits of:being a tutc~r,as well as some of the
challenges. In addition, they will be
asked about their tutee's growth.

tionalization
Continuation clr institutionalization is the tlurd phase of the
change process. Fullan (1991) explains that this phase "refers to
whether the change gets built in as
an ongoing part of the system or
disappears by way o f a ~iecisionto
discard or through attrition" (p. 48).
The Cross-Age Tutnring Program
will be institutionalized when it has
been proven to be worth the time
and energy put into it.
One way to icirt~tiiywhet1 this
has h e n achieved wilI be through
dumonstrating that the needs described earlier are a h i n g met.
When teachers are able to idenhfy
the tutoring program as a valid ad-

ditional resource for them to use
with students who are struggling,
the program wiH become institutionalized. They wiii be able to assess this through quarterly rrpurts.
Creating a uniform testing tvol
which will depict student growth of
the tutee regardless of his or her
grade level is impossible at this time
due to a lack of testing materials and
time constraints. Unless this program is worhng from the tear!-ds
viewpoint, the program will not
last. Other avenues fur involving
fifth graders in the conununity can
be explored and, in tact, are regularly being considered throughout
the school culture. How-ever, based
on the support for the program from
the other srl~oolsin wtuch Carr has
in~plemented the prugam, I am
coilfident that the program will be
successful at Parker.

An Update
The Cross-Age Tutoring Program was indeed implemented this
year at Parker Elementary. In August, Carr presented the program to
the fifth-grade teachers. At that
time, she asked the fifth-grade
teachers to reserve the last half-hour
of each day as a practice or indepcndcnt work time so that tutors,
when out of the room, would not
miss instruction. In early Scptember, the other teachers were informed of the plan to start the program at Parker, and Carr described
some of the successes she had experienced.
Durjng Octokr, the tiith-grade
teachers were asked to recotrunend
five or six students per classroom.
Upon cumpiling the list, there were
a total of twenty-five tutors recornmended. lhe response from the parents was positive. A number of the
p a r e ~ ~permission
t
slips included
conunents thanking the classroom
teachers for giving the opportunity
to their chldren. However, the fifthgrade classmom teachers did express some concerns about the

amount of time that the tutors
would be uut of the classroom for
the training sessions, In addressing
this, I retnit~dedthem that training
was twcessxy for the tutoring sessiom to be successful. 'The teachers
accrpte~ltL11s and made the necessary sc heJulingadjustments during
the training sessions.
Also, during the end of October,
the first- through fourth-grade
teachers were asked to identify students who would benefit from pacticipating in the program. They
were also asked to describe s k ~ l l s
and subject areas in which the students needed help. Based on these
lists, twenty-five first-through
fourth-graders were chi>sen tn be
tutecs.
During the last week of October
m d through the rniddlr uf Niwember, the training sessions were held
for the fifth-grade tutors. As facilitatorjsupervisor. 1 instructed the tutors r ~ n
.stratc.gic..sto use during reading, math, and wVriting.We addressed how to deal with behavior
prwblems and otl~er problematic
situations that may arise. In addition, students were gven multiplc
orpartunities tor role playing and
brainstorming. During the training
sesdons, the tutors cclllected reference materials to for assistance.
Forms for documentation and assessment were explained. Thehe
were compiled in a notebook for
each pair in the program.
During the last week of November, the tutoring pairs met for the
first time. During that time, pairs
worked primarily on math, reading,
and writing skills. The tutor-tutee
teams will ctlntinue working together through the remainder of the
school year. Both tutors and teachers will be rating the success of the
program throughout the year.
Students who come to the attention of the building Pupil Personnel
Services (PPS) team, may also be
recomnieniied for tlw program
throughout the school year. Any additjondl tutees arldeci to the pro-

gram will requirc that tutors work
with two tutees. The Fifth-grade
teachers will be consulted in the
cvent that this hdppens, since fittllgraders will require two aJditiclt~al
half-hour sessiorls spent out of the
classroom each week.
It has become clear to me that
more specific rules and consequences will need to k created for
the tutor-tutee pairs. Some problems have arisen from the few of the
fifth-graders unable to complete
their own required classrnom work.
C l e x guidelines regarding the tutor's academic progress will need to
he crcated.
Despite these initial snags in the
program, I can already see some
benriits. The fifth- graders enjoy
their rolcs and are demonstrating
responsibility. 'She tutees appear to
regard the tutors as esteemed illder
colleagues and, so far, they art. treating them with respect.
I am confident that t h s program will become ~nsti
tu tionalizeii
at Parker Elementdry becduse of the
strong sen* of co~-nmunitythat exists. The opportunity provides for
student involvement, as well as academic growth, and is a child-centered program. In keeping with the
former principal's vision, and the
new principal's vision o f collaboration, this prclgram will be a continuing frirce 1t1 the school conmunity.
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